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‘only motive the character “is selfish and
‘corrupt. ' Satan charged Job with purely

of

.have stated enotigh was pledged to give him

our maity. weak homeg interests, rather
than their careless neglect to. perish,—

reasonable support,

surely ought to guide in" all" plans and
labors of a Christian denomination.

no means equal overcomers. To act on
‘the defensive is better than to Surrender,

not know6f numerous struggling “church: ‘tion, yet someof the pledges

but to make conquests,

endur-

Who, that thinks for the future,
es, with their heads

save, reform, res-

hardly

realized willbe mueh

pledged.

does

above

Jal

én

ke
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first
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days; and

the

paid.

al

A friend of mine was rejected, on application for
admission to a church, because
be cou
nde
to exercise disinter-

if not.
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ested love, and

We

are

saved

by

‘empty—would lift their

grace

-of safety
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in due

time.

does

that

I stand,’

Sister,

for collec-

| GRACE AND REWARD. ~

Every good deed helps.

| BY REV. GEO. H. BALL, D.D.

Theexam-

ing to get such aid from
|.

: The gospel is many sided.

All princi-

ples, motives, helps, -persuasives, in the
“realm ‘of morals,
are focdlized here.
Law and mercy, faith and works, grace
and rewards,
are contemporary and co-

active, in

every

stage

Needs and deeds are

of its ministry.

matthed

by grace

ing

not

the Home

_ reward shall be great.”

¢ The

gift

trembling.”

This

We are to die soon, aml hope .to

enter

rounded symme-

be justified” harmonizes with the necessity of répentance, which is uncondition-

lest any man should boast”

works

is one part,

and * Ye hive obeyed from the héart that
form of. doctrine which was delivered un-

oi" is the other. * Being justified
"by faith” and “ Obedience * of faith” are
complements

of

each

others

None

are

_ saved by, “faith alone,” for faith is
_tdead"
when alone. Those who teach
salvation by faith alone, are as far astray
as teachersof salvationby works alone.

iodetry

“The apostles taught neither the one

nor

the other.

‘Works and faith are always united, 80
_ also are rewards and grace. Gifts of

grace are measured by felt need and re" ceptiveness; rewards by the merit of
deeds performed.

Want

and

work

are

both considered ; ‘both are stout arguments in heaven.
“Blessed are the

"poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven”

offers hope to the needy

and

lost. .* Great is your reward in heaven”
stirs the saved to effort. Every act of
love

adds

to

the treasures “of. grace.

Hospitality to a righteous man, or even a
cup of cold water given to * one of these
little ones" is sureof reward. The credit
books of heaven are very minute. Our

standing in glory depends largely upon
‘ our doings here. Wise workers are en-

]
)
g
]

* . riched
by their labors, while

)

the

unwise

suffer loss, * If-any, man’s work

1

)

abide

he shallxeceive a reward,” but if he has
." ‘built of by, wood and stubble, disap-

~ pointméntis sure. = * Let no man beguile
you of your reward,” suggests imminent
~ danger from neglect as well as the certainty of profit from wise ,endeavor.

* Cast not away

_ self, cast away his crown

through

of

‘ relief

him-

folly,

unbelief, cowardice, indolence, vanity, or
. he may win a ‘* great reward,” by cour-

wish to be with this brother.

struggling

lives of usefulness, and some

and stubble”

builiers,

is

bad

ha
deplorable.

Wonderful grace saves them, but no
rewards are rendered.
As they feel the
contrast between
their
entrance
and

that of others, reflection must bring pain.
ful regrets. The living should lay this
to heart,

?

;

able to raise only about

th€ human

Benevolent Societies, so that the Home
Mission shall receive at least’ half of jt,

system to be constantly drawn

to the center, so that the extremities ar
robbed of their needed supplies “of thy

‘wherever that cin

this,
The

more we believe the more grace we re-

ceive, and the richer our reward.
gift of life and reward of merit

The
join

hands and unite in benediction. Thus it
is’ throughout the warfare. A double

plea is alwaysin “orderto, the valiant,

=

No better is it, for the health]

#and ‘the ;more we work

and’ are re-

4

a great-reward,”

some

small

fatal re-

reward,

of vitality be allowed to, fox unvexed

speak as unto wise men; judge ye what

tor say.”

workers.

They are singled out from

the

millions, honored, by peculiar rewards,
placed in high stations, assigned to responsible positions; possess superabundant joys.
!

There'is every reason
the Svat
gr

win

to believe ‘that

be employed

forever

in

undertakings, for other worlds and

feels that to be; yet in the nature

will .be

| feadership above, and

rewarded

¢ shine

‘with,

as stars

ing through inaction, will not share that
SR
:
peculiar glory.
. Shirks

escape

suffering

with

Christ

MISSION WORK,

grace.

outstretched hand not

But, if we.wish

which

hundred.

fold”

5 Letter from Bev. A. J. Marshall.

the

appeared

Star concerning

Mr.

in the columns
Coldrew’s

of

coming

The estimates of to India that few if any can form an idea of the
perhaps,

manner or‘act of his coming.

It seems

prop-

understands the minds of the people, as a | er that some statement be made by which the
facts may be umglerstood by the friends of the
!
oo
For years the brother has felt himself ealled

know | mission.

T'he painful fact is,that our mem-

ing to pledge themselves to eontribute for, his

bership-are educated to believe that there

support, to make up the, annual allowanee of
single missionaries in the field, Under these
circumstances he cme
to ‘the missipn.
Al-

and * everlasting life.” So * many - that is but 612 very smportant Mission,and that’
arp first shallbe last; and the last shall #hat'is the Foreign field. Hence their’
be first.” Work and sacrifice decide the partiality in bestowing their benefactions though:he was adopted by ¥1é Board aid austanding. In Christ's reply to,the moth- where they are led to think the money theorized to act as a‘member of jts mission the

to them for Whom it is prepared
.of the
po
Father.” ©
°
sity
» Martyrs

had

will accomplish the

good.

greatest

Beard is in no way ruspousible for Mis support.
This must come from other sources. ‘It is Mr.
Coldren’s wish that his support, should come

amount of

Let us not longer deceive our-

selves or -our brethren at large!
The entirely from persons and churches who have
*¢ wail” that comes to our ears: from dis- not adopted the card’ system of the Foreign

Scriptural ground “for tang shores, naturally

drowns

‘Mission Board or do not contribute regularly

tlie most

to

it.

He

‘believes

that

there

are

enough

their faith, that Yesisting sin; and preach< needy, calls in our own land. God forbid frierids ang churches outside of the field oocuing Christ,” even unto blood, dvould be. Jhis pen should write any sentence that pied by the Board to support him. And it is
our people to those he laoks for maintenance. It isa fact’
honoredin heavenby spevial blessings, might lessen what interest.
privileges. and. exalted ‘stations. They now havein the direction ofIndia! Would that among those who promised to aid hip are
read and ‘trusted the promise of their that we were able to do far. more for the. many persons outside’ of the denomination,

od

{oR

bole

ng

ay

£4

Wl

of’

in. this

The discussion wus very

des-

exciting the

as” the

‘The other side bad said, that

prégrsor

the
not
“side
are

edol,deliberate assassination of the law will +
be tolerated.
He appealed to the other °
to prevent a disaster which party leaders
preparing not for the. party themselves, -

but for our common

of

country.

Judge

Edmunds,

:
=

« . t..

Let not ** the red fool-furyof the Seine,”
run riot and” build its blazing altars to the _
strange gods of ruin and. mijsrule. We can
not be called to account for not voting this
appropriation, nor punished, and we can nullify it with impunity.
:
i
If the other side desire to go'to the country
on such a theory, he (Garfield) regretted it
deeply for the nation’s sake, but for his party’s
sake it‘'would, give him joy to engage in such "1
a struggle!
Re
a
The bill was passed, of. course by a party
vote, on Thursday, and is the beginning of the
end, 4s regaris the designs that will come rap- °
idly on thestage ere this session ends. o

WHAT OF THE ELECTORAL COUNT?
with a little

more

:

oo

i

of his:

may seem slowly, but we trust that what is semi-judicial manner than usual quite earnest-dotfe will be done-surely, and moreover “a ly presented ah important matter ip the Sen-work well begun is half done,”
:
. ate on Tuesday. He #aid that for more thana.
year there had existed ‘a large seloat Com. .
Our Agent reports for the two months -as

of that body charged with propesing some measure for regulating the counting of ‘the votes for President and Vice-President of the -

follows:
In collections
Sermons
Addresses
Miles travel

'

$1.28.
49.
8.
796.

%

U.S.

ference and

social ‘meetings

as

>

had

waited

for

the

opportunity

:

mujority

He

to.

now:

of-.

fered a bill so modified as to meet every neces‘sity, and asked its reference, and speedy: dis-

.

And churches organized for systems
atic confributions™
6.
Besides exhortation and instructionsfit. conpresented.

He

move in this important matter.

.

-constrained to labor four weeks and only desisted in the midst of it because of utter prostration from bronchial difficulty and overwork.
Many precious-souls were saved,
A

ed those who followed Christ “in the’ portion to be kept the past reports Foreign Mission Board was such that it would
regeneration,” the dangerous ‘ordeal of show. But this reads far betterin the not guarantee his support, he spent a few
superseding the old dispensation’ by “the Reported Estimates than does the column weeks in visiting his friends and a few churchnew. Such ag sacrificed houses, - friends, of Receipts in the Star from montkto | es where the ‘mission cards are not wsed.
Among these he found enough who were willand life in this
ict are promised
great rewards, even * an

readers

turn for all it gathers. Solittle has

we must give far more heed to the wlaims

month.

the

Rev. H.J. Brown,

abroad,

rest of us

Con-

the

greateSt danger that threatens the land tooi day; that of electing which law to obey and
: djsobey.” Forces arent work that are threatwork ening the Govt. and the nation’s peace, but

this little helper makes its journey round
the house at every preaching service.
We
fally believe that if rightly receivedat the
pews it will distribut®’ rich blessings in re-

the Lord hath given us,” and to enlarge
our powers most effectually
for future be- | rhs

whole, better than the

intensifies

position, and it was accordingly referred to.
the above cominjitee.
Pi
On next February the two Houses shall
meet, to count the votes” east in the coming
Nov.~ Every movement that has so far been...
.attempted, for an intelligent,
patriotic and.
conclusive decision on that occasion, scems to.
have been met with suspicion. by the Demo-- °

3

crats.
:
:
"The old 22d joint rule, adopted Feb: 5, 1865,
covered
the counts
ef p 1865-69 and 73; butit the:the:
0
complications of 1877 brought

about

tue

joint. .

high commission, temporarily operative for
Lord, tends directly to promote true spir- disheartened. By a series of ten servicks he that
time. . Thex€ is an. ** impending crisis”
succeeded in rallying them to the work, enlistitual life and health, We are glad to |
ahedd; either one President or “two, or anaring the sympathy of the community and open- chy. What will“our-Statesmen do about it? know that in many of out ‘congregations ing the way for the settlement of a pastor,

celebration of our Centennial or very soon

Secretary,—who

-

they would no! pay these men, law or-no law,
cause they do not approve of it. The sworn
law-makers of the country are now to become
the chief Jaw-breakers.
Such a spirit- is the:

.” Bro. Moxom
found our church at Toledo, on
the Cu & N.
WR! and the county seat of
Tama Co., with a good house of worship, but
ment and growth in gr
:
Giving may be just 4
worshipful
as without a pastor or regular meeting for eightpraying, and regular giving, as unto the een months, and the members scattered and

If we expect to" wind up our history,
as a Christian denomihation, with the

Financial

are

acquaintance well. It, growsin - usefulness as it becomes familiar, and by de-grees becomes necessary to one’s enjoy-

things? -

and the

ties of the Marshals, while absolugely refusing

He remarked:

Under the sanction of the Yearly Meet-

and greater growth and

an’

We

chief,

to appropriate pay for their special Deputies, &c.
These two propositions are riders attached to a supply bill and a revelation of what is
to come. Mr. Hawley, 6f Conn., pronounced
it ¢“ thumbscrew legislation,” and also “ revo-

how.”

the work of » nature
xtremely, embarrassing
und difficult. And yet a work has been done
that is not only gratifying as a work already
accomplished,
but as the foundation of better

shun it as if it carried infection.
:
Some have found out, its harmlessness;
more, its positive helpfulness. It bears

lessly
on in the face of the very nature of

our

empty.

present

perate motives that are at work. *‘ Because the
Supreme Court has decided that the electoral
laws are constitutional, we need not now appear with uncovered heads and unshod feet,
and say we must appropriate
this money anyr

now engaged in his.third month of nig
The field is largd, the calls gre urgent and.

of

and

by ousting the

al authority which is fast approaching.

ing Conference, Rev. J. H. Moxom, of Cedar
Falls, Iowu, is employed both as Financial and
Missionary Agent in Home Mission
work and is

persuaded that it'is" too great a stranger
to many people,
They are shy of it.
They, look upon it, with - aversion. They

pause, while we may, than to drive reck-"

of the Home Mission.

Itis’a means

Welcome it:with: a smile

ment)

proposition to almost fatally restrict the dud =~

federate Singleton’s reply

other and increasing successes. Our churches
are undisciplined in dfstematic- and energetic
HE)
co-operation, and:in a work that requires .all
tha
thé most stringent sense, the work
mist pecessarily move cautiously, to some it

°

Marshals, &c., has engrossed the attention

lutionary legislatiin.” All this refusal to pay:
the Marshals looKs like hestility to all Feder=

If not

_the Star and especially to our people

THE CONTRIBUTION'BOX.

policy, sooner or later. ' Is it not wiser to

nevolent work, both at home and

oy

‘Don’t be afraid of it.

of the

to * prolong our days in the land

:

CONDUCTED BY REV. G..C'WATERMAN,
.
BAS
.

case, there is an end te all such suicidal

may be the wisest thing.

=

a

other peoples, that may exist in the eter- | thereafter, then this spasmodic effort _to
nities to come. This world of trial is a do as much as possible in India, regardschool, and such as attain large experi- less of how .the work lags in America,
ence-and skill,

of Iowa may be of interest to

I

Harrisburg, Pa., March 18.

and some none.
The parable of the
talents teaches the order of heaven.
It _TIs there not an unhealthy ‘rush of
is not as well for the man who repents at blood” to certain portionsof our religious
the eleventh hour,as for him who has body, while other parts of the system are
done long and faithful service. The lag- almost forgotten ? Is it not fully time for
| gard will not stand as high as thé hero. our ‘“ doctors” to come to the front and
¢* They that be wise shall shine as the give attention to this . grave subject, as
brightness of the firmament; and they everything in the future prosperity of our
that tarn maiy to righteousness “as the beloved Zion d-pends upon a healthy
stars forever and ever.” The stars have balance of our” forces? Fora while we
|an individual, distinguished light, mark- might go.on ag we dre now doing, and
ed, steady, supreme.” Such are those exhaust our resources upon the Foreign
who turn many to righteousness, the field, as precious an interest as every one

pa
1}

Can it be that a

Home Missions in Iowa.
A word regarding the Home Mission

money;

warded, the more
grace is sought and
given. Uding grace is an action the 4
. Lord rewards ; not, using is rejecting it.
Hepce such as “sin because grace
;abounds,” have no ‘grace, reject it, are
some not members of any church, and a few
deceived, grace does not. abound ' to ‘Lord, ** To him that. overcometh will I precious cause abroad than we are doing! even avowed infidels, They honored bis heroBut
sober
thought,
rather
than
mere
sengrant to sit with me in_my' throne, even
them.
v
:
ic faith and will eontribute to his support not
. Itis both privilege and duty then to -as'I also overcame, and am set down timent,—w safe financial policy, instead of because of the religion he teaches but because
‘have *‘ regpect unto the recompense of with wy Father in“his throne.” Over: “a Trok'ess one,=n * wise ‘conservation. of of their admiration for his high purposes. As I
a

minis-

3
A.J. MARSHALL.
Camp Duntura, Feb. 6, 1880,

y the calls and
representations
which
come. from our leaders “in every good
word and work.”
Is it not hich time for
you, men and brethren, fathers, to bring
your best talent to the consideration of
this question of supreme importance? It
will not grow less by delay; but we may
suffer by waiting for it to solve itself.
<I

The disparity will appear in the rela- sults follow. Thre can be no abounding health, no promise of even prolonged
tions of the redeemed. Their standing
life, unless the proper equilibrium be
will depend én their doinge here. ¢* One
| speedily restored, and -the rich currents:
star differs from another.” Some have

need and merit; double favors constantly
"follow them, gift and reward; double
er of Zebedee's song, the fact is revealed,
hopes ever inspire them, the inhéritance |
(that special distinction ¢* shall be given

grace supplies, ‘and great rewards the
. Lord has promised. , The more grace we
.” receive,
thé more heart we have to work,

the

-of tire House fur the past week. = Two princi
pal points of debate were;-first,
the evident attempt of the Dengoerats to get control of the -a
Printing Bureau (now a Presidential appointvo

I should

Treasurer, marked, For Mr. Coldren.
so specified they will not reach him.

consistently | State.

done

LETTER.

_ WASHINGTON, D., C., March 18, 1880.
REVOLUTIONARY TALK AGAIN.
The Immediate Deficiency Bill, as it is called, providing for the bublic printing, pay of

next day (Wednesday),
and when General
well and in order, Let any who wish to forGartield arose, it seemed very natural and oldtime
like...
He
it
was,
“who. first gaye such
ward sums of money to Bro. Coldren send |
them to Bro. Curtis,
Foreign. Mission legistation its appropriate name last summer.

ith the expressed wish “of the ,donors.
nd their wish will ltrgely be determined

to have a rushof blood to the extremities,
to the head for instance,—lest

be

least,

cause’s

#

.otlfers take their places that the work be done

say $80,000 or $50,000 the coming year, it
ought fo be distributed among: the three

ship.It is not best for all the blood in.

vital fluid.

so much

us, at

for the

A. H. MURRELL,
|

+

those who will be prevented by unforeseen circumstances from doing what ‘thdy wished let

portion;of contributions from our people
received the attention
of all our member-

:

WASHINGTON

and infidels for his Christian zeal will fail to

here, and lose being * glorified togeth- them,—show that wé need $30,000 the
age, industry, patience and hope.
“er”
eternally. Their slight gain entails current year to carry on our. present be- in an especial manner to this work, but never
Grace apd rewards are mutual helpers
until the presentyear.has he felt himself free
in perfecting character. Accepting grace endless logs. ¢¢ For our light affliction nevolent work; that of this sum $12,000 ‘and
his way clear to come. About the 1st of
which
is
but
for
a
moment,
worketh
for
is needed for Foreign Missions, $12,000
is a'work of merit.. ‘‘ This is the work
to come as soon as he |
us a far more exceeding and etetnal for Home Missions,and $6,000 for Educa- Sept. last he resolved
of God, thatye belfeve on me whom he
complete arrangements for the voyage. 1
weight of glory.” Thrones are promis- tion. ‘That this is near the proper pro- could
Knowing that the financial condition of the
hath sent.” Believing is receiving. ‘No
act is juore pleasing to God, than
and none brings a larger reward.

sake,

receive the cordial support and hearty co-operation of enlightened
Christian
men = and

Missions constitute the basis of aggressiveness-in the glorious kingdom of God.
All true missionary work rests on .$his.
If the foundation give way, what becomes

thermometer indicates the state of the

-of

felt like renewing our- youth

man who receives the praises alike of heathen

churches and the planting of new ones -at
important centers.: Ignore this as
we
may,it will yet prove itself true, ‘that any
religious-denomination, which long push-

or

forever ahd ever,” in the work they do,
all along the ages, under the lead of their
King. Paul declares that those who suftherefore your oonfi=
fer with Christ shall be glorified with
great recompense of
him, implying that such as aveid suffer-

dence which hath
reward,” shows that one. may "rob

enterprise,the

try, said, should I preach the gospel

Mission

temperature, so does this Report -show of the superstructure? - If we can not
a erown. Of course it is a great thing to the degree of interest in-these three great do all we want to, let us effect what we’
Let us not seek to du less for the
be saved at all, but compared to what objects of Christian. benevolence. And it can.
Foreign tield ; but far more for the Home,
is
high
time
that
this
dangerous
dispromight have been, the case of idlers,
If there is any probability that we shall be
barely get,into glory, without a_star,

©ITOrS.
:
tpisem
irl
hangers on; hinderers ° of others,
4 By the deeds of the law shall no flesh "workers, mischief makers, ¢ wood,
“** Not_by

Any thoughtful person, who will care~
fully examine the able report of our faithful Financial Secretary for the last year,

Home:

natural way.
The cone stands Best upon
its base, rather than on iis apex. . Home

administered abundantly; while others

)

‘of long expericnce in the naission field, ang,
baving their-hearts quickened with an inspira- tion that such lips alone ean give, will in the
years to come, diffuse the same intelligence
and » similar spirit amongst the thousands

heaven. What will be our ‘welcome? must be awaked to dangers that confront | | es its domestic missions into the back- churches?” We think not. Then let those
Out of about $30,
for his support “do
Chere will be a difference. Some are us-ag.a denomination.
ground, will sooner or later “go to the. who pledged to contribute
000,
raised
the
past
year
for benevolent wall.” There is a natural way to carry on so promptly and ‘regularly, and instead of
promised an abundant entrance, others

will be “saved. as by fire.”. Works cause

spoke * at

the full amount apportioned on their cards | ing missionary intelligence fresh from the lips

for some time thinking of entering the

future very existence, of our beloved Zfon,

ag’this too long neglected

even Christian work. And so is there an un-

“try is characteristic. Fdilure to appre" hend it distorts truth. Half-truths are

al” surrenderto law,

.|

REV. T. H. DRAKE.

the difference. © Such as add to faith vir-| round numbers, $19,900, Home Missions
tye, and build on additions and abound to $7,600, and the Education Society, $2,100.
of
As'faithfully. as the mercury in the
the end, are sure of havingan ‘‘entrance

God is eternal life" is balanced - by
*« Work out your own salvation with fear
and

they oiight to have sought burdens, and
the reward came not.
Fo

°

She

especially since, having besides outsiders, so
large a number of young gentlemen and young
ladies, members of the institution, who, hav-

Mission

Or if any church or sogiety after rais-

"are perishing, should not be - forgotten by’
those who are servants 6f the same Lord.
A
Christian devotion which even infidels can ap--

Mis—

work, the Foreign Mission received,- in

"and rewards.” ** By grace are ye saved”
has & counterpartin ** Do good and your
..

OUR GREAT WOEK.
BY

Smith.

Weve and at, Winchester and Berry rab,
a.
;
En
At Harper’s Ferry, her repeated addresses,

contributions

will raise one, two or five dollars over and
above it for Mr. Coldren it will,be gladly re-

sion Society as shall untie their hands and
relieve their hearts from embarrassments,.
that painfully cripple their usefulness, as

Are any weak?

Have they failed to grow? Lack of doing
is the cause. *They have shirked ‘when

Mrs.-D. F.

‘Charlestown, Martinsburg ahd Harper's Ferry,

mioisters, work- ceived.
:
Vi we
ing in the face of fearful odds to save im- | This first example in connection with our
Foreign Mission of a man who to serve the with whom they associate, or for whose eduea~
portant church-interests from perishing,
elevation they may labor.
:
Master is willing to take his life in his hand tionAs ana
while receiving scarcely enough to keep
4 bund of missionaries and teachers, we;
their little families from want, vainly wait- and go forth thoughtfil only of the souls. that _ alsd, caught from her higher inspiration to -

’| rious fault not to regard it.

And watch the flaming path expand
From far horizon to the strand,’
:
And ask this question o’er and o'er :—

:

bave recently been deeply interested and -beme-

according to his works.”
Is itnot imp rplaud may. well bea subject for Christians te
‘tant then that we should ¢ be always |
Little doing yields feeble growing. abounding in the. work
admire and help to sustain.
Were there more
the Lord”?
Strength is a reward for work quite as Would we have our low \condition in ambassadors of Christ! Ifsuch churches of it there would be fewer unbelievers, and
much as a-fruit..ef grace. Such as do heaven, forever testify to our Yeeble serv- and pastors are not to be found in good the name of God vastly more honored than it
¢ Tell me, thou moon that mocks the night most
grow fastest. Wealth of character ice here? Our every day life affects. the ‘New England, thank God for the financial is, Kven the heathen can appreciate it. Men'{
With sach enchantuient of delight
prospects of the future. Toil atid, saeriwho know no God but stocks and stones. raise
4 kspiings from grace
and truth wrought fice add to .¢ the eternal weight of ability and disposition of the brethren to their bunds-in veneration for this.brother’s exAlong the ocean in thy flight,
er
‘prevent
it!
But
such
things
-are
not
When will-thy myriad wanderings céase 7’.
out in labors of love. All acts'react, and .glory,” and the service we may render in
ample.” Native CBristians have been impressed
rewards follow. 4t is desirable to be the ages to come. God would excite -our wholly strange to those. living farther ‘by it as by no other styleof Christian “devotion
/ In vain! there comes no answering cry
west
scattered
as
our
members
are,
and
¢¢ Respect ,ufito. the recom+1 rich in experience, strength, all- Christ- ambition.
that has yet appeared among them,
One man
- From the illumined miduight sky;
likeness? Is nobleness, largeness and pense of reward” sheuld inspire us to $0 weak as the churches are known to be. said, as soon as he heard the particulars, let
Only, the dep, calm waves reply, .
¢
lay up treasures in heaven.. Whatever To-day smile at it as mafiy ‘will, there is me give 8 annas a month ($3.00 per year) for
" ‘« Pilgrim of earth, be dumb, and wait!”
excellence of character more precious we-do or suffer for Christ, brings *¢ a rich
not another intef@st, known to the denomhim, and doubtless many more will follow. his
—James T. Fields, in Youths’ Companion. than gold ?.¢ Abounding in the work of reward.”
tik
: inational thought, which is so vitally re- example when the case ‘is laid before them.
<B>
2
& ve & Sthe Lord” isthe.only way to gain it.
>
lated’to the prosperity, if not also to the A young man of great promise who has been
Alone among the rocks

a

ihn

fitted bythe visit of our: excellent Christian -

will never be

present doing nothing for the Foreign

cause.

abovesthe

Who

It will be necessary

Valley.

in *the—Shenandosh Valley

ficiency. Hance we earnestly
- solicit the as-- on the Sabbath and
before the students of Sto- sistance of individuals-or churches who are at rer Normal School, were exceedingly valuable;

‘knew of self-sacrificing

iners were wrong, in conflict with Christ,
‘| ‘and the whole spirit of the gospel. : The
| profit of godliness is urged by the gospel
‘as a motive to obedience,
and if isa se-

heads

amount

be sent in from others to make good this de-

waters; and enable them‘to reach the place

and rewarded for’ works. Souls saved
are stars in the crowns .of saints.

was not willing - 10 be

damged for the glory of God.
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and eternity.

Shenandoah

Our churches

sum

Although every«penny paid in will

reach him, there being no expenses

Mselfish service. Job did pot * serve God cue the bad and miserable, is infinitely waves.ofsfinancial destruction, which must
for nought,” neither should we, but his more pleasing to ‘God, and will meet a receive early help or sink under the mount;
ainous™ billows?. A little 'aid from the
trial proved that reward was not the only, higher. reward. .’
on
Home Mission Treasury—too often, alas!
| fA paid strictly
nor
chief
motive
that.
made
him
loyal.
|
Thus
gifts
and
rewards
co-act,
in
time
2” Phin
the

$ 3.50

short of the

Foreign Missions.—Mrs. D. ¥'. Smith in

a

who

have had experience in these'matters, the

All communications designed for puplication’
l
should be addressed to Editor 7 he Morning Star,

* Dover,N. H.

but as &]l knew

ed to the end, but their standing will "by

| conquests; only resisted assaults,

j

Preowill Baptist Printing E stabljshment, |

evs

ST

coming.is vastly more than holding on.
Many will be saved who have 'made no

>a

SET

who

house with a large

school.

While visiting

]

now

and

increasing

Central
- City,

1

a

Te

LRH

a full
Sabbath-

7

Linn

Co.,

powerful revival broke out in which

he

a

was

AN ENORMOUS PENSION LIST.
That was.a tremendous legacy left to this
nation by those opening guns en Ft.. Sumter.
If a country is to be judged by the magnitude
~of itd Pension List, then indeed this pation
eclipses all Sntiquiyy modern times, aud histury to come, may

be.

‘

The year 1803. marked

the lowest figures for the annual payment

of

pensions, ($62,902).
Then followed the war
of 1812, raising the amountto $3,208,000. The
them that we trust will be of lusting benefit.
. | Mexican war showed no inéreaseé, the highest ®
While yet suffering with throat’ difficulty so
Payment arising therefrom in 1862, $2.401,000.: ~ ..

stimulus and

activity

aso prevent

sleeping,

he

was

reclining

visited

thus

and

impurted

almost

both .the

‘Tama (J. Ms. and succeeded well.

to

prevent.

Waterloo . an

»

After an illness of two weeks Bro. M. bas so
‘far recdvered as to enter upon the work and is

now within the bounds of the Cedar
-M.
)
J take these wordsfrom o ur Agent’s

Valley

report

a8 4 concluding appeal :
“1 get ajong so slowly and the field is- so
large that I get discouraged at times. I look

to you
to stay up my
tO:

your - prayers.”
‘words,

hands and bearme up in
rethren,
repiémber his

Sm——————
Freedmen’s

M.

with unanimous consent, omitted for the purpose of attending to business, that the Sabbath

might be more exclusively devoted
ing and devotional services.

to preach
:

interesting exet-

cises-of the occasion was the Missionary
dress,
by Mrs. D. F. Smith, one of our
eongregation listened to

India.. The
her,

with

The church as. Berryville

meeting.

©

was greatly ‘en-

done

more

at this

from

tak-

another

souree making

forty dollars in all towards

lifting of the

debt for

church

repairs,

the

which

has for some time embarrassed the good brethrén in that pluee.. They are now hoping to reHove their tinalicial

burdens

before

yi

$62,~

:

765,000, a sum exceeding the total expenses of ' =
every description for this country, from 1791,

(including two

great foreign wars,)

to 1855,

When its total "expenses were but $56,316,000.

The total amount paid by the Govt. to pension-

As we mentioned sometime ago, the

lations as to the Senate in 1881

the

year

calcu-

ure ¥

that the Republicans may tie, and

the

close,

Pemo-

crats have a chance of a very slim mujority
from 1 to 3.
y
ne
:
* The
plot thickens ‘as to future complications.
Senator Kellogg, of La., (whose term
does-not expire until 1883,) without doubt,” is
to be unseated, and with Bruce, of Miss., out
of the way after March 4, 1881, the. South

will

By far the most intelligent colored man

that

be solid after its own way.

-adre-

thrilling,

A twenty dollar collvetion was

én; covered by as much

appropriated, raises the total for 1880 to

has appeared before the

large

and at times, tearful interest.

couraged by what was said and

(ap-

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS.

was held with the church at Berryville, Va.
The Saturday night preaching service was,

from

When the Deficiency bill now pending,

propriating $6,600,000 arrearages) shall have:
Pa;
, that sum, added to the amount already.

Items.

"Whe Feb. session of the Winchester #Q.

turned missionaries

1870, when it reached the total of $35,121,000:

o

Mission

Amongst the most deeply

nthe closing Jour of the civil war (1865,) the * =
payments for this purpose amouted to §$16,347,~
Go
000, steadily increasing from. that date untik

ers
from. 1791 to include
the appropriation to June 30, 1880, is $555,229,000,

R.A. CoATs, Sec. of H. M. Com.

|

/

Exodus Com. present-

ed his views on Wednesday,

R. B. Avery; formerly editor of the Seacoast Republican and member of the South-.
ern claims’ commission; . went to Miss. from

Ind, in 1865, was a Demoerat until 1868, and

-

stathd that all through the South there wis & 7

generdl feeling of insecurity, Among the former slaves, of life and prosperity,
ind also a¥=
regarded their wives and ‘daughters exposed
to the demoralizing

white men,

associations

In regard

of

to. intimidat

strong Republican localities, be said, that
negroes

in one

sommuniy

attempted

=~

raded

in

if the
to re-

closes.
: dress a wrong done one of their number,armed ;.
Rev. J. H. Rideout and his wife are prac. men will hasten from all quarters to overpowtising much self-denial for the purpose ‘of aid- | or her, Their condition in many, States was
ing their church in this good work.
dep dalle, ate} if they hb 3 Jum gnolgh means
;
10 get away, they wou
ve in
num:
‘A. H. MORRELL, Clerk Pro ten.
bers.
7%
5
fiir.
See
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., Mar,, 1880.
»

i:

reports

-

v%
Pn...)
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and fear drew them out.

saw

great mulli-

Jesus had,

according

to Mark, just completed the parable of
the sower. He spoke that parable in a

my-interest,

and I looked as we neared each station,to
see any indications of her departure from

.They did not .| the train. * As.the brakemen at the door

shouted . E—ville, . she ‘arose, and after

and

leaning

expectantly almost im-

patiently forward, waiting for the train to
stop atthe station.
:
or
Before it came to a full stop however,
| a gentleman entered hastily, and coming
down the aisle was met midway by the

:

her” daintily gloved hands

“4 certain scribe.” The scribes were
‘men who copied the law, and were;"
therefore, publishers of the Old Testa-

© ment.

explanativn of the Scriptures. The Old
Testament was their study, and they
. were thought to be its infallible interpret-

question.
a
+‘ Mother is dead,” was his sid reply,

it to

while the great tears filled his brown eyes,
and rolled over his bearded cheek.
Ab, weep, strong man! Well mayest

the promotion of temperance. ® The Lesson Committee have left vacant

eager

two Sun-

Hindoos,

.

Theist
rT TRE AED

Baby Keshab

A
TO
yo
hE Ra
NS SINGLE TD

at any time to kill than create. One con-dition of .success . is co-operation. . The
Cenyral Association will be glad to reAmid “all commotion, darkness’ ‘trial -ceive that from all parts ‘of the denominaand difficulty,
tion. —
ONE OF THE COMMITTEE.
this truth should be prese
with us, God is stillat the helm of aff4iTs,
S0-O-0-o
2
0
JOSEPH

FULLONTON.

-

in him confide.|

© 7. REV. ORRIN HIX.*
This good man. and worthy

troubles of life,
the

protection

died in

.

the

pantings of

the

make it contented and happy.

still survives him.

is heard.

‘Stop

minister
5," 1880.

About the year

1839

under the libors of Kinsman R..Davis he

the

experienced religion, and joined

mind, and

in the

organization of the Freewill
Baptist
church in Norwich, Ohio. Bro. H. commenced his ministerial work in 1840, and
in 1845 was ordained by the following

But above

this din and bustle, the. loving voice of

the Lord

March

11, 1807 ; came to Ohio while young, and
in 1831 marriad Miss Sally Gregory, who

anxiety, haste and hard .effort to secure

something here to meet, if - possible,

Iowa,

He was born near Montpelier, Vt.; Sept.

a whirlpool of
nt, in some way or other,” The
apultitudes are almost. distracted in their
wants,

Benton,

and think.”

days in each quarter, and certainly one thou weepif mother
Cease seeking for solid bliss in things council: Revs. Eliab Curtis, John Wheelis gone! There is
literal.
:
onl
sublunary,” ¢ Come unto, me, submit
of them ought to be given to temper- but one mother, and nobody
er, James Ashley and Benj. E. Parker.
can fill ‘her
“Will follow thee.”
This implied faith ance.
:
and be saved.”
a
=
:
:
‘| place!
His labors were devoted to the interest’
)
in Christ as the Messiah,
This call to quietness embraces the re- of the denominition he loved, in Ohio,
Spasmodic
teaching in the Sunday- | “0 John! John! mother dead! When?”
~ ¢* The Som -of man.” ‘More-than eighty school amounts to very
quirement to cease front sin. with all its
little. Five but emotion choked her utterance.
until 1854, at which time he moved to lotimes this term is applied to Christ in the
disagreea
ble servitude, hard burdens and ‘wa, where he has labored until the
teachers, who are regular-in- attendance,
*¢
This
morning
at
half
“past
four,”
he
Good
New Testament.
It calls attention to the
painful results. Why not mow? Do some
| are worth more than twenty teachers of replied. er)
:
.
Master gave him release. Locating in
humiliation of
the - incarnate
Word.
the same
grade of intelligence, who
“Oh, its too bad! too bad!” she ex- say, temptation is: so.-strong, propensity Keokuk Co., in a cdmparatively new
John 1: 1—14.
come irregularty.—iS. S. Times.
claimed, ‘I might ‘have been here so urgent, provocation so aggravated, they country, he secured him a piece of land
““ Not where to lay his head.” Owned
yesterday
as .well as not, but I thought can not help yielding? If they ean not’ and made him a home. Not forgetting
' In’the Congregational Sunday-school at
nothing, was homeless, dependent, and
But conscience the ‘“ Woe is me,” he went to
there was nothing very alarming from .they are not to blame.
Sparta,
Wis.,
there
is
something
very
work
ministered unto,by others ‘ of their subthe telegram I received on Tuesday, and, accuses and God condemns.
A sense of preaching Christ, and with the blessing
much
like
a
*
Children’s
Church,”
though
|
stance,” while he ministered to: the souls
as I had some business to attend to in the guilt is felt. ‘God forbids sin, ard -com- of God, was successful in winnimg souls now that he was
gone. A Bible School stuof men.. Ye know that ¢ for ayour sakes care is taken to regent it really becomcity,
I thought I would wait another day, mands repentance. Repent then without for the Master, and organizing them “into dent just beginning to preach, converted
ing
such.”
Its
cdlled
The Children’s
he became poor.” *
Ee
and ‘so be in no hurry to return.
:
Are delay; or ruin may ensue.
a church near where he lived. Having a “but four years ago, said: —**He found me,
. *¢ Another of his disciples.” This rec- Christian Society of the. Congregational
brought jue here, saved me,” and, others
The foregoing is for the sinner. ‘Now, social and kind disposition,
Henry
and
Jennie
here?»
Charch.”.
:
The
pastor,
Rev.
F.
S.
Lee,
|
and ever ex- spoke likewise. It was affecting
ognizes the last speaker as a disciple.
” to see
tothe
professed
Christian.
“Yes,”
he
“Do
replied,
not
fret
as-he
counts
relieved
upon it as one of his best helps.
ercising a charitable and gracious spirit,
her
old and young, men and women weeping - .
"He believed that Christ was the Messiah
because
of
the amount of evil in the he consequently won
of her satchel and wraps, “they were all
a Jarge circle of like children over their father gone to
of promise.
Tradition, with untrust: The confession and covenant’ of the So- here
;
but
—7.
:
LER world and the multitude of transgressors.
:
Set
ciety
is
as
follows:
Ea
friends
and
held
the
confidence
of the come no more.»
worthy readiness, assigns this remark to
The7Suntals too brought in their simple”
‘“ But me, and I might have been— o h, Do what you can to save others, and good and true.
You do now confess it to be. your de:
:
Philip.
:
f sire and ‘determination
and heartfelt
testimonies. Dula—poer
if I had thought” Her voice was lost as. leave the rest with God. He says, * evilto
try
to
live
the
Like many others he was not secure wanderer back agiin in the - church—ex“ Suffer me” first.” Luke states that Christian life, praying to God every ‘day
doers
shall
be
cut, off.” -They dre having from persecution “and ,thé
thiey passed out upon’ the platform of the
betrayal of pressed sorrow for disregarding such
Christ said to him,
..¢¢ follow. me,” and
for help: Youg imend to read “God's
:
8 hard time now and we should have pity some.whom
he had trusted. - This, was a counsel a3 the departed one had. given -- ' .
that this was the reply to that call.
Word, which, you believe, every . day; to little station.
A thrill had passed through the" oc- ‘and sympathy for them.. ‘There is no source of of deep regret and sorrow. tos him for so many years. Blind Adam so_
“To go and bury my father.” A most keep holy the Sabbath day, and in every.
~uchingly said :—+¢ He was our friend—
cupants of the car at the announcement peace, saith my God, to the wicked.”
thing
to
try
to
please
"the
Lord
Jesus
him, ‘and was largely the cause of bring- he found us in the jungles;
* natural and pious request.
he came to us.
Already
they
Christ.
4
seem
near
destructio
made
by the gentlemen, and all looked
n. And ing on the disease (softening of" the -with Chiist’'s love. in
‘ Follow me.” The apparent "harsh- " ~ You believe ip
his
heart.
and
God as your Heavenly after the departing couple
does
it
look
dishearte
ning
that
the
sinful
Christ's
word in his hands.” A tall, no- with interest,
brain) which finally terminated his lite.
ness of this command, like the words of Father; ‘in the Lord Jesus as your Sav-ble-young man, who I hope may yet be
Christ to the Syrv-Phoenician woman, | jour from sin; and in the Holy Spirit us from the solid” man of mature age, are in a majority and that in the nineThe funeral services were conducted | heard from
in our ‘mission work, not a
~ was meant to bea test of faith, As _your Helper, given in answer to prayer, aroused from the study of his daily, to the: teenth century, more than two thirds of ‘by He writer, at his residence, March 7: Santal, but«. Hindu,
whom "dear father
the:
world
is
in:
heathéri
to'enable
you
to
live
as
you~
should.
befrizzle
sm?
«
Be
d
still, Text,
and . bejeweled miss in her
Jesus said to the young ruler ‘leave all’
Ps. 23: 4.
:
: took in as an orphan lad during the fearful
You trust in Christ as the only one who teens, who turned languidl
God
says
it
will
not
always
be
so.
He
famine
y frem an exof fourteen years ago, brought
so le says to this .man, -** follow now.” can save you.
The procession from the house to the
“
Lis
He will be exalted among the
forth tears #o many eyes when ‘he said:
ceedingly
interesting
‘love
[3
passage declares,.**
He was perhaps an ‘habitual procrastina- : To this the members respond :
-grave
was
the
largest,
it
was
said
ever
n
3
e
He died jorus. His work for us in heat
between the Leander and Agatha of her |
- tor
| known in that vicinity. .
—We, then, members of the Children’s
and cold, by day and night, bas cost him
uttermost part of the earth fora posnovel.
Raia
“Let the dead,” &c. + Lot the spiritu= Christian Society, do now: give you a
*! Servant of God, well done; :
his life. Iteel that he has died for us.
‘
Praise be thy new employ.”
Let us bé worthy of such love.” These
ally dead bury those physically dead,” hearty welcome to our number, to try, «As the cars resumed their onward pas- sesgion.”
The next is for saints and sinners. dt
with us, with. God’s help, to live the sage my imagination followed the brother
were not set speeches, iot.studied paneBesides his companion, he leaves two
is the meaning.
v4
Christian life. is
a call to be quiet and not complain of sons ‘with their families
gyric, but the free, full utterance
and
sister
to
the
house of mourning.
of these
|
‘drose a great . tempest.”” Sudden
to mouri their bereaved
disciples. May the memory of 2
providential arrapgements and dispensa- lose..
The attachmentof all these was that trud, pure, unselfish
storms ure, at this day, common on the "President Robinson of Brown Univer- Perhaps the old homestead, where their
life, that toiled
cradled, “and the lions. Some are disappointed in high- sich that they feglg their loss deeply. and suffered here for them,
sea of Galilee. « The lake is 600 feet sity says it is a mistake to think that all infancy had been
Be ever’ an
raised
expectatio
ns
and
hopes
mother-voice
the
teacher’s
work
in
the
Sabbath-school
-of
posseshad
sung soft lullabys, as
May the Saviour he Toved be their Sa- heavepward inspiration to the members
‘below the level of the Mediterranean. Jo LP.
~The snowy peaks of Lebanon are directly should bear directly on the: conversion she held them on her breast. That voice sions and blessings. Riches fly away,
viour, and theyBe brought to meet him- of this little church.
:
:
roe
:
tothe north: “The heated tropical air of. of the Scholar; and though a Baptist, he is hushed now, never to speak words of health fails, friends prove treacherous,and in that better land.
‘E. TiBBETS.
REV. E. 8. BUMPUS.
2
nS
. the valley is a constant .invitation to thé ig alsdliberal enough to say - that there reproof, or commendation,
words of loved ones are taken away by death.
SR
4
Rev. E. 8, Bumpus died Jan, 23. He
“cold and heavy winds from the north. may be sugh a thing as pushing any spe- le cheer, or prayer for their sad hearts, Hearts are wrung with ‘anguish and
INDIA LETTER.
was born in Loraine, N. Y., in 1815, and
- Rachel weeps for her
which sweep down with great fury and cial doctrine too far. - He says it is a Mother,is dead! . Mother, to whom the tears flow.
. - Santipore, Jan. 28, 1880,
professed religion at the-age of 14. His
“mistaketo attempt to explain in the class boy, and youth and man alike have come. children and will not be comforted be- in sudden storms,” says Abbott.
The
Missionary
meetings of the Free father at the time held the office of Deasome
difficult
cause.
passages.
they
In
are
a
Bible
not,”
with
class.
all
It
their
is
hot
hopes,
always
théli"
plans; their,
‘t He was asleep.” From
weariness.
Church of Scotland and of the London con in the Calvin Baptist church,'and the
4 each man has
Recall the duties of the day which he had ties, and. it is a chance to air his crudi- fears, sure of sympathy, of . comfort and easy to be reconciled to afflictive dispen- Missionary Society kept me in Calcutta son united with that people and remained
frequently best to say there of love. Mother, to whom the school sations, “But do not think the Lord4s
active member while he stayed in that
‘done.
Here, too, see a picture of Christ
during the week of prayer which was: ob- ‘an
State.
The ‘2d of July, 1839, he was
things belong to us, and girl, the blushing maiden, and the dealing too"hard, or that he is unjust. He
revealed
the
that
as a man. having common experiences
served
by the evangelical
churches. ‘married to Miss Annette Sherly and soon
‘the secret things to God. For instance,
can
not
mature
err.
Submit
matron
have’
your
confided
case
to’
the
him,
secret
with men. Dr. Bushnell has a_ beautiful]
Two union prayer-meetings were held after moved to Waterford, Penn.
He renot much progress can be made in teling of each age, sure that she would
never confide in him and humbly trust him, he daily in the town and these
sermon on ** Christ Asleep.”
were well at- mained in that place but a’ short time,
{
how
the
sun
and
still.—
stood
moon
feels
for
you.
In
the-afilict
confidence:
their
betray
.
ions of Christ's
“ Lordy save. us.” . Mark and Luke give
tended. Much feeling was stirred up on and went thenceto Richmond, O., where
hie
simian,
Cong.
he united with the Protestan
Though filled with mourning friends peoplehe is afilicted. Learn to trust.
* this address to Christ in different words,
the days for confession of national sins With that peuple he was t Methodists.
not at home.
Teaehers in the primary departnient who have come from near and, far; how
but state the, facts alike. Luke says,
and for prayer in bebalf of our rulers. Although he possessed. large Jiberalit
J
Trust in the Lord, forever trust,
y,
. ““ Master! Master! we perish I” Mark- _should not feel that they are worldng for sad and empty is the dear old home! how |
* And banish all your fears,
he
was
The sentiment of the Christian. public.
firm in his faith of the Bible doe.
ers.

4

Sunday-schools than by devoting

upon

his shoulder:
ey
“How is mother?” was her

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
The thirteenth Sunday of each quarter
can hardly be better improyed in the

They added to this work that of

rested

the’

‘SUBMISSION. AND
TRUST.

PracrIcAL LESSONS. 1 Follow Christ now.
and is a refuge to-all who
boat, while the people stood on the shore.
II. If Christ is with us we are safe.
The only antedote for the
How intense the interest of the people
of darkness is cons
and that is a sure one, is
in him was, we can see from the num- | III. The kingdom
|
lady,
and
‘“
John,”
¢
Louise,”
similta:
bers, that flocked
to him in every place. '| quered by Christ. ,
neously escaped their lips, while hi$ and salvation of God:
The.world i§ much in
*¢ The other side.” The other side of ~ IV. Christ can cast out the spirit of arms were passed around her, and one of
sin.
exciteme

the sea of Galilee, is meant.

of

oe still and know that I am God.—Psalm,

morocco traveling bag in her hand,

stood,

leader

a pleasant

tive concerns” that “ the-only element. of Chandra Sen. Last week he delivered
are silent? what prayers to be answerdd certainty in them has been their uncer- his annual address in English to thouy when
our lips are singing praises-in
the. tainty,” than of stock companies: Some sands inthe City Hall. ‘Recently I have
noticed in the’ Independent that some *‘re-"
presence’of our King?
have failed, several. have
flourished.
turned missionary from India” has said,in
O Christian mothers ! when our boys One having a religious body for a hatker New-York, that he believed Mr. Sen to
shall say those solemn, saddening” words has an advantage over others. Some be a Christian. Iheartily wish I could
‘“mother; is dead,” may the Spirit whis- will prophecy failure because they did. endorse this opinion, but there are two
points in.t
way he
of wy- doing it.
per,
* Not dead, but sleeping! Not_lost, uot initiate the -enterprise’ others from strong
One 1s that the person referred to, stoutly .
but gone before, waiting to welcome you lack
of faith in any new measure. Some affirms thathe is not a Christian, The
on the * other shore!’
years since, an effort in this‘ direction otheris the unanimous testimony. of Cal|=
Mr. Sen
| was m
in Rhode Island, but it was cutta missionaries, who know
thoroughly. Let the reader settle “the.
suffocated
by the distrust of the wisdoni |
, QUIETNESS,
of Rhode Islanders. A like distrust may
-.
stifle the plan now proposed. It is easier
~
BY

adjusting her furs,taking her extra wraps

co-opera-

had

the celebrated

TNPe OR

sulting of the time awakened

loss. of the

in “her

“It is no more true-eof.* these

with

ii
I

“the

Something

in her frequent con-

for.

them "to recall and heed when our voices

While in Calcutta T

conversation

id
Ta

tudes about him.”

Fhe. wonderful

maniacs,

come to be healed nor saved.
~
“ That he, would depart,” &c.
They
knew not what they were losing. So,
now, men often throw away their opportunities to be saved.

Notes
and Hints,

- % Now when Jesus

everything.”
the

absorbed’ manner,

swine, and by whom this was done.
“Came qui to meet Jesus.” Curiosity

© Matt, 8: 18—34,

~~.

of

Elgin "inher bet.

.

stock-in-

a

cure

.

sums

PI TE

. « Told

GOLDEN TEXT: * What manner of man is
this, that even the winds and the seas obey
. Kim!” Matt. 8:27.
:

Gergesa.

immense

»

“Ilo the city.»

now and then glancing at the tiny. ¢¢ Lady

of invitation

nency than ilié

surance companits advertise.

=i

did the men in whom th® demons dwelt.

~

when

words

“Master.”

¢ Teacher”

is

more

that class is desolate the familiar room! - * Mother's
perhaps the most hopeful and promising room!” Vacant now is the ‘old armof all the members of the school. ,One chair™ no more to be fliled with her sweet
important aim should be to reach parents presence, laid aside the glasses no longer
through their little ones.” Many an un- needed to aid her failing sight, dosed the
fittle children only, theugh

says, ** Master, carest thou not that we
perish?” Taken together the words show

© a fright not born of faith,

¢ Lord,

save

us” may" have been said in despair.
“Why are ye so fearful,” &c. Had
they believed that they carried the Son
- of God they might have

winds.

He

winds.” He

first rebuked

was

the

“Ad “4

greatgre

£¢ What manner of man is this? He"
is such a man as never-was seen on earth
before nor since.

He

“ Godin the flesh.” °
! Gergerenes.”

was the god-man,

:

Mark says, + into

the

before

|.

rian,

bE

;

At the WilbrahamS. S. Institute, held

recently, was a bright, sprightly old lady,
*¢ Grandma Rice.” She is nearly ninety-

country of the Gadarenes.”” Mark 6: 1. six years old, and
a member of -the Sab. Gadara was a city about twelve miles bath-school, walking
usually a mile to
. north-westof the city of Gergesa or service.—Cong.
.
= =
:
. Chersa. This last city is opposite Caper- |
In‘responseto statements in our col__naum, within a few rods of the lake. A

_

by

be

beautiful

time,

deeds of Christian. charity,

One great demand of the present time

is for a reasonable part of the Sabbath to
be made sacred to-home, for rest. alone
with God, and for instruction and worship with tha amily.— United Presbyte-

wrinkléd

to

and

hardened\by toil, because of their years
of patient, loving service, their kindly

:

gationalist.

more

opened by her beautiful hands,

for usefulness in this direction.—Congre-

disciples,”

then the winds and the ses.

opens

old and well-worn Bible, no

the primary teacher great possibilities still, though

in no

. ¢alm.” So when he allays the “sense of
guilt by the words, ¢ peace, be-still,” a
great calm follows.

.

been brought in, and there

laughed. at the

Faith casts out fear.

*¢ Rebuked the

haste,

converted father and’ mother have thus

a

Strength’

of
on baptism. ‘ Soon alter Joining this
very _trine
pecple
strong against the war policy of the pres- C. Dodgehe formed the acquaintance of Eld.~
and through him the polity and
India is almost’ unanimous

in his name forever dwells,

Eternal as his years.”
—

ent

dislike

them.

In

the

mean

time sug-

gestion and criticism aresuseful; * Bro.
Durkee’s article was only tentative. The
chief object is to provide relief for minis-

ters and their families,

When ¢ Homo ”

“Mother is dead!” and the past can: finds that ministers
only can draw one
never be recalled, however they may half of their benefit
while living, ‘and that
have

failed in any filial duty, however

special efforts are contemplated to secure,

““Jesys, thou Son of God.” Other than

knowledge is hore indicgted,

characters
can look with

have delayed *** only

another

upon the practice. —Cong,
Lie
~

»

v

and

doctrines held by the Free Baptists, which:
and soon after
over- ‘he most heartily endorsed,
became a member of the I. B. church at
rul®
earnest

for

the

throwof the Beaconsficld-Lytton

-

in
India.. It was truly cheering to an Amer-- Pierpont, Uhio. ” He had been preaching
some two years
to his uniting.
ican’s heart to hear thefe thorough ‘Eng- with this church, previous,
and continued to labor

lishmen pleadso heartily for purity

peacefin the State.

-

z

and

One of Reuteg’s cable dispatches from
England last week ran thus:
*‘ Prayers

were offered at Westminster Abbey

dia or Africa.”

I

think

on in the gospel, He was ordained at a ses-

sion of the Ashtabula Q. M.

In 1853

he

moves his family into“ Pa., and became
identified with the Crawford Q. M. He
labored with the Big Bend and Croton

for churches some three years, thea, moved

all who were in anxiety or troublé in In-

Englishmen

s
Vain are all their lamentations! All will make a cheaper and :surer benefit ty or trouble” on account of this war * de.’
that can be done now is to smooth the than a few hundreds. The mutual féat- mon let loose by Christisr hands . over
silver hair back from the placid brow, “Gre'will afford strength to the organiza- the fair fields of Asia and Africa. Every
man in his senses must wish -that
and press the lips'to the cold, cold face tion and by that means,an efficient agency sobér
‘our gracious Sovereign, Queen Victothat shall never more lighten with a to mapage the funds, gathered or be- ria” would stop congratulating her offismile at their coming, and lay away the queathéd. Brethren now dead,
desired cers on bloody conquests, now in gross
tu give to relieve poor ministers

or their

families, but ther
wase no organization

to

receive and manage. Others will be glad

to

Venango

Co.

and settled

Plumb church, and shortly

tled as

with

the

after was

set-

#

,

;

revlede us

ia

wif

from - America~once a slave—has

been

good cause.

preached.

His

manner

wag

easy, . his

words well chosen and expressive,
The

universal

verdict

was,

He

is a

ood man. His end was peaceful and .
his departure
was hailed by “him with.

He made the arrange-

and a ments tor his funeral, selected: the man
saving. he wished to preach his funeral sermon,

grace, she talks with emphasis, and her
story pever fails to secwie a henring.

divided his smull things among his
dren and quietly, passed away.

Some of your* readers may recollect meet- Jleaves a wife and
ing Mrs. Smith at a campyngeting
‘in mourn their logs.
"

His Christian and

brotherly oe extended 10 all the house-

and direct way of putting things, “with a great pleasure.

good knowledge of Bible ise
true heart-experience ot Chyist’s

“
§

study and close.application he became an
able and efficient minister.
¥
- He was generous
and charitable, al- =
ways readyto give his help and influence * ©

holdofGod,
"= . ~~.
His preaching
was plain, practical and
earnest. He evidéntly believed what he

| der the auspices of the Methodist Episco‘pal churgh. An earnest Christian, woman of strong convictions and a very clear

I

i
PER

were quite limited, and his mind but
poorly developed at the commencement
of bis ministry. But by dint. of hard’

to every

addres
large
sin
audienc
g:es in. Calcutta
during the past month. : She. labors un-

. Ye mothers who read this. sketch, the -aid society.” So do
othebs, But why
ime is coming, yea, it may be near, even’ have it ¢ especially
confined to ministers?”
a

pastorate ‘was with the ‘Plumb
ehurch.”
>" iv
Xia
. ‘His advantages for Jntellectual ‘culture

| His last

vivlation-of every law of God and man,
and would stretc ot her scepter to. arrest the cold-blooded butchery of liberty-

loving, country-loving: Afighans on our
northern frontier,
a
AE aad rl
Mrs. Amanda Smith, a" negro woman

be deprecated.

the least favor

up

day.” some act of love which would

to give, when this agency is provided.
rather than commended. Indeed, the.
Its connection with the Association, will
two." “ Tombs.” Ruins of tombs still sight of a Jarge number starting for home pity that they have no morevier counsel, , ensure
supervision, at trifling ex.
“are shownin the side of the mountain, "immediately on the close of the Sabbath- her sympathy, her prayers and her love pense: careful
One
good
man can do the active
school is an alarming indication so far as to lean upon. Too sacrédis such
a scene work for the Missionary and Benefit
near Gergesa..
Tats
it. shows that an ‘attendance upon the
* Eaceeding fierce.” The Jews attrib- Babbath-school, either incaseof children for idle spectators! Let us leavé them partments, as. agent, and put, life deinto
uted insanity to evil spirits. These men or adults,is mude an-exXcuse for not at- alone with their dead, and the Lord who both.”
:
anal
i
wept
tending
at
least
one
preaching
service;
at
the
grave
of Lazarus, and who | Details can
were raving ‘maniacs. 4
a
ay
a
** What have we?” &c. Not the men and no superintendent or teacher who has promised . to comfort ‘as a f*mother general ‘policy be easilf settled . after
is arranged.’ ** Homo
loves the chureli and seeks-the best meth- comforteth.”
but the evil spirits that possessed them. . ods
wants *‘ some kind of a denominational
of promoting. growth of Christian
service, it is a practice to

Plain

and

pastor of the Cunal church, which |
by donation and bequest, funds in addi- might help answer some of these prayers relation
he held for nine years. In the
have tion, for their relie
he f,
will see this to be by right resolutely resisting the - iniqui- last year of his pastorate there was quite.
.gladdened the mother-heart, they can true. Associating
laymen in the plan, ! tous proceedingsof the 1ost corrupt ad- alf extensive revival, some .60 professing
never tell mother of their re gret or ask will add to its strength,
:
vil
vt
by securing their winistration England has kriown for half religion.
6 preached to various other churches.
hi er forgiveness.
:
a
century.
There
are
millions
“in
anxieinterest and support. = Several thousand
they may

mountain near by rises from the shore ii umns, we have received several’ notes
Eo to meet all the conditions of the “making méntion ef Sabbath-schools in
which the attendange exceeds that at the
Darrative. * © fl{°°
church
service. So far as this indicates
“Two posséssed ‘with devils.” Mark
a
neglect
of the sermon and thie regular
and Luke mention only one; perhaps the

fiercer, or the more prominent oneof the

government.

“ A MINISTER'S RELIEF SOCIETY.” - prayers were offered

When the Central Association has
matured -its plans, ‘ Homo” may not’

<r
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Matt.8:18—34,

boy pre-

of advice,

them,

What

a

The Power of Christ.

ity seized and impelled them, just as it

13: 18—30.

2 Cor. 12:1—10.

ible news and * confectionary

‘sented his various wares, that she neyer
|
The insan- turned her head to heed him, but sat apparently’abgorbed in reveries, yet every

business.
¢ Ran violently down,” &c.

of warning,

from all partsof the denomi--

v

He

“seven _ children to
SM.
|
ML

Maz

=
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Christ's Spiritual Power.

in: this forbidden

passengers,and I noticed,as the irrepress-

constraining

our presence is removed ?

ting laymen

; nation, as well as ministers. Such a bédy
re- would be a better guarantee of perma-

1"

Luke 11: 14—26.

a

these

aad 2

Power over Satan.

Christ’s Silent Power.» Luke

penalty for engaging

swine ‘wds

over

Sg

John 11: 1-27.
John 11: 28—56.

loss of the

back

TTR

Power over Death.
Power over Death.

The

look

Sn
influence for. them -to*féel

EE

-

Matt. 14: 13—21.

they

NE

| swine.

READINGS.

to read as

days?
What

straining, ani

vailing mode. ‘She .had no novel or
magazine
to help her * pass the time
: "The Jews were not allowed to eat, swine, :
and their law forbade the keeping “of away” as did many of the other lady

THE POWER OF CHRIST.
DAILY

Chicago, sat a lady of. some furty years,
richly and elegantly dressed in the. pre-

Twenty

AES

|

-

Power over Nature.

made in response to the command of
Mark 5: 9. °
i
Christ.
“They went into the herd of swine.”

it a success.’

I

=

Question$ see. Lesson Papirs)

fewto render

What record-are we leaving for ‘them. thousand’ members may‘be had hy admit-

Douglas, Mass.,in the summer of 1877 or %
78.
“Dave Carson”,
an Ameérican-’ Fa
Italian, who is now drawing full houses
at the Corinthian’ Theater in Calcutta,
invited Mrs. Smith to preach at his place, which she did- to. good acceptance. She
does good, but, after all, is this just the
sort of “lay element” to send around the
world? an
3,
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‘ Near the center of the car as: we left
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14 they were, is,
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are

a

of these demons was *‘ Legion” that is,
, «like the Roman
npm
QUESTIONS
AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE. |
legion of $000 men.. Their request was
>

dedfr

IS DEAD."

they

EE

' MOTHER

;

for

ds

name

undertaking,”

SRE

The

astrous

EE

“ Thedevils besought him.”

Sucha plan, of neoessity, would be “a dis-
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|'spirits will be punished.

* “Nabbath-School Lesson. Apr. 4.

atthe doors, when our girls and boys

shall say one to affother; - « Mothep<is

|
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Communications,

a Torment us before the time.” Before the day of judgment, when all evil

a

‘8. Bepartment, 2
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BOSTON MONDAY LEOTURES.
TRUTHS

OLD

soul

The

is nothing.

‘the body

LIGHTS.

IN NEW

Transcendental

According to

is the
is as

body

Without the soul the

man.

Physics,

dead as the matter in this mahogany table-leaf. It is my will power. Which
moves my body in certain of its motions

other forms of matter and move them by
will power. As in life, I can read thought

NARROW LIVES.

|

An obscure life is not of necessity
a narrow one. There are aged people, laid

that unchristian practices

oe

Under the skies of a far-off land,

Shown by the light ot centuries dim,’

may he able to ascertain more, for I. can

fluence,

look better into your thought.

which

.blesses

hearts,

and

strengthens hands, in aeway that only the

What I insist on is that if there is in Master sees. ‘To most of us come hotirs

man « natural susceptibility to spiritual
“““impres-ion from a human embodied mind,
~it “is philosophically’ credible that man
may be susceptible to spiritual impres-

NE

. sions from a human disembedied or a’ su-

perhaman mind; and so susceptible of in-

A ¢

spiration. ' It is not philosophically in-

2

credible that he muy receive power, by

spirit. not his own,

to prophesy

tails of distant events.

;

a

the de-

es

9. It is philosophically credible that
there may be a communion of the human
spirit with God and that man may have

|

ileges limited,

:

Recorder.

BE
in.
rir

we" are

responsible

in our little retired nooks, sand

we are
some of

them do not wish well to humanity.
We
may be certain that there are wicked
spirits, for there are wicked souls that
leave this life. We find that even in the
flesh there are human beings who ac-

Boston has pledged itself to raise the

quire dissimilarity of feéling

the things he loves.

the

Death,

according to

philosophy I am describing,

is not

likely. to change at once either the natu-

ral capacitiesor the

any spirit.

moral

character

of

If, under the self-propagating

« power of sin, the soul goes'on here in the

to |,

'

can

sessed only by the:Supréeme

‘be

some

sciously they are

growing narrow.

on

past nine

custom

months

it

has

found

ment for 3,810 men and

boys;

‘27,750 papers, etc., and

sustained

mind

All true prophecy involves strictly super-

“natural powers.

3

every seven years.

of our Lord, the

only

perfect

employ-

man's nature has ever shown to the

a

large

of the universe, there was something

Union Congregational

- pernatural. It is not natural for the finite
10 be perfect, but our Lord's character
was perfect, and his doctrine,and his only,

fits the universe. The sinlessness
of
of Christ is one proof of his origin. He
does not show the imperfection of the
finite in moral things. He is absolutely
perfect and, as such, supernatural,
;
After we have proved the

strictly

existence

supernatural traits

and the resurrection and

in

jn

of

prophecy

the

ter of our Lord, we may infer its

built by the

church

First

Feb,-8.

It

‘and.

0

ence in the winnowing of the Bible,
There is no morally erroneous “doctrine
in the sixty-six books there gathered together.
‘
|
We may prove also that there has been
a supernatural guidance of history in accordance with prophecy. In that guid. Nefice we may find creative power never
tobe exercised by any finite spirit.
~ We are to recetve as supernatural ‘what
is attested as such by him who was au:~thenticated by creative power.
By the distinction between the merely
Supoibungan and the strictly supernatu-,
ral, we are to guard ourselves from admitting signs and lying wonders .fo be,
supernatural acts.
:
%
Aoti ask how I set up a barrier. against
the belief that the Catholic miracles are
onuine?

I doit by

this

distinction.

but as to their actuality I
scientific rules.
superhuman act is perattestation of a revelaone really
supernatural
in the resurrection, in

on

temples.

These,

and

take

what

accords

with

it

to his father’s house.

Sunday, May 16th.

6f

wonders, and

spiritualistic

wonders,

al-

“ing of spirits.

John Wesley, in his ma-

turest years, did not hesitateto say:

‘If

but one account of the intercourse of men
with separate spirits be admitted; ‘the
Wwhole“custle in the air—deism, atheism,
~ materialism—falls

know

no! reasdh,

should

suffer

even

“to

the

ground.

therefore,
this

why.

weapon’

wrested otit of our hands.”

in

This will be

in

but

return

the

first

we hardly see how
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But, alas
for the unfulfilled promise of the imperial
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thing to do for him, every day it behooves
us to see to it thdtwe live, not narrowly,
nor grudgingly, but with liberal hands,
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ever, you would only adopt the. Biblical
'GLEANINGS,
view of the world, and you would find"
Let us.serve God in; the sunshine,
yourselves inviticible in defending Mira-. while he
makes the sun shine. We shall
:| cles, Prophecy -and Inspiration against then serve him all the better in the dark,
materialism. I believe you =are invinci- when he sends tbe darkness. Iv is sure
‘ble now, without the aid of Trauscenden- 10 come. “Only ‘let our light ‘be God's
tal Physics but you would be re-enforced light, and our darkness God’s darkness,
to a certain degree by the decisive sup- and we shall be safe at home when the
port which the new philosophy brings to great nightfall comes.—F. W. Faber.
the most contested points of the Biblical
history and psychology.
He that hath light thoughts of sin nev0-0-0
yh
A
‘er had great thoughts of God.— Owen. .

aside, by reason of infirmities,

__even before if is expressed,go after death
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Let not another sesstonof any

Quarterly: “who enjoy the privilege of remaining unmarried after passing their [twenty-fifth

existed in Great Britain, nearly

fifteen

us the circular addressed to it contemplates.

‘birthday;

or, perhaps, the tax should

be

sible cabipetism ; Disestablishment by development,

the

best

guarantee

dgainst’

priestism and injustice ; a Peasant Pro-

prietary, one of the strongest securities

Durham.

We orale

seleited as the

place for meeting, the pleasant and com‘modious grounds at Weirs on the banks.

It is not too late to accomplish the design- regarded in the nature of a pevalty.
of our most. beautiful lake, “WianipesauThe
ed object if brethren act witlrthe requisite. world has always persisted in looking at against discontent and anarchy; Impar- kee; a location desirable front its easy
©. F. MOSHER; Editor.
accessibilty by railroad and steamers ; at
to a-reporter of a New York daily, to enthusiasm.
this matter in two ways, the one class tial Arbitration, the most. rational substiy
ie
s*gquelch the devil in some of his, Ameri- 7. In several ' Quarterly * Meetings the regarding. marriage as the best gift to tute for strikes at home and wars abroad ;i which there are, with the numbef of tents
| aran comminications designed for publication
which, we were assured some of those
committee provided for'in the cireular is. | men, ‘and the other” class declaring the Civil and Religious Liberty all over the
can strongholds. ”
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
. This annogncement’i is characteristic of already appointed, and preparations are institution to be at best a necessary evil, world, the highest end of magnanimous
attending Conference would
prefer to
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
in
the
©
Army.”
It
is
made
up
of
unsupply
being- made to answer the questions- Then, again, those who are supposed to and honest politics.”
for
themsel
ves,
accomm
odatio
ns
Mdressed {to the Publisher, Dover, N. H. Y
-educated, but apparently well-meaning addresséd to the churches concerning know, are often willing to confess that a
sufficient to meet the. wants of a great S Tarrei is a general feeling that law
= and sincere, poeple, who are striving to their organization, *saubsequent history, ‘little experience in the matter tends to
gathering. A large pavilion, capable of
and order received strong indorsement
AN IMPORTED STRIKE.
serve the Lord after their fashion, “which -indebtedness, value of church property, largely modity, if not rddically change,
seating fiffeen hundred, pejsons, will ‘be:
i
-The usual order is reversed. It is the we must say is- generally of the rudest etc. The value of thetweturns that-it. is one's opinion in respect to the relative mer- in San Francisco last week by the arrest of opened for'meetings. :
Dennis Kearney on a charge of using obemployers this time that have struck, and
kind.
Some of the. advertisements of hoped may be'thus received will’ depend: its of a connubial or single life. . There
All restraint arising from the necessary
scene and threatening language at a pubnot the employes.
*| their work, and the appolosiiionis of their very mich on’ their: completeness.
Wall fiis fio field where more charming’ theories lic meeting; and his subsequent Sentence limitations ofof any, ordinary place of meet“Heretofore it has been the operatives in meetings, whtich appeared in the papers | not every church do-stse-best-to- make the -oan-be-perfected or more austere ideals”
ing; and froth fear of iimposing too great
‘the various manufactories—the shoe- in Scotland last ummer, where - they desiréd returns? If the questions ad- reached than that which is open to this to’six months in the penitentiary and a a burden upon the strength and ability of =
makers, the weavers, and the like—that were conducting a stirring’ campaign, dressed to the churches threugh® the subject; nor is there any field where fine of $1000. A man whose chief weap- any locality, will thus be removed. While
‘have leagued together and dictated terms seémed to fall but little short of blasphemy, Quarterly Meetipg committees have not human nature pays-so little. attention to ons are ribaldry and blasphemy rarely delegates from other than New England
escapes his deserts in a community that is
to their employers. But here is a case while the most of ‘them were positively been received, they may be had on ap- theories and idealstas in this.
States, with their wives, will be entertained
entitled to public respect. It is passing
- where the employers themselves have -shockingto persons ~who. did not make plication at this office.
4
———
free of expense, all others, will find.them.
Ll
strange that ‘the working class of the
united and precipitated a strike against the largest allowances.
"Brethren .will- see the need of acting ——TaE temptation to, evade legitimate,
selves upon equal footing, just as is usual
+ their workmen.
_ The allowances are principally these : promptly, with respect to the raising of “taxation is often, too great for poor human ‘Pacific coast should bave placed thems at Camp Meeting ; pyoviding,as may seemWe refer to the piano-makers ‘in New- that while these methods are charac- funds, reporting items of church history, nature. This temptation arises largely selves so completely under his direction best and pleasantest of main
their
possible’
York city. The employes of one firm teristic of the people who employ them, of educational and benevolent work, and from the intricacies and complex methods as they did. It hardly seeits
own accommodations
entertainment, that
they
can
continue
to.
aphold
him,
struck for higher pay. That was accord- since they are iftellectually untrained to so forth, if we are to make a reasonably employ ed in the collection of taxes. The
There are several large, commodious
0-0-0:
* +o oe
ing to custom. But
forthwith , about the last degree, they are also unobjec-- complete or satisfactory report in July. ‘New York Zmes believes that the present
QUESTION. If a deacon resigns his of- boarding bouses or hotels,and a number of
twenty other establishments locked their tionable'to the classes . among whom the Meanwhile we hope that such arrange: system can be greatly simplified by ceasfice,
takes a letter from the church; and cottages where board and rooms can be
workmen out-doors, and notified them
x Army » fights. «Fighting "is the word ments will be made for entertainment at ing to lay a tax directly upon all personal
obtained by all who may wish them.
* that they must stay there so long as they | by which the. members describe their the Weirs, . and such favorable terms property, and. confining the assessment to afterwards-efwses back to the church with
But grounds and cottages, and all ar.
thé same letter, is he now deacon of the
sympathised with the strikers first men- work, and Satan or the Devil is the secured with the Railroads, even from’ real estate. It says:
rangements
for the comfort of those in
fioned. Thus about ten thousand persons proclaimed
A tax on real estate diffuses itself Shure} by virtue of~ his former standing ? attendance, will be in charge sof a comobject of their assaults. Chicago to the place of meeting, as will
No.
are forced into idleness, and the pianoTheir organization
proceeds
on the in the end meet the approval of all our throughout the ranks of all who occupy
petent Committee: to’ whom applications.
A
————
real estate, which is substantially
the
industry in New, York ony is at a stand- military
line throughout. The
‘“de- people. The details of routes, fares, whole living mass of the community
for cottages And rooms may be made.
CENTENNIAL GIFTS.
The
Centenary
- gtill..
tachment ® now fighting in New, York *is meetings, the centenary. observance of the - The owner puts upon the tenant his share reports from churches to the Q. M. com- Should any desire tents furnished on the
So the practical accompaniments of im- composed of one ¢ Commander,” Mr. G. founding the first churci in New Durham, of the burden in the form of rent. If the mittee must be completed by June 20th,
grounds, rather than carry them, this
proving business are not altogether desir-| S. Railton, and one ‘‘ Captain” and six| and of all other matfers relating’to- the property is occupied for business purpos:| Jand the Q. un. committee should forward
the
¢
Centennial
Returns”
to
IL.
D.
Stewart,
Com., which will be a Committeeon supes, the tenant. gets from his customers
able. This ®one of them. ‘These ' oper- *Lismensnts, ” the last seven being wo- session, will be given
due time.
their quota of the contribution to the pub- Treasurer of General Conference, by July plies of all kinds, will furnish them.
atives understand,
as well as their em4th,instead
of
dates
given
in
the
Circulars,
2
men.
‘The advertisement in the daily
0-0
lic revenue, and in the price-of board and
hae
cn oo
Another announcenient more in detail, of
to the change
of General
Confer=
- ployers do, that this era of prosperity on brah which announced the beginning of
lodging the tax on dwellings is farther owing
the
plans, and wishes of this Committee
ence.
CURRENT TOPICS. :
which we seem to be entering will insure their work in New York, reads
| distributed. The diffusion is not only
as folAll Centennial Offerings, —extra. donu=
will
be made in due time. We say these
~——THE
Congregationalist last week complete, but it is equitable, for ability to tiéhs to benevolent objects—should also be
larger profits, especially in the ‘piano- lows.
things just now in order to dissipate fears
hire
or
to
buy
is
a
fair
measure
of
the
contained-an
.
editorial
discussion’
of
the
reported to the same Treasurer, who will
trade, which a6" haturally. revives with
HE SALVATION ARMY WILL ATTRACT
and duty to pay taxes. In this acknowledge them and. Jesep a record of 4 in regard to the extent'and nature of ac- the Kingdom of the Devil at Harry Hiil’s
question, “whether the Lord's Supper power
- reviving business as the singing of birds Variety
Theater on'Sunday, March 14, 188), comcase, too, tie tax is easily assessed and the same.
commodations’,
:
.
is renewed at the approach of summer— reo by 2:30P. M., sharp. Aa After which: the have any such relation to the church that colledted, and the ultimate payment ds |
PANGS a of ** Uncle Tom's Cabin.” Admission,
Thelimitations
which
“prompted
even a devout believer in Christ should unconsciously made.
he
begging the: pardon of the birds.
choice of place for the Conference had
"BRIEF NOTES.
Lr
The word “attract” in’ ‘the announce- ‘becomea church-member before partak* Characteristically, ‘the operatives
do
dre some persons who really
much to do with the change of time. It
“ Ye can not serve God and Jingo» is recnot reflect that during the hard times the ment was probably 1aeant to be ¢ attack,” ing of thg same,” in other words, can per- ——THERE
would be impossible to.held such.a gathbut, adds 4 New York daily, “it was not sons who are not members of the visible scem to think that the advancement of a ommendedas the ** Scratchers’ ” motto. .
piano-makers have been losing. - What
The
(folden Rule is willing to allow that
ering usis proposed in a place suitable
. they do reflect upon is- this: that what- much of a mistake afier all for the Devils: church partake of the Lord's Supper? cause demands that they shall individual“ grumblers moy be a necessary evil,” yet it is
ever their pay may have been in hard Kingdom was ‘bgttracted’ in sufficient The answer is that they can not. *‘What- ly and peculiarly make their little selves of the opinion that ¢* the werld would be quite for it except in warm weather. The
meeting at’ New - Durham, not the least
‘times it ought to be better in-easier times. numbers to fill all the seats and all the. “ever it may be,” says our contemporary, conspicuous in its bebalf. Sach is the ir- as happy with, the evil unadulterated.”
significant
in the centennial arrangements,
repressible
woman
who
strides
along
to
“¢
that
keeps
any:
man
from
coming
out
They are Ligical to that-extent, and they standing room. on
Some one has been looking up the matter,
from the world and being separate, and the ballot box on election day, attempting
We have not given these dT
and finds that “ last year -12 persons in the must be held out of doors and should be
apply their dogie. after their rough fashion.
with any disposition to trifle with sacred t+king up his cross and following Christ to forestall, in“her petty exhibition of her- United States and Europe gave an aggregate at a season fav orable for comfort and :
safety.
Perhaps there is one other thing that things, or to disparage the work of the into his church; that is. reason enough self, what will require a political revolu- of £3.000,000 to the cause of foreign missions.”
Speaking
of
Mr.
Beecher’s
statement
that
it
There seemed also special demand that
tionif
it
is
ever
accomplished—for
woman
why
that
man
rere
where
he
does
not
¢*
Army,”
they also reflect upon, and that is, - that
but rather to convey a clearer
of such'a character should be
idea of what the organization is. It belong, were ke at the Lord's Table. The suffrage on the basis upon hich suffrige takes a man four years to le arn to be Presi a meeting
during the hard times the manufacturers
dent, the
St. Loui¥
Globe-Democrat
rehad their remedy ina reduction of pay; should be said “that at the meetings thus Lord's A'uble - is for ‘the Lord's people. ‘is now granted men, will verily require & marks that ‘‘it-takes a man a good deal at atime when the largest number, on the
whole, could attend and we have selected
also, that il the manufacturer was as’ far lield the exercises have consisted of And he who is not willing to be called by politial revolution in (he.. :msfffutions of longer to learn ‘that. die can’t be President.”
accordingly
the time of summer vacations:
ready to let the employe share in his prayer, singing and exhortation, and that his Lord’s name, will do well to pass, itf bur country, hefore.it becomes.alf accomQuite a strikiug event in the religious progplished fact. The sensible believers in ress of Japan is the news that, the Greek This early day in the season was the mast
prosperity as he was to oblige him to these have been delivered on ‘the street, by or‘the other side.”
That may. all be true, but we have Set this change are not up to these little tricks, ‘church is rapidly’ gaining favor among that favorable, as we then could have the first
share in his adversity, there need not be in liquor saloons,and wherever the enemy
to
learn that nobody outside of the visible but depend upon the use of ligitimate people; the converts in. Tokio alone number! g occupaney of the grounds, thus securing
of
souls
appeared
to be holding sway.
any strike.
.e
cleanliness; order and health. Besides,
church
is entitled ta be included among ‘means for the furtherance of the move- more than one thousand.
‘We. have called [this
The
audiences
are
composed
“of
the
an
imported
The Methodis: Protestant church practically
more advantageous terms could be: then
strike. —It-is-in its- character, “more than lowest classes of society, who ‘seem in “¢ the Lord's people,” or that the fact that ments. Butthe irrepressible has re-appearenters upon foreign mission work, having resecured
of Railroads and hotels.
a
perso
not
a member of such a church
ed across the ocean in the person of a
in the strike itself, that its significance
many cases to be deeply affected. Add
cently commissioned its first foreign missionWe are aware .of the embarrassment
- lies. It is aftgr the European fashion." It the fact that the Army is uniformed in is conclusive evidencgethat he ‘is not French girl who astounded the officers of ary, Miss L. M. Guthrie, who goes to Japan,
is arbitrary. There-is rank compulsion black cloth, - edged with red cord, and willing to ie called by hjs Lord's name.” the Maire of one of the Paris arrondisse- A woman's society in Pittsburg pays’ her sala, | which this change of time will doubtless
occasion several Yearly Meetings which
—
doin dt. Nearly all these firms that have
black straw hats, with red bands, on which
ments the otherdday by presenting-herself ry.
locked out their employes are foreigners. is printed in gilt letters The Salva- ——GovERNOR LoNG, of Massachusetts, and demanding to be inscribed as a voter. | President Durgin, of “Hillsdale, who has are usually held later than the date “we
announce, but "are quite ‘sure they will
a téew days in New England,
They give usa practical exhibition of ‘the | tion Army,” and that they bear two silk would not have himself accused of the The Mayor, after considering her request, been spending
find
it no very Uifficult matter to arrange
looked
in
on
us
last:
week.
He
is
full
of
goodcant®
religious, formalism
“lock-out” that we read of in the cable banners with the singular inscription,
notoriously declared that in the present state of the
cheer and hopefulness, and brings a favorable
in
a
satisfactory
way for the choosing of
characteristic
of
many
Fast
day
procladespatches from the English manufactur- “+t Blood and Fire Brigade,” and.one may
law, ‘her demand was inadmissible. Mile. report of the condition and prospects of the
delegates, the nature of the adjournment
ing and mining districts. It proceeds on form a tolerably correct idea of “the com- mations ; and we are glad to notice that Hubertine,— that washer name—of course college.
—
of several of these Yearly Meetings allow- - the theory that the workman #s a’ mere pany, and its works.
: he calls upon the people to remember could not admit any such weak-minded
The New York 7 umes does not misuse
especially,
on
the
day
publicly set apart and time-serving reason as this, and im- words when it says that * something new in ing for the ealling of a special meeting.
tool.
If the tool does nt suit, throw - it g We, do not think that ° the firat imp res:
for
fasting
and
prayer,
those who. are mediately covered herself with glory by the way of dedications is reported from North The Board was not unaware of other em_away.
|:sions ‘made by the reports of these prodesolate ‘and oppressed, ao that it may be getting up a protest signed by herself
The ordinary strike is “bad enough. ceedings will be favorable to the Army,
!
and Carolina. Dr. Craven, of the Methodist Epis- - barrassments or objections, which . we
copal Church, South, dedicated a cotton facto- need not specify here, of greater or less
said
of
them, “* I was a-hungered and ye ten other citizenesses.
“The lock-out is worsgt Neither pre-sup- whatever might be the effect of actual
IY.”
LS
‘weight, but as we were confronted with
poses much friendly concern of the one observation. It is not necessary to point gave me meat ; I was thirsty and ye gave
It
may
be
that
the
Alliance
is
edited
by a what seemed fo ws far greater embarrassparty in the interests of the other. In the out the objectionable features. Neither. | me drink.” While not in the least depre- ~—NOTING the fact that commercial
minister who is prompted by his , experience
ments and objectionsif the decision was ..
~~ case.of the strike, there is a combination
shall we raise the question whether such ciating the invaluable worth of acts of bodies of high standing. in various parts. to say that ** saving the disgrace,’ an innocent
individual
charity,
yet
the
causes
of
pover|
- of the workmen to force wages up. In measures are fairly included. in: the. term
of the country haye petitioned Congress man might as happily be placed on trial for a made to hold Conference at -the usual
change. We
ty
and
distress
should
also
be
seriously
for the passage of a national bankrupt Risdefeanor, before a jury of ¢ twelve good. time, we decided upon®s
the Tock- out, there is a combination of the
“revival work” or not.
Commander
* employers to keep them down. But the Railton claims that his * method is more thought oat: The time is fast’ going “by law, the St. Louis Globe-Democrat has a men.” as for a ‘pulpit before the Insger jury of thus expect to meet an emergency which
this Centennial Conferencé springs upon
. agents ih the lattér case are self-condemn- like that adopted by Meody and Sankey ” when 5 niaty of the old stock answers are suggestion to offer. Its plan scems to an average church.”
us. We keep, what is of ‘most conse
The New-York
Timesis just a shade erumanufacturing districts possess a good degree of sound sense.
+ ed, for they employ the. very weapon than like that of the Western Woman's pertinent. In
= against their operatives whose use against Crusade; with which his: work had been particularly, many-a poor man is poor for The proposition is that Congress shall ap- el when, referring to Talmage’s plea for dollar quence to us as a péople, the ‘spirit of our
reasons other than the wants.in his indi- point‘a-Commission, composed ‘mostly of contributions to help pay the debt on his Tab- Conference, While departing somewhat
“themselves on the part of their operatives compared.
Whatever the method may
ernacle, it says: “ The prospect is that he will’
vidual
character; he is poor from the business men, with a lawyer or two count- collect égough money, not only to pay off the from the letter,—an impossible thing: exthey have universally denounced.
be like, if the Army can improve the class
Of course, our moralizing upon the in whose behalf it labors, many of the nature of the social and political laws in ed in to guard against legal inaccuracies, debt of his so-called ¢ church’ without person- cept as we freed the gathering from the
necessary limitations of every other place
a cent of the’ money
that he has
affair may not contribute in the least to peculiarities of the workers may be safely whose midst he lives. The poor will be- this Commission to make ‘sufficient in- ally giving
open to us. The limitations were deem- 1
quiries
and
take
into
.diie
consideration,
himself
subscribed
for
that
purpose,
but
to
come
poorer
and
the
rich
richer
until
;
_its improvement. But it is not often that waived.
these laws are better “understood by those the needs of the case, and to report to the furnish himself witli a new trapeze, and per- ed sufficient to-place serious obstacles in
one witnesses Just such a movement ‘in |’ The orgatization is of British origin
the way of a full, free, unrestricted, gen- .
haps a handsome clown’s uniform.”
. this country.
It is so contrary to the It grew out of a mission founded by one. who are leaders in ‘our civilization. And next session of Cougress. As to the needs
eral observance of this: Centennial -year;
of
a
uniform
bankrupt
law
-this
paper.
American idea that it ought never to get Rev. Dr. Booth, a Methodist, in London, no day can be ifiore appropriate for” the
therefore we have fixed upon the time
now ‘consideration of these things than the poe says :
a foot-hold here... The movement will | in 1865. Although the Army
and
place designated. The place cerSo long as¢'there is trade there will be ini
find less favor among us than the bona ‘numbers 122 corps, commanded by 192 consecrated to mational humiliation and
tainly
will give to our gathering a more
solvency,it
must
be
taken
inte
account
by
fide strike does, as ach as the latter ‘is’ officers, and claims to have held 105,000 pray er.
<
. general, national notice,allow unrestricted
'| our lawmakers.
—
Ne,
At
present
creditors
are
The
Freewill”
Baptist
General
Conference.
condemned.
meetings last year, to have preached to
dependent forthe collection 6f bad debts
attendarice, and an air of freedom and un~ Besides, it renders worse
y
what was al-| 74,000 people each Sunday and to 2,000,- [= Tun Baplist Weekly uses plain words
upon the insolvency laws of the various
The nex .session of our General Con- conventionality befitting a great occasion ._.
in
its.
short
preachment
on
“Restless
|
“ready unendurably bad. For if manufaet- 000 in the’ sireets, every week, and to
States. Ugly and costly complications oftén ference will be holden at Weirs, on lake
like this. "The time must, in a measure,
urers league themselves against their have raised a ‘fund of $60,000 in Eng- Ministers,” declaring that “as a:general arise owing to the varying provisions of Winnipesaukee, commencing July 21.
agree
with the requirements of such a
: employes, What possible chance is there
land last year to meet its expenses, yet it or thing the motivesiwhich lead ministers to these State laws in different sections of the
The Conference Board, which has made gathering and this Agreement: we believe. country, and the course of business is
seek
a‘mew
field
are
not
such
as
comport
. for the latter, considering the absorbing claims oply to have converted 257 people
en seriously impeded thereby. es
arrangements for the meeting as above we have secured.
. love'of dividends among’ the former?
capable of becoming active workers ini the with enduring all things for .the elect’s bankrupt law is a necessity in every State, announced, is aware that its call *will: be |
Let all, by hearty éo-operation and in:
_ 1f we could be more simple we should ‘rang, although its file embraces about Sake.” The “\isquietude whica will in- it is most important that uniformity shall received at first with’ some surprise, but
terest,
endeavorto make this a worthy .
be less troubled. If there could only be ¢¢ 3,256 men and women ‘who are ready to evitably be found in a new field is over- be procured ini some” way. This can be weare confident the arrangement will
Centennial;
a great, glad hour in our hismost
easily
Becomplished
hy
the
enuctlooked
in
the
hope
of
getting
rid
of
the
_ felt in our manufacturing centgrs the force speak inthe streets in fair or rainy
trouble which meets t. mtinister in_ kis iment of a national bankrupt law pre afed commend itself togthe great ‘majority, if tory, fitly commemorative of the aboundof that simple New Testament precept weather.”
{by men who thoroughly -understan
the
not all of those interested.
ing labor of a Christian host, most. of
that the head has need of the hands ‘and |
Perhaps the record of the Army in the present position. The Weekly closes by subjectin all its bearings. We ‘do not
The New England members of the whom are passed away, which has left
saying
that
it
knows
**
many
pastors
who
believe that Congress understands this
the hands of the head, then with a suita- || country where it was enlisted cught to be
Board, upon whom chiefly and ' properly ‘the impress of the Master's spirit. upon ~
ble disposition on both sides to talk over taken into the account, when one inquires have been heartily glad that they did not matter sufficientlyto act upon it intelli
belonged the responsibility. of arrange- ten thousand fields where his commission
gently
at
the
preseutime,
and
we
trust
change, and we. certainly know many
matters when differences arise; we might
for its, claims to public attention.
that.a Commission will be appointed ‘to ments for a Conference in New England
‘has been signally honored.
0-0 0-&
“who
have
wished
that
they
eonld
retrace
>
oe
/ avoid both strikes and * lock-out. = ‘But iy
prepare a bill for consideration at the next has had several meetings to which were]
The ar ravgements for reduced fare on
their steps and take again a position which session.
is n'tlikely that we Shall have either |
AN IMPORTANT MATTER.
;
[i
:
;
| summoned a number of leading brethren Railroads and for boarding houses and
communications
in our they vacated without proper considerapiano-manufactories or. cotton-mills in the i Frequent
to help solve the important problems hotels, will be published in sufficient seahave called attention to the tion.” There: is much truth in these —AN
. Millenniim—the only
te, we
fear, | “tolunns
interesting ‘Incident connected
son. The mornings will be devoted to,
centennial,
and urged ‘words, but they would be far—more Juni- with the ° present political campaign in with which we were called to deal.
‘wherein thiit simple New Testament Ppre- iid
After a fair. canvass of the ability of the the business of Conference, whilg the Anprompt
and
generous
action
on
the part versally applicable if the churches were Great Britain is the fact that the Rev. Dr.
~ cept-will ever be fully recognized.
several places which seemed most avafl- niveérsary exercises will 1 be holden in the
of our membership. Is it not quite time always moderately sensible in the matter, Joseph
i * +o
-d
Parker, the - Congregational
able, it was found that the best possible afternoons; preaching and other religious
that each ore had decided what it will be Tot to speak +in harsh terms.- Whe a
A TEMPERANCE campaign in an ie his privilege to do in the shape of a cen- majority of a church is likely to think elergyman of London, has announced accommodations which ready and open- services in the evenings.” ‘We insert the
himself as a candidate for a seat «in Parnois town closed the other day in an over- tennial effering, and so prevent the year itself justified ini preferring a change in
hearted churches placed at, our disposal, following order of historical Anniversary
liament. This: -gentleman‘claims that as
~ whelming victory over the liquor interests. from passing’ ‘without a creditable observe" the pastorate for the simple reason that a
would be too inadequate for the entertain . exercises :
long |as the management of religious mat- ment of
|
even the usual number in attend~ Muchof the credit of this good result is apee?
TT
’
clique of a small minority are determined | ters is 80 largely under the direction of
Thirsday, ». M., Joly : 91, Foreign Mis
attributed to the effort of a Catholic priest,
Circulars haye already been sent to the for a change—then it must be difficult for the government, as it is in England ‘to- ance upon ‘Conference ;; and as the num- sions.
Sunday previous to the election: Clerk of éach Quarterly Meeting, for use a minister not to grow restless inside’ day, it is fitting’ and desirable that the bers are likely to be much greater than
Fri ifay, r. M., Home Missions.
in the Quarterly Meetings and churches, when the signs of that determined and Nonconformists, should be represented usual “upon this significant occasion of | Saturday, ». M., Sabbath Schools. |
‘Monday, Ps M., Education.
wv
to aid in the collection of historical and ‘unreasonable minority are coming to the in the House of Commons by a number of our denominational centennial, the Board
‘Tuesday, ». M., Temperance. **
When churches are willing to their ministers who are in active pastoral” "Peould not consent to any plan or arrangestatistical facts, and in the raising of surface.
Wednesday, ». M:, Anti Slavery Record.
ment but that which seemed, on the
moneys for a centennial fund. The - cir-. be ruled by a minority in this manner, duties and are thus necessarily conversant
Thursday, 29th} Centennial at New.
whole, likely to accommodate the largest, Durham,
=
culars explain’ themselves, We have they have forfeited all right toself-govern- with the religious needs of the country.
number. We wish that this’ Conference |
previously ‘called atfention to thew, but ment by ‘majority ‘rule, and should at It is said that thé clergy have their repreThe air viced at New Durham will bs
may be a representative occasion, and
parent in the item of news, above. There they inyolve & matter that can not be ance be putunder a“ strong ” ecclesids- sentation in the House ofy Lords,
. but degirp the most*ample and free arrange. of an interesting character; arrangements.
are, times and seasons when Se
|
kept too constantly in mind.’ We beseech tical government.
pone in the popular branch of Parliament, ‘ment§ for its success.
will bo made for conveyance thither and
rer
every person into whose hands these cir- |
Dr. Parker candenses his political proil
secure,
to:
deemed
was
It
for
a collation at noon.
; »
| culurs may come to act with ‘promptness’ ~THE Legislature bf Missistppi has gramme ino these words : **Parlia mentury possible, sbiie suitable
amp-grouads at
For the Conference Board.,
imposed
a
tax
of
threé
doHars'o
on
the
men
5
and’energy in carrying out their ‘designs.
Byvemmeny, more rational than’ irrespon- no ‘very- remote distance’ from 3
3
Wat. H. Bowey, Chairman, ~~
years, has sent a..‘t detachment” to-tiis
country, iis objeet’ being, .as announced
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Centennial Gifts.

The members

another column.

churches and parsonages,: We count him as
one of*our live nn... ..Cowlesville church

About the latter part of October Tast the
church at So, Berwick began to show. unmis-

seeks a pastor;:also the Dale and the Cherry
Creek churches...
Bro. Jackson, of Varys-

united

by baptism

and

the unconverted to inquire what they must do

Conference Board outside of New England

for some thrée

assisting.

to be saved. "A steady increase of interest was

could not well attend a meeting for decid-

"manifest until the week.of prayer,

which

was

gospel

7“ mously decided that the next
" "in New Hampshire, commencing July 21.
“This being the decision. of the properly
constituted authorities, and drrangements.
already

in

| having
for the:

progress

objections, dismiss our counter preferen-

ference will necessitate.a change in our
the Quarterly

Meeting

'

large attendance, yet the meeting increased in
interest from first to last and was one of profit
all. The reports from the churches so far
‘as received were not in anywise discouraging.

"REV.

who

may be in charge of the centennial gifts,
the appraisal of property and statistical

' ofthese by Sister Cilley, more than
the money has been raised than
length of time before. *
. .

Pathiinet

left for Hillsdale college, where he expects to

theY. M. 5,

* WATERVILLE Q.
Rev. 0. D. Patch, leaving Cleveland on ac-’ gionavith
the West,

the

pastoral

church at Marion, under

very

cli-

aus-

pices. . +. Rev. A. Jones, late pastor of the
church at Marion, finding the climate of Cen-

and
profit and an increased ‘interest ‘has
arisen in behalf of Missions. A noticeable feat-

ing somé time by invitation,

tral Ohio

unfavorable to his

health,

is spend-

near Hamlet,

N.

_H Freeman—D

- lasting ‘for

=

church,
interest.
church.

ness of time before the General Conference, the danger of the indefinite arrange-

‘sigh from the €levations surrounding the, Ni

~ments, in connection with the Q. M. Com-

mittees, the want of some stimulating in-

fluence, and the absence

of all recorded

ing uiore expressly that ali donations

be

tase, other religious services also;

reported to me,

be

my mistake a cay or two before leaving.
The
- weekly prayer-megting, and the monthly conference I think, were being kept up regulur1v, and I found that the cause of missions and

the

money

may

sentto.me,.if not given to local objects,
and I will acknowledge in the Star every
“week, and forward to the Treasurers as

the donors direct. .
Foreign Missions,

wholly for change and quiet, and not for
or even recreation. By the way,I take iny
ation at home as every one should, and
my recitation room every morning on &

Education,

‘Church or

Local Interests, and Sundries, with a col-

umn'for Remarks, in which will be stated
the particular Institution of learning, and

ure excursion.

“other specific objects to which money is
given. The names of donors from each

deserve to live, and richly need

them were shut up when

jported to me, but special and extra gilts,
3

church.

Explanation,

able, yet had but littleto give

for

am,

‘ Spiritual

it

must
Just

how people who have

kebp

can

General

4 3 grand

Conference

urges

anniversary of

movement

be

existence

made

through-

Washington, D. C.

know.

choir.

be missed, not only ifi hér.

She will

of her

value

community

in.fhe

generally,

always ready to help in Any“ cause

"in the interest of humanity
‘tiod.

- New

and

which

for

was
was

the glory

of
~

York.

.

Rev. H. N. Plumb has acceptéd a call to the
pastorate of the

church

in West

commence April 1.

Valley,

to

oh

~The Tuscaf@a church (Owego Q. M.) after

passing through a season of adversity is much
encouraged of late, Recently Bro. Sayles, of,

Ministers and Cureles.

Norwich, was placed in charge of a series’ of
| meetings continuing some five weeks, and law

aa,

a

for sev-

“she was interested in all,good works, and

;

Eastern.

been

ligious meetings

church, but in the

to ruise. I only wish the chur¢h were so near
to Christ that it could be done in this way.
If 1 have done harm to the cause of collection
taking, I beg “ Pilgrim's” pardon. O. B.C.

Lh

has

own immediate circle of friends and the F. B.

on

Providence, March 17.

‘Buck

eral years, and all who have attended our re-

‘many occasions, will not, 10 my opinion, raise
the half million of money which the Vermont
Yearly Meeting leads off in saying we ought

w

Miss

faithful teacherin the S8abbath-school

oiit the denomination”
for the
various, benevolent - ciuses;
and what I am chiefly
for. 35, that this * grand move. anxjiops
ment” may net prove a failure.
Certainly, a
mete “passing round the hat,” all well enough

_and the only thing proper to be dome

has

Miss Abbie D. Buck,who was to be married on
the Monday following to Mr. James Berry, of

that, on

our

Bro. Waterman

«Mg. Li, B. Roberts, to ‘present a testimonial to

understand when a child, neither can I now.

Th»

growth.”

The Sabbath-sc¢hool and friends of the society
generally, had a very pleasant gathering on
Thursday evening of‘last week dt the housetof

their money and not love it, while millions
are starving for the bread of life, I could not
this hundredth

work with the York

pe

"vived and encouraged, and a number, have
converted during

a

Of

series

or

reclaim-

ad and all quickened. The different detiominations all worked with a will. A Young Men's
;
Ren
H. Peckham,
Christian Association has been formed; numions
There was a large attendance and good
Rev. E. C.
terest manifested at the conference meeting “bering nearly sixty members.
of the’ Haynesville church, March 13. This Coffin, of Broom Co., has, been chosen pastor,
and the Tuscarora church is egpecially hopepeople have just completed the furnishing o
:
yg
of its future.
'. their hall, presented the church: by the ladies ful
It is definitely decided that Bro. Kpapp, of
Revs.
14,
March
Sunday,
On
Haynesville.
of
" H.O. Gidney and J. W. Carr conducted the Dale, will go to Elmira as the pastor’ of the
-dedivatory services. The hall was filled, and Elmira church. He goes with the good wishes
the meetings interesting through’ the” day.. In ‘and prayers-6f the Genesée Q. M. for his pros‘the evening pFayer-meeting, which continued perity . . «Rev, D. M. Stuart, formerly pastor’
. until past ten o'clock, many bore® witness for of the Pike church, goes to Cleveland. , Biro.
Christ, some for the first time, and at’ the Stuartis a man of marked ability and will succlose, five came "forward for prayers.
Bro, ceed well no doubt, as the successor of Bro.
supGidney has done a good work there, The if- Patch... Bro. Myers, of Hillsdale, will’
ply ‘the church at Pike for a Purt of the year.
terest stil) continues, = «Cf
ie
no
F.

_ Rev. A. F: Hutchinson closes a five yéars’

CIR

«+

Rev.

pastorate With the church fn Cape Elizabeth
the lust of March, and enters at once on his la-

"bors with the cliurcli West Lebanon,
a

*
"

DurWE

‘gelist-and

A. P.

has

Cook,

succeeded
1)

i]

of Cherry

Creek,

be-

Cod

Johmson’s

Arnica

form

Friendship

Platt St., New York!
TT

>

practice,

Silver Chord.

:

Gems

“2.05
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6
id

rou
2.65

i
mn
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-2:73
1.50
1.37

;

se

Mr. Edwin

H. Lord

"OLIVER

used.

ifs

i

Rev. N. A. Brewster with the

‘assistan ce of

.

$29.35
Treas.

weeks

in

the

with the: Bethel church,

latter-part

were added to the church.
0
Michigan.
Rev. (i. B.- Cutler - baptized

eighteen

and Miss Etta"J.

Craig,
and

both
Miss

ties of the Bible,” $1.75.

[

labors with
the Lynn and Burnside

‘making fifty-two

already

I

Side 1his 3 inter; and yet there are six or eight
awaiting the ordinance.
i
ri
:
:
on
Minnesota.
The Hennepin Q. M. held its March session

with thie Minneapolis

charct. = It was

to the State

an in-

HILLSDALE"Q.

and

church.

fin,
|.

croix Q. M. of'late.”

from Maine.

The 2d Rock
churches

have

|

espec-

fa)ly favored, and the Cady Creek church is
now in the midstof a revival, which commenced with the Q. M. held there some two ‘weeks
since.

The meeting, we

learn, is

his" work. with
for

Palmer

“the
the

has

still

being

y

evening,

OAKLAND

grown’on my six seed farms.

with the North

Q. M.

9—11.

?

;

F.

Opening.

the

Commerce

sermon

Friday

present, and goes for @

to work with the, Pickwick church. . . . Rev,

JAMES

for mailing
4t45thendteow

Gril-

The Higher

Mission,

Life,

J.

F.

E.

P. Moulton;

Joy;

Pastoral

mer; Mini<teria] Swindlers,

at Mazeppa.

of importance
claims and

and ‘the
respon-

to exceed ten minutes.

with a
evening.

sibilities of church life.

Pe

The
term at Springfield Corner, March 6—7.
storm Wriday prevented many liviag ata dis
season,
Lt was a good
tance from attending.

an excellent spirit was

manifest

JBoston,

Mass.
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Bells of Pure Copper and Tin

for Ghurehos,

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULL
WARRANTED. . Catalogue sent Free.
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For the Pictorial Bible Commentator,
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& TIFT, Cincinnati, 0.
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A BOOK THAT SHOULD BE ON THE TABLE
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“The Bible for the Young
Fireside Commentator.
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CA.
L PR TARRH, and SKIY,and BLOOD

1.000.000

”

diseases.
Entirely Vegetable.
Internal and external use. 1Ire- |
failure. Send for
of
.cages
all
in
tutn the money
Sold everywhere.
Price $1/a ote.
Janet,
+ D. FOWLE,

J.

Chemist,\Boston;, Mass,
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BiLig aE CONSTIPATION; _.
Tobey takg go AND LIVE TROUBLES |

;-{-

the means of gracehn

this life, is there any

vation ? J. W. Hallack “lQuarifications

fur Ordina-

tion, Ki M. Lovey: Can, any ‘belief constitute a
shigld to protect
a man in doing wrong ? J. H.
Maynard; The New Birth, I. P.” Bales; Is thore
| any similarity between the tepehing of*Christ and
Rois
ak
:

"
Le

'PiANDS

$159 TO

$400.—-All

strictly

= iy

first-class.—Sold at Whole
sale factory prices. Highest

Honers at Centennial Exhibition, Mathusheck’s
Stale for
Square Grands. Finest Uprights in
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Sadon isentireld

agency inthe future to make him holy? J. H.
Walrith; Woman
id the Pulpit, M. Gerard.
family Government, Ly B. Potter; What is Sal.

.

NEAKOTAR

Each minister to be yeady

sermon.

to be held in connection with the Mich. Y. M,
Opening gérmon,G. P. Linderman; If a mau neg-

Rey, J. V. Tabor, delegate {rom
session,
presence
Houlton Q. M., met with #3, whose
and sound spiritual preaching encouraged and
;
helped us.greputly.
The location: of the Noi session was: left
with the clerk, Any churclt desiring the June
atin

Street.,

=~ BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

TT

MICHIGAN
Y. 2M. will be held with the Sparta
church, Grand Rapids Q. M., commencing Friday
June 4, 1820,
J. H . MAYNARD, Clerk,
v
AEE
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Q. M.—Held its March

through

Publication Co.,

Washington

Reading Rooms, and Clubs.
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Catalogue,

Pettigrew ; The Religious Society, S. C. Kimball;

April.
«.. Bro. Haskell

church seems alive to the

that .we

’
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Comprehensive

American
357

Commentary on the entire Scriptures (in
WANTEDc.: vol.) ever published.
Price, $3.75
ERIE

evening,

‘

.or

Newspaper

dinnounce

Publishers’ Agents for every “class of - Magazine,
Periodical and Newspaper.
Discount to Libraries,

. 240 4th Ave., New YorkyN.
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to
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.anost_ complet

church,
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"er departments, classified for conyenient referenee.

J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.

News. s. nusic BOO

of
Eph.5:11, 12,W. H. Ward; Sectarianifm, P.
Ches ey Crristian Union, John Georgd; ‘Church
Amusements, K. E. Willey; Foreign
Mission, A.
¥.Huthmson; Essays to be in writing, time not

This uew field is one

Pin-

Wreath of Praise : i

takes chargeof a new

church

O.

containing a complete list of ‘American and For.
:
:
eign Serial Publications.
~ Tt gives the nature, frequency of issue, and priee
of over SEVEN HUNDRED Magazines and Periodicajs, embracing each of the above hamed, and othe’ 3
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Squash,

We
A
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The Intermediate State of the Dead, C. L. Plum-

in

:

best strain.
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NEW VEGETABLES A SPECIALTY.

neou~ Preach ng Db. L. Eagerly; How to Supply
our Destitute Chiurches, E.
G. York; The Pastor.
in the,Sunday-school, C. L. Pinkham; Temperance, W. 8S. Packard ; Prerequisites to Reviva yd.
€. Osgood; The Western Type of Piety, W. W.
Browne; kxegesis of Lev. 5: 4, E. True; Home

as
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Nationality,
and nearly every

prepared

have

for

prove otherwise, 7 wiil refill ihe order gratis.

~'J..S. HARRINGTON. °

with

C0.

Representative

Journal.

ney’s Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican Corn,
and scores of other vegetables, I invite the patronage of all who are anxious ‘to have their seed directly from the grower, fresh, true, and of the very

‘Geo. Rodgers accepts w call from the Money
Creek church fand begins his work with the

second Sabbath

Full directions

| original introducer of the Hubbard

‘Reading

by the Rev. Z:

Send fordescriptive cirenlar.

DRUM

Every

its

Has

cultivation on each package. All seed warranted.to
be fresh and true to name; so far, that should it

3

Apiil 9.

EAR

HILLSDALE Q. M. at No. Reading, Friday before
Thisis a work designed for the use of S. 8.
2nd S (bbath in April. at 7, P.M. Persons coming
‘| Scholars, and for all to whom the Bible may be
by R. R. will be met at Banker's, at 1, P. M., on
d,
low-priced,
Church; 8chool, Fire-alarm, Fi
an
irksome book.
Sold only
by subscription. -notifying Rev, H.8. Limbocker, ai Reading,
eto. , sent free,
olde
gue with 1500
testimon] 1s, prices,
GENTS, This is Your
Chance. ADpIY to
tis Ov
Blymyerd Manufacturing§ Cosy
NEW DURHAM Q. M." MINISTFRS’ CONFERENCE
. A. PAGE, 146 Exchange St., Portland,
Me.,
will be held with Rochester Village church, ‘April
4
*
Manager, for Maine and New Hampshire.
5
6.7, to commence at 1, P. M. The following asI WARRANT ONE BOTTLE A
|
siguments have been made; Ministerial Finance,
erfect cure for all®kinds of
Re. McDonald; Dead Faith; Pastor of Deerfield
S
JLES, two to four bottlesin the
chbreh; Stephen as a Model Preacher, E.
W.
{worst
cases
of LEPROSY,
Ricker; Church Fairs, J. Baker; The Ancient
Mysteries, C A. Bickford;
Our Centeanial, J. S.
Neal;

just closed

§t. Croix Q. M.

M:

Opening sermon

o

Profession, Business and Trade,

from photographs .of the originals, will be sent
E to all'who apply.
My old customers need
FRE
not write for it. I offer one of: the largest eollec-tions of vegetable seed ever sent out by any seed
House in gmerica, a large portion of which were

April 9.
E. O. DICKINBON, Clerk,
‘Mss Q. M. at Lynv, April 21,22.
|
J. MALVERN, Clerk.

Elm and
been

?

Friday

April.

This is an excellent field for usefulness and
ifthe brother can have the little aid needed, it
it will, no doubt, soon become a self sustaining
.interest. . .. Precious revivals have been enjoyed in several of the churches of the St.
'| the Spring Brook

|

Outfit”
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Quirterly Meeting Notices.
25,000 to Cive Away,
| SANTLAC (MICH.) Q. M. convenes with the Burnor one copy to each Supt. sending name and locaside church, in April, on Friday P.M, before the | tion of His school, Sigjoaing Six: Cents in stamps
4th Sabbath. «
G. B. CUTLER, Clerk.
ddr
ASA HULL,
Address
purposes.

one brother received a license to preach the
gospel. A new interest is also. opened at Elk
River under the charge ‘of Bro. M. H, Tarbox,

who hag just come

|)

_ Hotices and Bppointnients.

teresting meeting and the ‘ repqrts from the
churches were generally very hopeful.
Two

new churches were received to the Q. Mw

?

a
3

Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta,
1yl9

Free.

.| Organization,

SEABURY & JOHNSON.

in, Burn-

Authorized

A YEAR and expenses ‘to agents.
$111
Maine.

My Annual Catalogue of Veget able and
Flower Seed for 1880, rich"ia- engravings.

.on the spurious article.

‘churches;

baptized

200

MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS.

PN

all

Moody’s

Sermoiis, Bibles, etc. Send stamp.
88
. _ E.B. TREAT, 805 Broadway, N. Y.

;
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have is that he makes a somewhat larger profit

verts, March 12, a8 a partial result of his late

:

refer to those using them.

BEWARE
of worthless plasterssoffered un<f
der similar sounding names.
Remember the only object
the dealer can

con-

nesses, or Lost Vitality, From a
cause; or to those afilicted wit

:

Rheumatwm, Paralysis, Dyspepsia, Luver or Fi
Traubles, &c., or Ruptures. Speedy Cures Guarant
Bend at once for onr Tllustrated Pamphlet. Address ©
VOLTAIC BELT CO., Marshall, Mich.

GABRMORE

to see that the word CAPCINE on: the label of
each
plaster is correctly spelled.

“With the Star church in the same county. Two

Suspenso-

Garmore’s Artificial Ear Drums

CAPCINE POROUS PLASTER

As

ELECTRO-VOL-

BANDS,

PERFECTLY BESTORE THE HEARING
+ and®perform «the work of the Natural
Drum.
Always in position, bat invisible to others. All
* Conversation and even whispers heard distinctly. We

BENSON’S

of Dec.

Chautauqua Co,

TRIAL our

BELTS,

ENTS
paké
quick
sales and the best
3]
profits on our New Books, Golden
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high winds which prevail in March makes a bottlé
of Downs?’

a result the church was generally revived and
five were added to its numbers. .. Rev. Wm.
Joneshas recently held a protracted effort

been many years in the vineyard, and has labored faithfully in the Master’s cause; and although years sre pressing-on him, he does not
tire, hut loves the work more than ever....
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being
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give up the world in point of affection.”
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brethren and sisters persistently meeting in
weekly prayer-meeting at a private house. |
Kansas.
The same, I think, was true of the St. JohnsRev. J. A Holloway and O. T. Clark have
bury church.
It isn't so now.
I see that Bro.
been holding meeting in Lenora, with. enRoys has returned to Lancaster, and that .evi- |
couraging prospects. - They are in a region
dently the Lord is in it, and I hope that the inwhere help from our Home Mission -Society

A telegram has breught me to the house of my
son-in-law, in which four dear ones are wick,
but
I take the first’ opportunity to.say that
“ Pilgrim” puts a meaning t0 my words that
I never intended. I am in favor of * collections”at proper times, and for proper purposes, heartily in favor, . What I meant to say
Fas that a church which is able to put into

.
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He was well known in Maujne and New Hampshire a generation or two ago, and in Wisconsin for the last forty years, where: his” exje:ience and counsel have greatly aided” younge
laborers.
.
The Evansville church needs a pastor.
The
church is not ‘large, but united, and would
cordially welcome a faithful man of God...
Rev, O. H. True closes his pastoral relations
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-good instruments for $2 per quarter; and rents"

Madison

pointedat the last session of the Fond du LacQ.

but learned

Also I shall procurea. book, ruled for
the’ amounts given to Home Missions,

the

Bro. D. H. Webster, of the South Prairie
chureb, was duly examined bya council ap-

action, as the question is now leit, I have
‘been urged to centralize the work by ask- "suspended, and supposed, as is too. often the
and

Bro. Carr
i

or five years.
A greater partion of the time, 1
should say, without a pastor, or even preaching service, Bome eighteen mouths ago, 1, al
most accidentally spent two or three weeks
there. I knew preaching services had been

with

Rev. L. L. Harmon,

Machine
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continues to supply Instruments of Music on
easier terms thaw any other dealer.
He rents

which bis resulted ina good revival
Seventeen have been added to the

this church.

luge, We have bud a chureh there some four

have been baptized and othto ‘go forward soon.
Bro.
this church the present year.
closed a series of meetings

fifteen idays,
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converted,
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He has also just

ted,
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—J DDodgée+H F ‘Dickey—A J Dutton—Hoyt,
Fogg & Dunliam—W Depew—D Day—J Er:kine.
—Miss A M Ethéridge—A Edwards—C Ford—G

ure, of this latter effort is a Children’s Mission Y., in the vicinity of Chautauqua lake, with the
Society, which has recently put’ $20.00 in the- prospect of laboring in that field.. . . Rev. .J.
only sct with greater promptness. In- hands of their pastor for Missions. The clerk J. Mills is now holding meetings with the
of new voices praising our Heavenly
stead of observing the dates on the circu- .of the church further writés in: a ¢.mmunica- church at Rome Corners, with good prospects ‘sound
Father,
Uri
Next
session will be with. the South Nor.
:
lars sent to churches and
Quarterly tion: * Our usual donations have been about of a large success.
-ridgewdek
church.
:
On Feb. 23, Rev. H, J. Carr closed a three
Meetings, every church should send ' re- $50. - This year it was raised to $70. Asa
GEO. W. FARNHAM, Clérk.-,
weeks’ series of meetings with the Canaan
church
and
people,
we
mean
that
this
pastorturns to the Q. M. Committee by June
church, which had been without a pastor for
20th, instead of July-4th; and the Q. M.° ate shall’conginue for years to come. We of- years. The church hus been greatly revived,
fer this statement hoping it may encourage
«Committee should arrange to meet, or- some, like small, weak cliurches and teach the backsliders reclaimed and a goodly ‘number

authorize one of their number to fils the lesson that long pustorites may be more ‘profiblanks in the ** Centennial Returns,” and “ table than short ones.” |
,
“J. F.” writes as follows: . Lancaster,
_ forward them to the Treasurer of the
as prettya town as there is in the State,
-Gen. Conference, by the Fourth of July.
is
located
on
the
Connecticut
river,
as the latest day available. See standing
some twenty miles as the crow flies, northwest
notice to this effect. In view of the short- “of the Wiiite Hills, which are all plainly in

. to sell the best
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Briggs—S Barr—T
C Brooks—S D Bates—A P
Cook—E D Carr—P Curtis—J Clapton—L G Clark

church has been holding a series of meetings
for several weeks and has had” a good revival, consequently a glorious and a profitable
session was enjoyed.
The meeting from beginning to end was very interesting.
There
was but very little business done at this sesgion, but what was done was in harmony and.
good order.” “At the close of the session, it
was thought
best to° continue the meetings
afternoons and evenings through the week and
perhaps longer. We truly felt that we had
cause for .thankfulness when
wé heard the

care of the
favorable

E. N.FERNALD

Rev M Gatehell, Litchfield Plamg, Me™

with
. G. R. FOSTER, Clerk.

enter the Theological department.

‘working force of the church having trebled.
The Sabbath-school has become one of interest

facts. Instead of doing less by the change
of time, let the churches and committees

the
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Western.

mate, has assumed
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condition of the roads prevented a

the auxiliary societies made an encouraging
.| feature
of the meeting. Since the establishment

Ohio...

| weak and discouraged. condition when Bro
“Fargent went to them. During the tive years,
a steady growth
bas been in progress, the

of

Committees

The bad

Breth-

year of his pastorate with the Wilmot Flat
church. This is the longest pastorate in the
“historyof the church. The church was in a

of the Con-

the action

met with.a change of heart.

Rév. A. Sargentis about closing the fifth’

and

make the session a grand success.

: vehtennial-donations, and

their
have

. New Hampshire.

ces, and unite with the Board and the
The above named change

CHENANGO (N. Y.) Q. M—Heldits last session with the Hoimeaville church, Feb. 20-23. |

hill church the frst Sabbath of the month.

ren McKenney and Frost are still with us,
and the workis still progressing.—J. RAND.

session then and there, let us all yield our
local Comniittec of arrangements,

still contifues and

seeking salvation. ... It

Every week theré are some new
recruits.
Several now await baptism.
manifested-a desire to become the followers-of |
Ir.8. D. Fuller, a member of the Paige St..
the Lord Jesus; but it is too early to calculate chureh in Lowell, was recently chosen Secre= businessof the session was harmonious, the
preaching instructive, and the social meetings
restilts. Between forty ‘and fifty connected tary of the Young Men’s Christian Association
full of encouragement.’ ' The riission meeting,
with:our own congregation have manifested a in Newburyport, and received a very cordial- Saturday evening, wastone of great interest.
The
officers and all who took part evidenced
desire to be saved since the interdst begun | public welcome to thé city at a meeting of the
the fact that the women of this Q. M. are alive
with us, the most of whom give evidence of Association Monday evening of last week.
ps
to.the intérest of missions. The reports from

a rs

being now

work

of ‘Attica,

feeling in Attica, and the cause is hopeful.
v.
Massachusetts.
=
;
- Four persons were received into the Haver-

meetings, the

four churches uniting together.
Since
coming, probably one hundred and fifty

Bro: Steele,

is reported that Bro. Myers is helping the
Cowlesyille church having closed a meeting at’
Magilla. , . . There is some? revival faith and

until Feb. 24th, when the evangelists McKenney
and Frost, having been invited by the pastors
of the four evangelical churches in ‘the village

commenced

The

quite-a number are

observed by the church with.marked success.
ing these questions, and authorized those
‘From this the work seemed to receive a new
their
to
according
"who could attend to act
impetus, and continued with unabated power

came and

weeks,

+

‘Confycius? J. B. Drew;
Church finances, W, H.
Smitp ; Sanctification, E.
O. Dickinson; The New
Translation
of
the
Bible,
D.
W. C. Durgin; Has
was a fair aftendance and representation: of
the church anything to fear from the controversy
the churches
Business was trans<ac ed in harbetween Infidelity
an 1 Chistianity? G. R. Holt;
mony and with great, unity “of spirit.
“Breth- The best manvedof promofing a revival id a dead
yen will remember thatat the May session, chui eh, E. J. Doyle; Exposition of 1 Peter 3: 19,
N. H. Farr; The resurrection, G. P. Linderman;
teps will be taken towards the division of. the
Q. M.
Meetings
Tor worship were seasons of. What is the best system for raising money for
missions?
Geo. H. Howard; Is evolution consisgreat joy, and marked for the presence of the
tent with inspiration? C. B. Mills; Exposition of
spirit of the Muster. Taken as a-wholeit was a Rom. 8:28, I. R. Spencer; Prayer, J. Silvernail ;
long time to be remembered:
~
Intermediate State, E. W. Norton; Opportunities
Next séssion with the Turkey. Creek church, grEreewill Baptists-in-Northern Michigan, Wm.
Chautauqua. Co.,- Friday before the second . 8, Warren; Ministerial Study, D. H. Lord; Can
the voice of conscience in man be so completely
Sabbath in Muy: N. A. BREWSTER, Clork.
silenced that it will not be aroused by the decisCoM.
°| ions a) ihe judgmént? R. Dunn.

MibpLE CANEY Q. M.—Held its Feb. sesgion with the Plamb Valley -¢bhurch.
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burg, is engaged ih a unton meeting with the
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Well, then

8

would |. That was the Professor'
s advice, and
it | morning of praise. More grew out
;
A
of it
on- the | could “be carried out no doubt, if one-| yan any one would have
supposed possi-

shining,

till she

‘The father in despair seeks at first the- same
deceitful comfort, but Christian friends Jead

ace.”

the book over and lay it down on

fine’ steel en- | kept

all. its

nd

and the bair under it, and _8ave | on either side, for it was a’ clear case of mutual
| position and course in dark ot fogey weather,
pl
ful shake.
love atfirst

and the young man

With the ¢ross of Jesus

Goingon before!”

chromos representing nothing in par- | ing in these after school-days, *“ Oh, if I|
ticular, and that bunglingly.: A libra- | could live it all over again, how I would
leaning
its stated figure against the | stady I”
Our éenter'table
‘then shall
ry.
5
y
udy .
’
sunny wall of the room, and looking un - confess to a sincere
repentance on. our |
from

young

the little fellow-a

God's

graying for ornamentation, copied from | molest. One more indispensable and I | of Sunday-keeping,
or rather of Sunday» 8 good subject, would confess wore for | am done. Some of us, « graduated”
after
wasting,
in
that
sea-side
hotel. It became
an eye skilled in art, than a dozen cheap
the manner of so maWy youth, are lament-

utterable. wisdom

published
Lifc ofof Buckle
of
the tendency
New

Fiction are the distincA home ruined in this way is described. [ tive literary articles.
A series ‘of papers by
‘The mother yields more and more totherappe~| Dr. Richardson,
of London, on * Health at
tite

to young people.
“No, we don't neither! .My mother | have won her. The fact that it is “a war
more good reading boys and girls find at
had been so willingto take an hang selfish | won't
be bothered with them, they're so story” will help to circulate it.—Cinginnati, | The
hand, the less room will there be for the bad.
oo your ligh at once, on as many sub- rest. Several mothers anxiously dsked if
Ohio: PeterG. Thomson.
5
Jects!’ ho sei} in his yop, $5 aiasie their little ones were among the group, [ fussy,” said Sammy, ipnocently.
i
.. "Then who are thee pretty ladies?”
re
;
"ay. , “Never turn the leaf down at|,
~The Literary News is a monthly publica4 tere gratified when told that the

SINC

. | the corner, or putin a mark!

sBY IDA’ HAZELYOS,

graceful harmony of the whole,
seem to indicate a correct taste

Javniy; gr

;

them | like to look at pretty ladies ?”

One and another world-wearied

She

one day in the rhetoric class, which 1
well r :
b
« Have a dozen books

=

Steries, carpets and

% His torn brim’s jaunt:

‘who '| the little boy; and he

« Ouward, Christian soldiers,

be

I

represented by a volume, always

ele.

OUR OENTER TABLE. :

of

This touched a spring in" the

:

.

1

sy

5

group

J

was
a bod
library
in an orderly
manner
‘ After
| “Yes, sir, Ido,” was the reply of the| Go cd and won a Virginia belle, although | system of signals on shipboard, so thit comyou went
away,respectably
I thought filled.
over || ment.
“Soon the
clear around gthe air-instruwas | young man, as he grasped
the old palm- | there scems to have been bit little to’overcome | manders
a good deal what you said about the| thrilled by the swee r4mornin
of vessels may know each other's
st singing in the | leaf hat,

‘ The Star of her soul—the Star and Sun.
| table. “A Professor of years age gave
( —Buritish Evangelist. | us a short impromptu lecture on reading

’1

them Stood a

ater of history,

that something | are of varied interest. ~ A paper on Huth’s just

sumulating
fs wguponto their
engblestrength.
them to ehdure
€ gxtra demand

are a good many pretty ladies here!”

| to listen to the stirring melody, of...

“

Around

upon the ‘trade and finances: of Egypt."

tention

ing in vain for the center-tahle.
man paused in his conversation about | ©ughit to come down to our house!Jou jst
Everybody who truly reads, is likely | stocks and horses, and crops and prices, | Everybody in the little group
laughed,
to have some special * direction to take,

;

ruin

is the prescription of alcoholic béver- | which at the present junctur ‘shodbe
well
their {-ages for-mothers-whitie “aking care of very | pondered. - The
other contents of - the number

rustics, admiring, bashfully, their stylish
‘hats, boots and canes, and listening with
S
ie
lies bi
ofrersaton:
t there was one little fi ow. of five

Mr. Lane atonce sent 4 waiter to place

_ But sh stands in her beauty, the bride and | for some gpecial object, but let a steady |
queen,

'

The especial evil
to which this story calls. at- uffords.a very extraordinary,

At lerigth, for want of a fresh topic, one | us a warning against the first use
of alcoholic | 47d are received from Gibson & Co., of New
| to be an unfailing source of delight on | talking audibly of the quer Ways of Pansy | of the young
strangers remarked, ** There | drinks, and a blessing Dy oars the tempted | York.

thing thou lackest still,”I thought, look- | Praise.

= i
Be Wo 2 i
Pred is 4s cheen of the fd fz gold.

a
“Appletons, Journal for April
pril

there are .not. Sartting, but the’ 15Vel Sen trsi Te
ape f
families whose circumstances offer parallels to
secure the completion of the wor!
of the e
_ | those of the Judge's family, or mechanics | disaster
it brought upon the Khedive, and the
«| home.

silly,? were standing

things,” proved | Lyrrel; who sauatered off by themselves, |

.
= | books,” said the gracious
hostess.

.

Yorbesi ii 0 os id of “ Sermonic
xchanging
Fete, I XK, Junk reache
& Co., New York. Views,”

TF, Martin, Lriticism,

Come, I'll ‘ask | years who was
abashed: by their | baby dies from neglect. The son inherits with some good uneedote
Mr. ‘Lane to let us have a melodeon eut | grandeur. With not
s; one on Forgotten
the independence of the | from his mother a ‘love for aleoholi
c drinks, | Aspects of the Irish Question; on the religious.
bere on the _veranda, .and we can sing | genuine Yankee, be stood close to
them, | 3gainst which he has to battle all his life, but | sect of Inglia known as the Juinas;
on a Natione
some of our hymns, and read in the Bible. making molds of his little fat feet in the relying wi div
hue 4 he ave iit The poiuts | 4) Theater, and editoriuls on a number of
I'am sure we would all feel happier Tor sang, and whistling merrily as-‘he looked
RR oy
Rows > — unes 3pon Current topics. =Now York: D. Appleton &
”
3
=1.Co.
such a use of Sunday morning.
up at them, through
:
enly help is all-sufficient, and that it is offered
This proposal was received with favor
—
i

- with her domestic caresN\Let me add, when | the

2 the eat bei broke in i it oe
en bearing the burdenshe could nef
bear.”

Counting the hours that lie between,

Y PRETTY LADIES.

a

and | | nextentered the house after a year, there | Drought camp-stools and arranged

Le aning
LE as onlyly the the loved
can 1 lean loved can

Service,” by Rev. Lewis 0.Som pori Sta
ies in the’ Book of Revelation,” by D. C.

coptai a
coptains
| ~ What darker shadows “can there. be than | Papet giving an’ inside
history of the Suez.
“those of intemperance! The darkest shadowof | Canal, that is likely
to create no little sensa--

|'summer vacation, had leisure to be a little { YOURE children, on. the plea

your ked
manima

Start one for ourselves

Abroad through the éarth is a sound of wat,
Distress among nations, wide and*far:”
| rainy days, and many odd hours of other | Hilten.
And the failing of strong men’s

Counting the hours till He shall come,

:

.

Three young men, whe; being on

| * ‘I should hot feel right about it, Rose,”
[replied Pansy.
“I am sorry there is no.
Sunday-school here," but Ive been think:
ing al have a plan. -- Why can we not
’
:
:
:

she replied, well,

which are at your service: whenever ‘you.

|

:
.

hunt, | no large community. in which

Se

|*

home:=She

thinks we can lay aside'ssome

read but the local dailies of a “fourth- rate
city. “ When we were seated for the afte
n,- I said, trying to look unconcernAe
5 To ks Pp»
:
;
ere are ie 00
-

J they-are all ina big basket*up sairs in
_ | the attic; my school books, and some of
my husband's old books ; not very” ornamental you know. Bat there are some
:
magazines and things in the closet there,

She learns o’er sorrow to soar and sing.

. AB
*
0p
a
eich,

=
MID THE SHADOWS.
By Ma
author.
of
Rs. rau.

shall

mouth.

.

“urged Rose ‘Marshall.

slab un- | “My. mother bays it is impossible

flower

fast asleep, with his thumb iin his
The Chur chm an.
:
:

®

"Peaching her heart hope’s minstrel
freesy;:

i
erary

every | can p'ay such pitty plays.”

der the handsome mirror, already: ;appro-. | as strict

W ATOH ING.

_ But she stands in ber safety, the bride

0
« You

“Yous

:

in
i front ofa country
Ing press, except in the wall” rack where | said you might
go;
.for we asked
her. post-office wailing for the opbning of the
two local dailies lay, folued. , What was | We. went to your
room to look for you, | mail:
.
“I'T to do?
Two weeks, and nothing to | Pansy.”

Counting the hours. till He shailcome.
" The I
her soul. the Star and Sus, With a holy and steadfast gaze of faith,
Lifted above all snangs and death.
;
Lone as a dove, on a Ltorm-swept sea,

av

7

' ‘Here, Frank,” said Nannie at last,
holding out the ball, * you may have it.

Mil
0
0 went off to the garden hand
** tum.oo | in hand, ashamed enough of having been

‘ler, the pet of the whole house;

Moreover,
I had
seen
4
0
:
i no sign i of the print- | and”
id harm

ber.

Counting the hours that lie between,

.

to

priated by

‘Waiting and watching |the livelong day,
Lifting the yoice of her heartto pray;
=
* She stands in her sorrow the bride‘and queen,

«*

newly

|Spoton which
to drop a stray paper or

3

1 have no need to murmur

dk
. ly
the Tay

Rite

\ *, | book, exiept the broad marble

.

Ifheisby my side. *

.

.

, +

Nojourney can be fearful

_

—F

so naughty, while the
from | © ¢* But, Kitty, dear girl,” replied ‘Pansy, | up in papa’s big chairbaby curled himself | his story lies in the assertion that it - is. found- | tion at the present moment.” The figures given
in the study, and |.ed on facts in real life. We believe there is [0fthe
cost of the -canal are in themselves
‘When we | ‘“it'is Sunday.
We ought not to go to | there nurse found him,

lower. hall to upper chamber.-

i

Is near my path to guide;

~~

.

=

Hewhohas known itsperils

it was

part of, its. tasteful arrangements,

:
’
v
No Christian heart can enter a

Gethsemane alone.

-

furnished, and I could but admire

:

There 12 50 dopia Dr gopow

|...

: a

me all over it at first, for,

Ss0d

=

:

>

So darkly spread before.

SEs

=

or In bie
of the center-table. | “we are going to the woods to stay until | have the
Q
ss, Nanhie. Ap=In
“Strength.” New York: National TemperI am reminded now of a house ‘where, I | dinner-time.™
realSo sorry
I was cross.” vy
: Ph 41d (81 4Sop esos House Hao.
i
the tw
once spent two weeks.
The lady took’
“Tum ,darlin’, pleaded wee Kitty

~|

My Saviour’s
is ready
io He fee hand
safely olen
"The valley of thé shadows

a

=

But the” different ‘journeys
we
take | by a half dozen of her young friends.
I'm going to'be good.”
| through the world of books will decided =
“
“ ‘ Come with us,” said Jessie Pharos, |
Soawy ”yi i Frank.
ly change the aspect

Nau
EIT

TE

—

Re far, posssbly, ur table. may ‘corres- "with her beautiful
pond with our peighbor’s reading center. | book full of lovely

=
:
THROUGH THE DARK.

es

=

-

an.
Poetry,

es
. ATR

hor

-

Go. Gh

ch

A

i

A
;

.

em

is

TO

nh.

“MOR

py
a

pa

ting off with ‘an easy punishment, and
{ Mr. Emil Potroft his been.-fonnd guilty;
with promptness. which does credit to

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24, 1880.

Dauphin County‘justice.

On the

wa.have every reason to.be

i

To make a happy fireside lime

“a
To yweans and wife,
x.
“--~ephat’s the true pathos and sublime
Of humian life.
:
(3Li
*

*

that

legal means willmeet with ample

suc-

cess.

It

is the

political

cynicism

by

al purple.
:
:
:
:
This condition of affairs‘is ‘bad enough;

of

but there is an intellectual and moral color-

| use to fight politicians, which keeps many
a rogue from enjoying a view
through crossed iron bars.

»

to believe
Sometimes we are” tempted

A

SAS

blindness whieh is much

of society

SL

© SPARKS OF SCIENCE.

more unlucky for

|

as_preper attention
bribery,

ing. JThere are many people whom we
. can not by any means justly. denominate
as busy-bodies, yet who are so constantly

driven with work that they really accomplish but little. It is with this thought |

that we may-with profit consider Haz litt's
saying that** the more we do, the more

we can do; the more

busy we are the

more leisure we Rabo.”
»}

*

a

*

Among sp many, can He care?

|

Can special love be everywhere?
A myriad homes, a myriad ways,
~~ And God’s eye over every place ?
So many, and so wide abroad:

Can any heart have all of God?

hie

~

From the great spaces, vague and dim, May one small household gather Him ?

im

*

-

*

The interdependence of men is clearly
emphasized in the following extract from

_ a sermon by Mr. Beecher, published in a
recent number of the Christian Union:
Justso soon as the electric circuit is broken

in

the sympathy of nian wilh man,natuse is violgted,
and there is no atonement and no. substitute for
it. If there were a state of society in .which the
strong stood helpful, shodlderto shoulder and
sympathy to sympathy witn the weak, and we
could see what it was, how blessed it would be !
‘We can see it in the family. There it exists. But
1 will step out of my family into Furman street;
does it exist there? I will go over to Five Points,

-

in New ‘York ;. doesit exist there ? Is that man
my neighbor who is a drunkard,and is loathsome?
Is he of my kind? ori: hea leper; and am I to

-cateh anything frony him # The

moment

we-gct

good we get bad. We step up one step of accomplishment personally, and then break the: circuit
that connects us’ with our fellows. But God in’

in his provid@hce has ordained that no man shalj
go up a step healthily without carrying something or somébody with him. The
ascénding
classes ure chained of 40gto those that are below
them 1n such & way

that if they

are

THE

BAD

SIDE OF: THE BUSINESS
wp
- BOOM.
snare which lies in- the path of

way to find

— Adeline D> T., Whitney.

going

up

to

stay they must take the boitom up, too. They
must carry al their fellows along, with them, or

it out.

At a step, as the lives

of nations are measured, the country has
passed from depression to an overflowing
prosperity
and wickedness seems likely to
come in with it’like a flood. Congress is
honeycombed with stock-jobbing. Senators and Representatives are using official
inforjagiun and oficial position
to aid
personal speculation. -The great sources
of food supplies-have been: locked up by
a ppeculativering. One gigantic rajlroad
combination aftér another aids speculation.and whets the appetites of speculators.
‘The prices of great staples and small
ones are fdfced up jump by jump, not

wholl§ because of a legitimate demand.

gradations which are

by

natural

along with’ this, the float and drift-wood
coining ddwn with the booming freshet,is

“a feverish; anxious, unhealthy

desire .to

nursing his little speculation in railroads,

:

or taking a ‘‘flier ” in the last fancy of
the hour in mining stocks willcome down.

=~“ 3onch the state of nature, that state ‘which God

The trust funds in his hands will be gone.
Disgrace will come with disaster.
The

condition of society:
Now, can that exist

|
forever?

ky

.

Can

civilizitio

meant for it, until ‘men know how to divide society
equally, from top to bottom? I do notinean by
this that there will ever come a time wheu two will
not bé more than one, when four wil not bg more
than two, and when eight will not be.more than
four; ‘XT do not mean that we shall ever see a time
. when there will not be gradations in sotiety from
the top tq the bottom—gradations of power,grada“tions of intelligence, gradakions of wealth, gradations of refinement; but there is to be in socjety
just that which exists in housebolds—namely,a dis-

position,
Jove ‘and
stratified
member
“My

that runs from the top to the bottom, of
sympathy;
aod when you hive _80
society and organized it,and mde every
of it, from the lowest to the highest, feel,

brother above me is pulling me

‘we shall begin “to realize

our true

up

higher,”

relation,

fulfill our appointed duty one to another.

and

When

in society it is as it is on the sides df mountains,

Ls

-

|

Co., Kansas,

af

Color, of Wells,

old dismal catalogue of speculative man“ufacturers aud stock-jobbing bank officers

will be repeated.

It is easy going now,

but there is no manner of

doubt (the old

foundations not being altered - by all the
“business booms in the world) that sooner
or later the snare will spring, and men

who have made haste tobe rich will find

themselves
remedy.

caught,

and

that

without’
Xp

Worst of all, -this fever works its way
along from man to man, and infects that
broad basis on which all

prosperity rests

—labor. Every rise in stocks, every
jump in the commodities. they daily

handle, all the outward and visible proofs

‘that+hdng on workingmen ip ‘these days
where men, being helped by those that are above that their employers are-making money
them, furn round and help those. tha are below
hand over fist, and so many, sharp incenthem, and go on a few steps and again are helped
tives for them to push for a share in the
by those that are above them, and again help
profits. Labor has a right to an advance,
those that are below
them, and so on’ until they
and, broadly speaking, employers have
reach the top, then gradation will not bean evil.
One
Gradation is now an evil because thereis a stratum been reasonably willing to yield it.
strong current argument for a rise in’
,of prosperity, and a thick slice of selfishuess ; then
wages, the price’ ofprovisions and:breadanother stratum of prosperity, and a. thicker slice
stuffs, is, it is true, tolerably sure to be
of selfishness; and so on, selfishness growing
transitory. Speculation has. produced in
thicker and thicker as you go toward the bottom.
a year ol great plenty -an artificial scarIt hs got to be broken up. The low places, the
city} and there is certain to be a reaction.
valleys, have got to be exalted, the mountains
But it is not the demand for higher wages
have got to be brought down, and men have got.to
coalesce. In other words, the day has got to come
as its manner and method which make up
“when that simple sentence, a’ nuBlion times ve- the bad side of the business boom among
workingmen and women. Labor troubles
peated, and a milllon times not understood, shall
be fulfilled, and love of God and love to may shall
are re-uppearing, ‘A mere catalogue of
. .be the law of the universe and of universal conthe strikes come. or preparing ‘in St.
(ditidns. - We have got to come to it first orlast.
‘Louis fills a-column in & western: paper.
At other peint<the entire industries of
small places have been brought to a standGLANOES AT THE PAPERS.
still and wages ‘have stopped altogether.
The N. Y. Zimes in diseussing the. It is not the righteous elaim of every man
for fit and worthy hire which has ‘done
subject of Trades Unions delivers itself
this. Joining the general haste .to be
done
be
can
of the opinion that * little
rich, working men: are insisting. on-all
through attempts at coercion to secure they demand or nothing. This is exactly
higher wages or shorter hours, but much what a ‘strike amounts 10, where it Comes

|

&

@brtunries.

Is a sure

remedy for

Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season,
Fifty years ago, Elder

Downs was given up by his
physicians, to die with Con-

sumption:

Under these ir-

“PARTICULAR NOTICH. "Obituaries should be |
»

n

ww

pl

and for the public. For the excess over.|
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

sons who do. not patronize the - Morning

are perpetually present with both—their
hate, love, ambition, appetite, jokes—all
are the same. Again,it is very hard for

an Englishman, for instance,

to see any

strength of virtue outside of England. He
does not put’it in s0 many words, per~
haps, but he would much rather
the whole world a moral quagmire

believe
around

that island than to acknowledge. that his
own eyes lacked training.
Americans had
the came cataract of conceit over their
eyes until one or two sharp defeats couched them; now they began to have a veéry
hazy view of their inferiorities.
Our own

civil war afforded many an odd example of
the obliquity of nental . vision given simply by locality, 'A.great mass’ of Episco- |
palians, Methodists, Catholics, etc., living
on one side of & geographical line, though
they had no pérsonal interest in the controversy, adopted as a rule the opinions of
their neighborhood and gave their lives to
defend them ;"while Episcopalians, Method-

ists,

Catholics, -etc., living on

the

other

side died to destroy them. : One body of
men were pious, sincere, intelligent; so
were the others.
Their convictions were

his own faith as a narrow
path leading
straight to heaven; all without, he holds,
is slough, error,
tell.
In old times they
burned and tortured each other; now they

are courteous foes, but still foes.
They
never suspect: that the whole difficulty lies
in their

own detective eyes.

things

through their

own

They

party

see

all

color;

while
God’s white sunlight holds
the
world.
;
Hawthorne somewhere
talks of ‘*¢ the

and their appearance predicted.

Of the

«ion of the Central Association

other

Y.,

three, one was discovered by Swift, of Roch-

Star, it |

when

&everal

at Attica,

missionaries,

now

Bethany church never. went so

Anew application of the Ruhmkorff coil,
‘says Les Mondes, has been made in the
neighborhood of Marseilles.

bird-lime on the trees which
by birds of passage, a copper

Instead

of using

is

around the trunk and a decoy attached to a
nieghboring staff. - When
the flock has

by M." Dal-

mas upon the vines of his country seat.

powerful electric saocks are reported

destroyed the parasites and their eggs.
»

CoTore

to

The f

have

Sister

Rolfe

work

was

not

on

in the churc

whom she ever fit 4 mother’s

love

and

loss.

She leaves an only "son, and her companion
for forty-eight years, now 73, to fill up his lifemwork without her. Of her it may be said,
|.

ter.

;

:

The method adopted in Germany for preventing the slipping and falling of horses on
the public road is as unique as it is simple.
The smith, when finishing the shoe, punches a
bold in tyo endsy as sean as the shoe “is made
he taps 3 a screw thread and screws into the
shoe, when on the horse’s feet, a sharp pointed
stud “an inch in length.
With shoes thus fitted the horse’ can. travel securely over the
orst possible road. When the horse comes
to the stable the pointed stud is unscrewed and
-a bottom screwed in; no damage can then
happen to the horse, and the screw holes are
thus prevented from filling up.

tlie cruelty, the

religious

all time?

Some of our

to

Broad

¢ the

persecations

of

readers’ belonging

Church,” no

doubt,

are

satisfied thdt their range of vision is true
and wide as the eagle's.
They are above
all national er sectarian prejudices.
The

¢ Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord.”
.
Com.”
w
MRS.

“ep

NANCY

DODGE, : widow _ of the late

Americans,

for the eye.

priests is

| The largest land animal which is known

over.

Itisthe.age

thought.

for

bigoted

of*liberalty and free

So they end by being

of intolerance.

intolerant’

No priest in the dark ages

was more virulent

or acrid when

hurling

anathemas against infidels than the: modern *¢ liberal thinker” is in denouncing the
orthodox clergymen of to-day.
Hé tells
us they are-frauds, hypocrites, mercenary

trickstérs—anythicg Lut
the “holy and
humble men of heart which they profess

to be. There is no class of men in modeprsociety more bigoted than those "who’
are making war against bigotry.

.

to
have existed on the globe has been described
by Prof. Marsh.
Its name is Atlantosaurus

immanis.

The thigh bone of the monster

is

over eight feet long, with: a thickness at the
larger end of it twenty-five inehes.
A compar-

ison of this bone with the’femur

of ‘a

eroco-

dile would indicate that the fossil saurian, if
of similar proportions, had a total length of
115 feet. That the reptile was at least 100 feet
long when alive is probable.
The other bones.
of the animal which have been found are proportiontely gigantic. One of the caudal vertebree measures more than sixteen inches in
transverse’ diameter.

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—The Spring Term
will commence March 16. Ceurpes of study,

peace

forever:

fession’in her

She

made

youth,

was

a“ Christian
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baptized

Cary, and wus an ornament

until the-Master suid, It

to" her

M.

professfon

up

higher.
Also the same week, the painful
tidings reached me of the death of my last
brother, the HON. O. A. BELKNAP, of Washington Co., Mo ,. at the advanced age of 85
years,
A.man of culture, possessing a high
order, of intellect, a gentleman of the old
school,—was held mn high esteem.
by his fellow
citizens, and for more than sixty years held
official positions both civil and military. His
death was like the setting of a cloudless sun,

THOMAS

HANLON, was born in Washirgten

Co., Pa., Oct. 8, 1797, and died Feb. 9, 1830,
aged 82 years and 4 months.
Moved, when
young, with his parents,to Jefferson Co., Ohio.
At about~the age of thirty was married to

Miss Naticy A. Dinsmore.

»

.

-
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AINE ‘CENTRAL

14,

1880.

1V¥l

Maine.

INSTITUTE.
— Plitsfleld,

College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low. Fall term begins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins Nov.
8, 1879. Spring term begins Jan. 26, 1880, Summer term
begins Apr. 1, 1880. Anniversaries,
June 17, 1880. For Catalogue address K. Bachelder; A.
M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me, Aug. 2, 1879.

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampton,

N.

HR

Rev.

A.

B.

Meservey,

Ph.

D.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for.both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the

best

comrhercial

college

in.

New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in anyother of like grade. Four terms

of 10 week,

ch.

Apr. 19,1880.

Summer Term closes June 26.

(879.
Term

Fall

Term

Begins

August. 25,

Winter Term begins
Nov: 17, 7679. Spring
Begins Web,2, 1880, * Summer. Term

ARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal,
J.

A. Kennard,” I. B.

?
Miss

Stuart,

R.

Ri
E.,

assistants.

Removed with his

room

rent,

from

$2

to

$2.50

Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
room rent free to those picparing
istry.

per

week."

Tuition and
for the min.

for

;

Spring.
term begins Feb. 17, 1880. Summer term
May 4. Fall term Aug. 24.
ks
For catalogue address the Principal.
:
ATES

COLLEGE

—For

further

THEOLOGICAL

information

ident, O. B..CHENEY,
LONTON,

SCHOOL.

address

the

D.D., or Prof.

Pres-

JOHN FUL-

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

:

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

REEN
MOUNTAIN
BURY CRNTER, VT.

SEMINARY,

~.WATER=

Courses of study are English, Scientific, and
, Classical.” Three terms per year of twelve weeks
each.
Board, and rooms .for self-boarding, at
Feasonaily

low rates. , Pupils

ahove the

taking

the

courses

English, have the privileges of the lowel

course,

without

mation

address,

extra

charges.

he

influences

throughout the community are wholesome. Extra
care will be taken in the general culture- of the
young. Competent assistants. For further infor=

.

E-F.GARVIN,

A. B., PRINCIPAL.

Noygwoen SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec.,

and

March,

J.

family from Jefferson Co. to-Scipio,Meigs Co.,
in the gear 1846, where lie resided until his

H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a om lete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college. . For further particulars address the

of ‘whom are living. His companion
died
some fourteen years ago. Father Hanlon resided on the farm where hé died thirty-four
years.
Was a frugal, honest, industrious.and

Pelnaihul, or KE. 8. Tasker, Secretary:
Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.

death.”

Was the father of eight children, thr€e

quiet citizen, an

obliging’ neighbor,

~

§

for Catalogue to
REV. A.B. MESERVEY, Principal.

cluding

by that

is. enough—come

our first Reunion, which will occur June

College Preparatory, Normal, Classical and ‘Scientific: courses of study for both sexés. Board,

pro-

faithful’servant of Christ, thé late Eider R.

@

Classical, Scientific, Euglish, and
Nermal.
For"
catalogue address the Secretary,
M.R. HIATT.
* Ridgeville, Indiana.

White,

MRS.
DIANTHIA CHURCHEL,
of
Yorkshire
Center, N.
Y., my. last sister, hus
just departed from a life
of
many sorrows, aid
entered, upon a life of joy and

the first time, ¢blored glasses as a protection

or Englishmen

or

with Christ, and to . meet and rest with the
loved ones gone before to the heavenly. home,
She will long be missed by famjly and friends,
and the fragrance of her memory
will long re~
main.
.
. BRADLEY.

other observed their motion. In-1611,Fabricus,
serene and pedceful. These deaths leave me
a Dutch obseryer, saw spots on'the surface of - the sole representative of a “once large and
theSun and,after several days, was satisfied that
vigorous family—an invalid from my
youtp
only the rotation of the sun could explain their
Mysterious are the orderings of Divine Prov
motion. : Later in the same year, Scheiner, at dence.
:
P. W. BELKNAP.
»
Ingolstadt, made observations, and. used, for
x

day, they tell you, for bragging

- Gdueadromal,

correspondence to W. #A Myers, chairman committee of arrangements, Hillsdale, Mich.
38%

in the families of her neighbors when sickness,

i

The simplest and surest test for oleomargarine is to heat the substance in a small ‘toy frying pan.
Butterswill gradually get brown
and smell nicely, even when beginning to burn
black. Oleomargarine will never get brown,
but will. directly, if the heating continues,
change from clear
yellow fat to’ black, and

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Bangor, Maine.

Any information or suggestion which will tend to
make our Reunion interesting, as well as profitable will be gladly received.
Please address all

day.

death or troubles came.
An only daughter
wenton before-her some twenty years ago, for:

of a

tively prevent thisterrible disease, and will positively
cure nine cases inten. Information that will save many
lives, sent free by mail. ‘Don’t delay a
Prevention is better than cure.
E

up till

this

1}

Johnson's Atiodyse Liniment
will posi-

The Reunion Committee solicit correspondence
with all our old members who expect to attend

which she greatly loved, but< in the Sundaysehool and the family. She was ever present

been attracted by the decoy a shock is sent by
the commutator,and the birds are more surely
similar kind have also been made

as fifty

fain

that proportion.
She introduvsd the card.
system of raising funds, and it ius been kept
faithful in her religious

wound

stunned than by: & rifle. - Experiments

low

Ep

DIPHTHE RIAL

N.

cents per member but often two or t}iee times

are frequented

wire

CE

in the

were sent off on their life-work in India.
ester, while the available and necessary ele- field,
mentsto two were computed by the. Boston "Shé hastened home from the meeting to organ"ize
a
Womans
Mission Sosiey in her own
Scientific Society, from théir own observadeath, she was
P tions. Two periodical comets are “8Xpested- church and from that time till
during the latter half of 1880, Winnecke’s of an active worker in that cause. She gave libwhich the
period is five years and six months, erally herself, often denying herself greatly for
the purpose, and led others’to give so liberally,
and Faye’s, of which the period is seyen years
that. from the organization of her society,
and four months.
2
1

Sun spots were noticed by the Arabs in the
unfortunate man who can see both sides
of a question.” Heig unfortunate in that eighth century, and many centuries ago the
he is invariably set down. by his fellow- Chinese observed dark spots on its’-surface.
Europe, however, no precise observations
men either asa fool, a toady or a traitor. In
were made
previohis to the ‘Invention of the
Yet take away from men this blindness to telescope.
In 1610, Harriot was the first astheir neighbors’. side of an argument, aud | tronomer to observe them, and the next year
where would have been all the oppressjon,
Galileo also saw them, but neither one nor the

a kind’

husband and affectionate fatler, consequently
loved und respected by all who
knew him.
He professed faith in Christ many years ugo,
which was to him shrougn life, ¢ as an anchor

ILLSDALE
ate,

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

Theological,

N

=~

°

+

Collegl-

Commercial, Pre-

paratory, Music and Art Departments. Elestive
studies. Admits both sexes.
st of religious in-

~°
.

;

fluences. ' Thorough and Shean. Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
tion, inciden!

and library fees, only $15 a year. Board,$2 to
$2.25 a week. Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. ScholA diver engaged in submarine operations] tof the soul both sure and steadfust.” He bore
arship for Commercia: couse,
ted time, $30
his
afftictions
with
Christian
fortitude
and
pais constantly exposed to the risk of suffecaMusic $12 and Painting $12 a term.
tion through the entangling and crushing. of tience, retaining his reasonto the Jast. His
For Catalogue address,
dying moments were peacefitl.and sce, sayal or cultured.” ‘They have blind,unreasonD. W. C. DURGIN, President,
the tube by which the air reaches him from
Hillsdale, Migh,
ing, vague antipathies to this or that above. A new apparatus has been exhibited in ‘ing just before his departure; * It will soon be
asleep in Jesus.
clique or occupations. To this woman all. |. London by means of which the diver’s oxygen over,” and then quietly fellJas.
EBANON ACADEMY -—Pupils fitted for busiW..
MARTIN.
social circles below her own are vulgar; is always carried about his person enabling
A 4 ness, scientific schobls or the best Lolleges.
r
to that, all drunkards are vicious; a good -him to breathe an hour.or more without conDANIEL C. SANDBORN flied in Sandown, N. J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal. For
nection with the external air;:*An ordinary
articulars, -address the principal, or ELIHU
H.,
March
38,
1880,
aged
80
‘yedrs,
wanting
man,
only
the other day,
declared
diver’s stiit is worn; the ¢ air 400d” being in- 1 month and 6 days, leaving to mourn an aged
AYES, Sec. Trustees.’
Sa
Sam
publicly. -all actors :to be ¢ the spawn of closed therein. Dr. B. W. Richardson is very
-. W. Lebanon, Me., July 35, 1878.
widow,
two
children,
two
grandchildren,
and
I
hell;” many
a .-poor sewing-woman be- enthusiastic over the new process, .the secret
great-grandchildren,
He was the list
lieves all wealthier folk to be hloated, of which the ‘inventor has not yet revealed. three
10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
one of fifteen children. He was a member of
The college year consists of four
1f its clhims are sustained it certainly .must
heartless, frivolous.
This color-blindness
tue F.-Baptist church in’ Fremont.
He often’ termsCo.,of Ohio:
ten weeks each. Third termbeging Jan. 26.
prove
very
valuable.
comes sometimes between husband and
spoke of his hope in Christ in our. meetings.
The courses
of study are
the
Normal,
wife, father and child. "We" may love
But his work has closed on earth and he has
Commercial, College repamtory and two College
Somebody has discovered that in small-pox
courses, viz. : Classical and S¢ientificJ. GRANVILLE.
them but we can rot see with their eyes, poor people are pitted less. than the rich, and gone to be here no more.
Board, (including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
think with their thoughts; we grow fur- no classes are pitted under their “dress. Poor
For further information apply
to A. A. MOULther apart day by day. - When death comes people have less light in their homes than the
TON, A.M., Rio Grande. Gallia Co., Ohio.
ich, while under the dress there is of; course
to them, our sight grows clearer.
‘If
we had known!” we cry; “if we had only | \ttle light in either case. The explanation, -ac' USTIN : ACADEMY.—Center. Strafford, N. Ha
cording to this observer, is a scientific one.
known!” .Butitis too late.
.
.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
sunlight consists of three primary colors. |
wamilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses;
Is there any way-to know?
Is there any THe red,
the blue, and’ the yellow cays have
Exglian and Classical.
For further information
remedy fomghis fatal defect. which rises .distinct and characteristic properties; the red
ess the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
a
and
conference
and
consultation
without
“from
place,
from
eircumstance,
from
temto
gives heat, the; yellow gives light, and the
* mighgbe done through practical efforts
‘careful consideration, - Such a strike is perament? There is but on€ remedy. We
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
gives chiendical effect.
Now, the pus of
make working men, as ‘a body, more | an industrial crime. To take a manufac- shall leave our readers . to tind it each for blue
This schoelwas never’ in better condivariolar pustules absorbs, by its yellow medof thé fuithtul few who could most surely be tion York,
for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-ol turer by the throat Just as he is strug- himself.—N. Y. Tribune.
ium,
the
chemical
rays,
which
results
in
corefficient and more independent.”
Ady
' found in the conference'roora aud, in attendtion.
NO
primary
instruction. With three care¥
rosion ofthe tender flesh at the base, thus
ance on public worship, though it might be a
uly Arrahgud courses, Qf study. The Ulassicaly
gling out of the slough’ of the last “five
O-o-O 0-6
0
‘leaving
pits.
»
:
Ot
eminary
and
En;
oyrse.
For
ca
€.
time
of
decleusion—~one
of
the
few
whe
néver
It doesn’t .take many words for the years and. insist en an increase of wages.
address the Principal.
bi
oem
- “The London Lancet claims that the man
shrank when burdens were to be borne. They
concurrent
off
margin
the
shaves
of
which
sides
both
TV
© IRVING B. SMITH.
National Baptist to express
PARAGRAPHS,
are few who have maintained a more” constant
who resolves not to take cold seldom does, and
tracts isan industrial blunder. This is a
supports this dictum bX the following train of loyalty to right and duty, and his friendships
a question :
>
:
oe
workingmen,
-APHAM
INSTITUTE.—North
Scituate, R. I.
Beeven
Why
is
the
letter
*“
8”
like
lamb?
were strong: and enduring as lite. He was
free country. Men,
argument: ‘ The trutfi~would seem to be
For particulars address the Principal.
)
* Itis in many respects’ very pleasant can
that what we call cold taking is the result of a human, but his was a type that is of priceless
blunder if they please, but the end is cause it is the beginningof *¢ sheep.” *
h
o
iE
,
STOCKBRIDGE.
and convenient to have an autocrat who ruin. Mod®ration is needed. Negotiation |worth in this world, and life to him was full of
sufficient impression of cold to reduce, the
No
Scituata
R.
I.
.
«I have a theory about the dead: lan- vital energy of nerve centers presiding over the experiences that ripen the soul for heaven.
A
shall say: ** Thus I will; thus T order. is dlways cheaper than war, and arbitra-TILTON. COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil‘bas its advant- tion ‘costs less than a strike, .A frank guages,” said the new student. ‘* Whatis the functions in special organs. If this be the He has left a wife, five children, brothers and
This mode of government
it?” asked the professor.
‘¢ That they fagt, it is easy to see why nature has provided. sisters, who wait in hope ‘of a happy reunion.
Muscatine Co., Iowa. This Institution
ages but it has also its: disadvantages; talk over, some time for inquiry, and no. were killed by being studied too hard.” - "|'the stimulus “of a strong fit of sneezing to His sufferings were long and very severe. is in anton,unusual
flourishin
one of then is assassination ; and another. haste to grab the extra dollar to-day will |
Rest
to
him
must
be
sweet.
.
rouse the dormant centers and enable them
money at once to. resume work and avoid evil conseborrow
to
tries
man
a
When
is anarchy.
:
ore wages in the long run. The
.| brin
MRS. ELizAa A. STRINGHAM died in Lisbon,
friend, that is experimental philoso- quences.’ -Phis-explains why the worst_effects
tion.
industrious men and - from awhen
intelligent and
the friend refuses, that is natu- of cold do no? as a rule follow upon. a ‘chill Kent Co., Mich., Feb. 27, after a painful illness héalthful. Expenses inoderate. Send for Cataphy;
oft
six months duration, aged 67 years. She
* The Congregationalist gives some ex- women who fill the workshops and facttip ily Ty
which excites much sneezing.” Shivering” is a.
logue.
Address,
D.
M.
BENNER,
A.
B,,
Principal.
5
had long been a niember of the Freewill Bapless effective convulsion to restore the paralyz‘| tories of this valley can well afford to try
cellent advice : gv H
To
iy
newspaper reporter who died recently 4 ed nervous energy, bit in a lower degree it tist Shure this village, and when her spirit | “J YNDON LITERARY INSTITUTE.—J. 8.
A
Thdir
employers
can
still
better
afit.
s
i
be
sure
“to
be
newspaper
a
for
In writing
In may answer the ssme-~ purpose,
him.
‘The shiv- | was permfteed to take its flight, we _trust it
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent as
them half-way with con- lefta large sum,of money behind
the loved ones gone
before. - Members ‘sistants.
make yodr proper nawes as plain an d | ford" t6 meet understanding.
‘
"
4
fact, he left all the money there :was in the ering that results from the effect of a poison joined
-—
Springfield
fidence
and
of her church sympathized as mourners with
on
the
nervous
centers
is
a
totally
different
Sh
distinct as if-printed. - We .can usually
=
|
Eagle.
Winter term de
December,
2, \I879. .
Brooklyn
world.—
o
t
Ny
her
daughter,
the
only’
surviving
member
of
’
matter.
We speak only of the quick muscoSpring term
ing Maz
9, 1830.
some kindof sense out of & had Republican.
4. make.
CoM.
A woman who takes all the fashion lar agitation and teeth-chattering which occur the family.
Fall term begins August '24, 1880.
_ nianuseript, but when we come to blindly
whenever
the
body
is
exposed
-to
cold,
and
magazines
generally
goes
te
a
dressmaker
first-class school. ~ Three complete conrses of
« TelK “about
a man breaking . his.
. ISAIAH PORTE,
of East Dixmont,.died af Astudy,—Collegiate,
written proper names,not heard of before,
results do fiot énsue. It follows from
Scientific, Ladies’ Englistjand
* Well, per- to ledrn what is new in the fashions, and evil
the residence of his son, Byron Parter, Esq.,
and which we have no means of verifying, heart,” said an ‘old lady.
what
we
huve
said
that
the
natural
indication
Classical:
Send for Catalogue, . Address,
/
-dresses,—.Norrisown
‘her
makes
never
breaklobster
a
in
Bangor,
Me.;
Jan.
27,
aged
80
Jers
Wind
1
like
is
it
but
dues,
he
haps
x
I.
W.
SANBORN, Sec, & Treas,,
princito ward ‘off the objects of a chill is_to restore
we must often ‘put them in ou the
Hh
Herald.
month.
Qn Sunday, the 18th of Jan,; he went
town
at
sprouts
,
»
Lyndonville,
Vt.
claws—another
its
one-of
ing
the
vital
energy
of
the
pberve
centers,
and
{
ple of drawing a. bow at. & venture;or
’
grows, in its place.”
there ig: no more potent, influence by which to his room in: his usual health %W Wash and
Shs You can never wear those boots - out,”
‘dress, hd was soon heard to full on the fligor. N's "LATIN, SCHOOL.~The special work:
thvow the whole thing into the waste opce, and
to
attain
this
object
than
a
strong
and
sustainwant
an said a shoe-maker, = ** Then I-don’t
.
;
of the scho@l is td prepare the students for cols
Upon going to his'aid he was fourdd in. a vsit- 3
: s
A New York lady was examining
- basket.
J
;
>
you ed effort of the will,”
“
lege, and every, éffort is made to do this in as thorNe
:
tiyg posture, unconscious, and never spoke
.
applicant for the office of maid-of-all- them,” replied the . customer;wear‘do in the
ough
a manner as
possible. Expenses are moderintelligently again. - For a part of the time
she interrogated her as fol: suppose I want boots to
ate. Bend fora Cdtalegue.
According to. the Weekly “Notes ' this work, when
before he passed away he seemed to suffer
Bulletin.
“»
"Commercial
tinBoston
—
scour
house?”
you
can
.
Nervous
Exhaustion.
;
A, M. JONES, Se,,
Mary,
| lows: ¢ Well,
reatly, but hisend was like going to sleep.
promises to be a bad year for corrupt
ma'am, I alThese are general public

ware with al crity?”

¢ No,

matters,

how-

ever.
How is it in private life? Take any
individual or fumily, no matter how -liber-

ral philosophy. cs”

vw

sent

Nemaha

Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt.: We]
but
none so
have .used other Preparations.
i
good.
Our neighbors who neglect to, color,
sell for a few, cents legs.”
Testimonials like
this are worth something.
:

.

by hund carving would cost $800. A company
in Portland has been formed for Working it;

the’ years of steady, hurd ‘and unnoticed
blvod, a love of art, beduty, nature, and
labor in.nctual productive industries are|- an accordant faith. Religion with one is
blooming into great profits; but ruiining - duty, with the other, emotion; each sees

which they

to the best

of

Rev. Asa Dodge, died in Upion, N. Yj, Jan.
Men are making fortunes without labor,
17, aged76 years and 3 mdfiths.
She texperi-.
ue to the . fact. that. their circumstances
store-kéepers «reckon . their “profits: bg.
enced religion in 1837, under:the labars of N.
changing their price tugs, and manufact- ahd the place they lived in made them pur- |
W. Bixby and I. Claflin, was baptized by Rev.
ures credit themselves with an advance blind; they "could see but “one side of emit all the while odor familiar to those living Asa Dodge, and united with -the F. Baptist
«
:
near
a fat factory.
A little practice and at- church at Troy, Pa. - 8he was married to Rev.
on their products which is largely eaten the question.
Heredity has a ‘good deal to do with tention will enable any person not only to dis- Axa Dadge in April, 1841, whom she survived
up by the advance in raw material.
tinguisb by sight ‘and smell between oleomar- two years and a half. Sbe was an affectionate
There is an unquestioned prosperity in moral color-blindness. - This man _inherit- garine
and butter, but even to find out the “wife, a dearly loved mother and a consistent
a stern, ascetic temperament and a set
‘the land, the world is buying its food ed
Christian,
She” welcomed the
approximate percentageof the -former, or of and dévoted
of religious dogmas to match from a. long
hour of het release, longing to depart and be
supplies across our Atlantic sea-board, line of grim ancestors;
any other fut in any compound ‘sold a3 but~
that, warmer

make money, to make it quick, add to be
at spending it. So far the market has
will come down again)
=
.
There
will come a turn.
We also make another extract which. ‘gone upward.
The profits of a year will be cutoff ina,
gives a most happy illustration of the day.
This man and that man who is
revolation.

: there will be days

Mathewson,

says of the Perfected Butter

by

be escaped by any ‘one, man or nation:
and the American people are in a fatal

God hath no other thing to do!

Dr.

must bé made in the

those who make haste to be rich'is not to"

' Where He hath put and keepeth you,

:-

It

action

chagges for unlimited waste and ‘pilfer- in your convictions. Is he right then, and.
\1s but just that CASH should. accompany the copy
you wrong? or is there no absolute right
ing. We do not say that the removal of or
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight:
absolyte wrong? Or is it that both
the bar would remove all these evils, but suffer from some ‘defect of moral vision
words, VERSES are inadmissible, *
&
no one will deny that it would be the which enables you only to see that mistraightest way to reducing them. Of nute segmentof truth which has fallen to
MRS. MARY CROOKER ROLFE died in West
.course.it is only with time that a large your share?
Betbany..N. Y., March 6, aged 70 years. She
esablishment can be thoroughly organizwis born in Pembroke, N. Y., and very earl
This disease of partial vision is most |
put on Christ as her Saviour, and united with
ed with efficient help in all departments, often due to the fact that a man unfortu‘the Christian church in Pembroke, N.Y. She
‘but progress to this end will not be retard.- nately can be born in but one place. We’
‘was always much attached to the peoplé of her.
ed, and" might even be accelerated by the have, so to speak, geographical conearly choice, but some few
yeurs after her
cutting off of a demoralizing accompani- sciences. Can a Pennsylvanid Dutch farmmarriage with Dea. W, P. Rolfe, she saw her
duty clear to unite with him jn bis church
ment of the enterprise. Few realize how er look at life and death with the seme
work near their homeg She was ever a faithfar the honesty and morality of employees eyes as a Buddhist priest in Benares? Yet
‘ful
Christian workér. "For many years she has
is dependent on their respect for their they have blood and stomachs and ‘souls
During
the
year
1879
five
comets
were
‘seen
been an active worker in the cause of missions,
alike;
the
same
God
apd
the
same
devil
masters.
Ee
> eR
and some eight years ago she attended a sesby astronomers, two of’ which were periodical,

The

i asked my soul bethought of this:
In just that very place of His

wg

is only secured

‘gine-house alarm-clock” which, at appointed:
hours, opens feed-bins and lets the regular
amount of food ‘all prepared into the horses
mangers.
The principle can. be applied ‘to the

feeding of barn stock.

its tonie

restores health to the diseased bowels, and
prevents recurrence of the disease.
Try it
without delay. .
~~,

0

have

pleaded . guilty

of

the

tle’

The Bank of California holds agold brick

-

8

“from the Freno wEnterprise. imine.SHA
3

‘
»

i.

5

Gt

.

7

“Compound Oxygen” is especially valua-

sand.”
“politicians in Pennsylvania:
ways scour it wigh
»
‘whose weight is within a fraction,of 1,400 {ble where, from: any cause, . there exists
\
The bribery-trials at Harrisburg have’
«The music at a marriage process ion,” ouhces, or over 100 Ibs. Its value is $28,- great physical or nervous exhaustion. . Our
ended irra way which is as gratitying . a8 says Heing, * always reminds mé of the 054, or $20.04 per ounce. The bar was treatise will tell you all about it. It is
quartz mailed free. © Address Drs. Starkey & “Palit was udexpected. Several , of the of- | music of soldiérs entering .upen ‘a bat- the, product of forty-seven i
en, 1112°Girard Street Philadelphia, Pa.

fenders

2

«~/

allowance

cures constipation, and then

at Bar Mills, Me., is said to be a most ingenious
device for saving labor."It can’ manufacture
from 800 to 15,000 shapes a day at: $15, which

by which their actions age incited ; the
So long as furniture is “wantonly de- |
‘world, in the eye of a philosopher; may stroyed and walls are gratuitously smash.
‘ed or defiled with tobacco juice,so long |
De sald to be & large mad-house.”
:
»
*
;
ih
as there are gluftons at the table, so. long:
»

The busy-body is a notorious’ do-noth-

perfect eure ever known is Kidney-Wort.

‘A valuable patented invention known as
_Hanson’s button machine which has heen got up

Er

that ** delusive ideas are. | The Montreal Wiiness discusses * the
with Macketizie
‘the motives of the greatest part of man- theme of ‘* how to run a hotel.” ‘We
i kind, and a heated imagination the power elip two or three sentences:
:

Piles! Piles! Piles!
J
Do youknow' what it is to suffer with Piles?
If you do, you know Whatis ove~of the worst
torments of the human frame. The most

:
( Erom. the St, Lovis Globe, Démocrat.)
If we are to believe in the recent investigations of oculists, about nine-tenths" of ~The average life of a paper wheel, under
the readers of the 77ribune- see ope ‘color trucks of locomotive engines ranges from 300,
when they are looking - at another; the 000 to 1,641,680 miles, and. under dining and
-to 878,336 miles.
primrose ig green for them or the violet pulace cars from 794,000
:
crimson; or they clothe the whole
The engineer of a steam fire-engine in New
| pafti-colored world in Quaker drab or roy- Haven has invented an-attachment for his, en

honest people, their notion that it is no |

— Robert Burns.
in

5,

whole,

hopeful

an earnest effort to purify our politics

)
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offences charged, as the best way of get-
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rother Porier spent some years in, Minneapo,-Minn,, where he is. well remembered by

the brethren.

He leaves two sons in this city,

one in Dixmont,

and

a daugnter

Mich,to mourn their loss,

man and a just,

He

in

wus
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CURRENT

dates: that the result was reached by

refusin

tollow Republican errors.to becorrected ; that
the rules laid down were strictly applied to rejeet Republican returns; that many of these

rules were evidently invoked to secure a Fasion

EVENTS,

_- - The Star Routes Scandal.

:

i

The bill appropriating money for the deficien--

¢y in the Post-ofice has passed both branches
of Congress,
and the points

°

of difference

be-

tween the two houses are 80 slight that the bill
. will doubtless become a law very soon. The.

Legislature p that these illegal and fraudulent
acts were apart. of & premeditated plan to
secure a Fusion guvernor. and the council mus
have been parties to it; and that different ap
propriations by the Legislature bave been: diverted from their Jegitimate purposes, and in
many cases have heen exhausted; the public

funds have been withdrawn’

from the treasu-

ry by Gov. Garc#lon and his council without
warrant of law, and bave been applied to unthat can be construed ‘into a condemnation of authorized purposes and for unlawful ends:
that a large sum of money belonging to the
_“the acts which rendered the additional appro- State yet remains in thé hands: of Gov. Garpriation necessary.
When the facts are calmly
celon and other officials of last year, which
. | considered we think the omission will be ap- should be recovered back into the treasury.
The recklessness of management disclosed in
proved.
Whether the reasons given for dropthe transactions of last year tends to destroy
° ping the damnatory clauses were the real ones
public confidence, andermine public credit and
may be open to some question,
but the reasons introduce a practice, which, if unrebiiked, will!
_. .as given were good. There.are, we need not prove fatal to the future prosperity and. prog:

»

say, substantial objections . ta. loading

appro-

priation bills with any exfraneous
matter
‘whatever, and it is quite as evil a practice to

use such a bill as the vehicle for

conveying

a

censure upon the acts of public officers as it is
to employ them for carrying gmendments to

.

;

management of

is

being.

the

;

ry

held

New

1

-

Congressional.’

‘In the Senate, Monday, a bill was reported from.
the judiciary committee prohibiting the arrest or
imprisonment on the day of election of any
election officer for any offence against the

States election laws.
‘from the same

making

the

Hampshire/State

Prison. © Gharges of abuse and cruelty are
preferred against ‘the warden.
The opinion

hundred

ahd fifty representatives. of the

‘ Every story

stock raisers living bétween the Red and Colorado
rivers and

about

twenty

railroad

stock

United

crime” of,

Tex.

They Were unMaimous in fivor of reduced

railroad

ights,

and

agreed

that

unless

the

Texas roads lower their suipping rates they will

death.

bill was discussed

No

action

introduced, and the bill§ abolish the toils on the
Louisville and Portland. canal was passed.——A.

bit wil introduced 1h the Senate; Tuesday, 51x

Vice-Pres-

ident of th» United States, and to prd¥ide a mode
puted questions arising thereo.

The Journal of Chemistry says:

of dis-

The resolution,

in a thin syrip

providing fme.at¥investigationof the charge that’ dry them,

capital

$2.00

per

stories.’

The

three

year.

funny

“Scald pears

made of ‘coffee’ sugar, and. then

They will be found equal to the bet

TO

extraordinary virtues.

THE URGENT

“POPULAR DEMAND;

BIGLOW & MAIN
Wil lsw, IN APRIL,
& Dok
NEW

Senator

Kellogg: h d

instigated

the

slanderous.

artack on Senator Hill, of Georgia, was tabled

-

for tlie
nod
Sickness, at

d

lect it, and the wise will not. Ke

Staiay School Songs,

‘The Nevada Republican State Convention
is to be held in Austin, on Tuesday, May 11.

read hereaftgr.
r
ol
. While, however, we think the right course
was pursued by the Senate in rejecting all
amendments that involved a judgmest upon
the acts of Postmaster-General Jey and Mr.
Brady, his assistant, we do not think the matter should rest where it is. After ev.
allowance has been made on the score of Cnadnublic
_ Decessity, it'remains true that the administration of the Post-office department has. been
scandalonsly reckless. There is a.plain provision of law that no public officer shall - involve

Gov. Andrews; of Connecticut, has appoint-

of

money than has been appropriated. A year
or two ago the army of the United States was
unpaid for months because no aphlobriation

for its support had been

made,

When

Nihilists,

nightly

;
in .the

resdlution,

providing,
for

-saffruge in that State.

Con-

‘Minister Lowell
Wednesday,

left London

being

called

female

for : Madrid,

by

the

continued

‘illness of his wife,
The North German Gazetge says: Under the
operation of new protective tariffs, foreign
goods are being gradually ousted from the Ger-

are notified that if they serve stil they assume
the risk of receiving their-pay in the future.
exempted

250 Russizn

Assembly’s

gress refuses to appropriate money for the
support of a minister abroad, the minister is
recalled. When appropriations for the United
States marshals are withheld, these officers

The Post-office department has

whe hold

sessions.
Tule
eres
The Wisconsin Senate has concurred

man market.

it-

:

The Iowa Senate has passed, 27 to 17, the
self from the operation of the law and the rule
which prevails in all the other branches. of the joint resolution to amend the constitution. so
‘service, With a specific appropriation for a as to grant school suffrage to women,
specified part of the mail tianspogtation, it |. W.D, Hilton, of Providence, R. I., weil
eoolly engaged to exceed the sum granted. It known among railroad men, confessed .Tuesday to forgeries-involving, upon his
mate, $80,000.
4

\

* expedited” the service upon routes phat extend from mowhere to nowhere, and gets to

own

tions and

extensive

Tnormous sums

interests,

to

by

promising

contractors for

Wednesday.

dragging

of the New York

elevated

Louis and Pacific roads, and

and

Wabash,

will take

St.

a trip

{ around the world.
not pre-judge the . case
General Grant left Vera Cruz, Thursday,
law bias been violated,
the steamer City of Mexico; will touch
some department of the
Tuxpgn and Tumpico, and go thence direct
who.
was
responsible | ‘Galveston, Texas; arriving there on the 21st
\
\

prevail as 10 the obligation imposed by a law,

In saying this we.do
. against anybody. The
* that is clear... It is for
government
to inquire
5

for the violation.

‘set; Congress

If the "President

should

does

investigate . the

not-+22d instant.

‘matter

md

by

at

to
or

“a.

E. Spencer Walker, 16 years old,

son

of the

fully, and take sucl-aetion as the case seems late Capt. E. A. Walker, ofghe navy, committo call for. But the matter ought not to, go so ted suicide by shooting at Newton, Friday,
far as that. The Presiden knows
)
..enough-| being despondent because absence from school
about the case to justify

im

in vinsisting,

per- | had puf him bebind-in his studies.
haps with regret, that Mr. Key shall quit the ! Three passenger trains conveying 1200 emi"department. Probubly the Postmaster-General, grants for the West and Northwest passed
was not fully informed at the time of what |
Canadian urand Truuok railroad from’
"was going on, but being informed of it, he up- .over-theTorontv, Wednesday.
Half of the emigrants
holds it. As for Mr. Brady, very few persons

go to- Mahitoba

‘who are. not contractors for mail service would
regret his dismissal from the office - upon
whichbe bas brought the only - unpunished
“discredit attaching to the present Administra-

tion.— Boston Advertiser.
of
Civil, Service

ries,
;
A_ concession has

Reform.

.

Curtis is somewhat disheartened over the
prospects of civil-service reform in the coming
not

hope

for

- much assistanee'ffom Democratic quarters, as
the first impulse of a Demoeratic Administra-’

tion would be ‘to surround’
itself iyith, its
friends; and the action

of Democratic

find the way to give it .strength.
wh (AN

_-.

But, turning

candidates

for

the

ney, Mr. Curtis finds, in" mournfully
going over the list, that Gen. Grant is the can-

didate of those who have been the bitterest opponents
of all plans to purify and elevate the
_*
publie service. Mr. Blaine has never shown

word or deed that he entertains the least
dliness for

this

reform.

Mr.

Sherman

threw off whatever
disguise he may have: as: sumed when he joined in the canvass to elect
Gov. Cornell, carrying the
administration

_ along with him, and’in his own electioneering
efforts, has not scrupled to use the forces that
he has at his command in a manner that could

meet with nothing but condemnation from
civil-service reformers,” This reduces the list

down to Mr. Edmunds, and, though his’ private
and puble character is above
roach,
the:
e of interest be has in .this [special
iss’ matter of some uncertainty.
We fear
that mistakes have been committed by those

who were looked to to

give

practical

expres-

sion to this reform, which will delay the im.
provement desired for a number of years. In
the
time, the advocates of a reformed cive
il service whould not "abandon théir efforts,
both in enconarging
a healthy public sentiment and in opposing undesirable candidates.

©

is, indeed, they are likely to do; but

Latest

Con-’

gressmen, in dispensing the little patronage
their position now gives them, shows that, if
this impulse was a weak one, they would soon
_to the leading Republican

what

they need to be warned against is the mistake

many 9f thet have mare on Several Suesiols
* «during the past
three years‘of applauding the

the

the

privilege

of

stopping for rest at Lynn, Ont., where sheds
aré to be put up to accommodate the cattle.
Denis Kearney; for using’ obscene
and
threatening language at a recent public meeting in San Francisco, was Tuesday sentenced
to six months in the house of correction and
to pay a fine of $1000. Aun appeal to the superior court was taken.
~
Prince Bismarck has presented in the German Reichstag a paper on the emigration from
‘Germany
during 1879; showing that 83,327
persons, two-thirds of whom were males,
emigrated, by far. the greater number going
to
the United States and Briiish North America.

ter. [Fair-minded persons must: acknowledge
the truth herein stated: “ Mr. George William

Naturally, he does

been

cattlethrough Canada, with

"We clip the comments of the Boston Herald
on this subject, rather its comments. on. Mr.
George William Curtis’s outlook in this mat-

campaign.

obtained: from

British government for the transit of American
’

:

and’ the Northwest. tertito-

News.

:

A disastrous fire occurred in the: Boston
Journal building Sunday evening.
We clip
from the Advertiser’s summary : The principal
damage by fire was in the upper stories, but
the entire building was drenched with water,
and all the floors above the first were more or
less. burned. The fire is supposed to have

German carp through

House

unlike

Zhat of

-

_

hay

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEAL
4
si
MEDICINE. =
BRS IN
hyevdw

Whe Maine Political Conspitacy.

The

Hale committee of the Maine Legisla-

ture
on the recent counting=out by the Fusion-

ist officialsBf members elected to that body

have made a report, in which they review the

mnwillingness of the majority of the Fusionist
officials
to appear and testify,

Ghrcelon and

Moody being the exceptions. The report
les tht Garcelon, while evincing a willingo disclose everything, wus infirm in his
and failed to give a satisfactory reaon fi
course. When the evidence was
d before him he ceased to
pi
passionately asserting

| had dene. the villany.

In.

0

NS

0%

the

*

H.C.

45 wasa

Southern States; the

York: Tribune.

.

Le

FRUIT:
alas

>

-| COCOANUT CAKE.

is

l,i

Offers of facilities for publishing

the past much

said

_has been

about

written

and

proyiding &helter forall fruit trees, so that they

respects,

In some
it is

others,

,in

‘good,

is

theory

this

INDIAN PONE,

They decided to

accept

the courtesy of the

Herald, and the full force of Journal editors,
reporters and printers was soon at work in

the spacious
copy,

Herald building.

Not a line

8ven of new advertisements, was

of

saved,

and. few, if any, of the proofs. Otder was
brought out of confusion in ‘a remarkably

short space of time, however, new matter aud

new reports of the'day were speedily prepared,and the paper will issue this morning in the

forin of the Herald. <The evening
Journal
will also be printed at the Herald office, but
by Tuesday morning other arrangements may

It abounds with beautiful miisieal’ ghd floral
fects,

that an® unceasing warfare

must

be

BREAKFAST

We may not havé

Preparation,

to the

have

never

the

yolks

with

ROLLS.

and

Use

ome

e grateful

the Lime, which

druggists.

pint

Health

edies

is itself

increased in

,000,000, and the

tax

proportion.—— he striking,

rate

.|

spin-

.

Col. LeGrand B. Cannon has.a cow . on his

In a Bottle.

of the

Pharmacopoeia

sly” in -their practice.

and

Nousirums, de-

physicians that this

They

the San Francisco

morning, agitator

police court on. Saturday

Gaonon

was

sentenced

to

six months’ imprisonment and
a fine of a thousand dollars.A motion for a new trial was

made, was denied, and in defxult of $3000 bail
pénding
an appeal, he was sent to the house of
correction, but was su
uently released, ——:

“It iB oretof

At the sand Jot,Sunday,

Kearney backslid from

his’ conversation of the past Sunday and
launched out in denunciation, again attacking
the police judge, the prosecuting attorney ‘an

a number

prominent

citizens. He

was,

| however, careful not to overstep the bounds
and indulge
ip language that conla be con| struedas incendiary.——During the pr

Kidgey

stig

ort

worry, estimates
the filial losses to the

SSuth

or

by the ravages of this insect will amount to
between twelve and thirty mitons of dollars an- |
oually.

ov

i

:

:

| gave way, precipitating

persons to the story below.

100 and 160

;

The heaviest pairof oxen ever marketéd in this
copntry are said to be a pair. of six-year-0ldé sold,

A phnic ensped,

ively,

and, dressed

aod another pair

4,637

hat

pounds, For

weighed

these

alive 6,620

und about thirty persons were “ainjured,
received $3,20,"0r $800]
owner
theds,
poun
somoye enh,
!
3
‘
i
fi)
.
ive
et
a

Vie

Most

unanswerable

apologies

ceipt of 25-cents; 5 copies mailed for $1.s Address

W. R. BLISS, 41 West Eleventh 8t., New York.
Also a_gketch of the Life of Jerry McAuley,
[ietions to his connection with the Mission. Price

cents, postage paid.

crystal, works

exposed to view—cased

in Nickel

—which-is
a better material than silver, as it als
ways wears bright .and looks like new.
Winds

once a day, keeps time

equal

to

the

SWATCHES,

ble, Stem-Winding American Watch at a
price that ean be afforded by
every
one.
This
watch 1s warranced, and will last a
life-time. For
all purposes as a time-keeper it is worth as much
as a watch which costs ten times the money,
- Above cut is taken froin a photograph, and is exaet size. Sent by express to any address on re|. selpi.of Fous
lars ($4.00).
Can also.
be sent
safely by registered mail for
20 cts. extra. Remit
letter.

some chain is sent free with each
satisfaction guaranteed or ony
dress all .orders to M. T.
Wholesale Jewelers,

A. hand.

wath.
Perfect
fotinded. Ad.
QUIMBY & CO,

14 Hanover St.,

Bosten,

' N. B. Orders from the trade solicited. We are
among the largest and oldest of. the Boston Whole:
sale

Jewel

Houses,

and

keep

Chen)

PE

£1

‘PAPER

known world.

THE
.

MORNING

STAR

TERMS:
$2.00 per
advance; $2.20 if paid

year, if paid strictly in
within the first thirty

three months on trial.
Each subscriber will

:
please

days, and $2.50 if not.
pn
for 25 cents received we will send the Star
notice

of payment on the label of his paper,

the

date

and mot

allow it to be in arrears,
:
The Star is not discontinued when the time.
expires for whieh it is paid unless
persons re-

quest it; and-t is discontinued

when

it has

been more than ane fi in arrears, after due
notice and time shall have been givén,
REMITTANCES must be madé fn. mon-

College and
a situatioh.
even a como
Address
N. H.

and communications

here on Saturday
.
‘Address

PERRY DAVIS’

previous.
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RELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

For Internal and External Use,

;

Is a SURE CURE for all the Diseases for which It Is. recommended
and Is ALWAYS PERFECTLY SAFEin the hands of ..
even the most inexperienced persons,
:

|
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or
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Brown

Took af Prices.
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se

on” prices,
:
ip

BREED & SON.

gton St., Boston,
o.
:
Prov
rial

[

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a

a full line of

ANTED.
A Graduate of Bates
Teacher of Xperience, desires
ould teach in High, Grammar, Or
mon district school for fair w
TEACHER, care Box 1588, Concord,

OF 40 YEARS’

. USE IN ALL Tas

i

HANGINGS.

|

Watches and Jewelry at lower prices than can be
obtained elsewhere. Established 1858.
3mi2

Wn

;

-

high-priced

watches. - A marvel of simplicity, durability, accurcy and cheapness. The vast army of Farmers,

by Pogt-office order or registered

a2

Py

Is a special department
atthe New Hampton Commereial - College.
The
only place in New-Engwland where
Tglegraphy is practically-and proper.
ly taught. Folegra men or ladies pride of be.
coming Telegraph Operators need look no farther,
Expenses reasonable,
Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

A PERFECT
STEM-WINDING AMERICAN
WATCH for $4.00 —open dial, heavy plate glass

of the Kidneys

dex

CL APOrS...iiieai.
by Geo. Aysault,of Poughkeepsie, N. Y:;in 1860, | Dealers
¥ing | of a 'sthool entertwinment
ina public hall at ‘They
supplied.at
weigned
8,440
and
3,08
poundsy
respect:
‘Samples
sent by mail.
2
right,
the
flooring
| Lincoln, Pa., on Baturds;

ween

‘

is a dry ‘compound of

or in all diseases
| Prof. Carles V. Riley, Chief of’ the United | de
and bowels. .
4
Commissionon the

the.

for the divine authority and power of revealed religion.”— Zion's Herald.
:
+
The boss will be mailed, postage vald, on re-

- 2412

trouble
of the throat— |

100 pounds in that town, while now it has increas-

States Entomological

record, and shows
y small means.”—

be done

a Cold, Cough, or unusual exertion of the
voice.. These incipient symptoms are allayed

ed to 200 pounds,
‘and the: price has corrésponds

;

the

by the use of “ Brown's Bronchial Troches,”
which if neglected often result in a chroni

years ago the average yield of butter per cow was

ingly increased,

poor. of

“ It is comprehensive, graphje and encouraging.”
=e
Congregationalist.
It is intensely interesting, and well ‘worthy the
attention of the beyevolent.”— The ‘Watchman.

|-

* THROAT DISEASES OFTEN COMMENQE ‘with

i825" feet in”

ners and doffers at the mills of the
Nashua
circumference,three feet from the ground, and its
‘Manufacturing Company,
. in” Nashua, N. H.,
ara
7
have retur
to their work, the. matter of top is 150 feet in diameter.
wages having been amicably adjusted.——In |. Hh M. Vali, of Pomfret, Vt., says. that fitteen

-

v

“It is a pathetic and touchin

PAD

is

of the

Re

how much good may
Utica Herald.

must soon adopt

it openly as the standard remedy. *
:
Trou 2
t
2

Vi., valued | at
Ll

said to be growing on Long Island, It

York City ; sold for ihe benefit

. | Mission.

Mechan cs, Professional Men,
School Teachers,
and infact everybody can now procure a servica-

Sly Doctors.

Massachusetts

The largest black-walnut tree in the icouiitry

1527

SECOND EDITION,

a restorative prin-

viding for taxing as personal property .sharés
. America imported from Europe last year 29,642, coverer of this remedy is considered the most
of national bank
stock is unconstitutional.
: ad
ia nerve doctor ) in the ; world. .
By this decision the taxable valuation of 396 gallons of wine, an increase over the importa: skillful
property in the city of New York will be sde-. tion of 1878 of nearly 15,000,000 gallons, ian

creased by some

CO., Bangor, Mé.

Describing
the eight years’ wérk of fhe McAuley
Water street Mission among the outcasts in New

parties themselves,

It is a fact ‘that many of .the ‘ regular” doctors who will not recommend Warner's Safe
. Kidney and Liver Cure for the diseaseswhich
it so effectually removes, yet use it ‘‘ on the

yards of carpeting than all Great Britain,
~The acreage devoted to strawberries has been

dairy’ farm near Burlington,
$20,000.
:
:

bi

&

.

220

Eo ve

:

many

1. 8. JOHNSON

of sweet

One bottle of DR. GROSVENOR'S LIVER AID will.
produce beneficial results in cases where the rem-

Philadelphia produces annually 7,000,000 mo re
year in
Sol

fail for eight letter stamps,
*

.and

medicine curés beyond all others of its kind, and

this

are. absolutely pure and immensely
valuable.
Nothing on earth will make hens, lay like Sheridau’s Condition powders. Dose: one teaspoonfiil
to one pint food.
Sold everywhere, or sent by

:

ITEMS.
Lf
; we can fortify this statement by our own experieu i
»
The wheat harvest has begun in Australia. The ence. ~Punxsatawney (Pa.) Argus.

doubled
towns.

what’

To one pint of shaved cabbage

sured by many intelligent

t

NS TAY

BEAN

- .. CINCINNATI O.

ciple, supplying nature with just the assistance.
required to heal and restore the diseased- Lungs...
A.B. Wilbor, Boston, proprietor,
Sold®by alt

a

crop is,a good one.

just

. JOHN CHURCH
& Co,

wonderful efficacy, given the article a-vast popularity" in New Evpgland. The Cod-Liver Oil isin
this combination robbed of its unpleasant ta-te,
and rendered doubly effective in being coupled

raspberry,” or a ‘tree
we say, let the whole

bought a * grapevine
strawberry,” but still

PALMS

Price, 30 Cents, by Mail; $3 a Dozen, by Express.
*+1Single specimen copy sent on receipt of 25 cts.

ave, by recommending
it and acknowledging its

next thing

been duped

VOR

NEW

An English Veterinary Surgeon and Chemist,
now traveling in this country, says that most of the
Horse and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless
irash. He says that Sheridan's Condition. Powders

Wilbor’s Cod-Liver 0il and Lime,—The
friends of persons ‘who have: béen resiored from
confirmed onsumpHon by she use of this original

most

in order will be to procure the trees, and here
there has been more trouble, and expense, more
and fruit
and more. farmers
money wasted,
growers swindled than in any other branch of
agriculture. The smooth-tongued tree agent is 4
fellow well known to every one and he needs no
description for where is the man, whether he live
in town or country,who has not had an experience
extent that some have, ‘ for as yet we

THE

tablespoonful of lard, two tablespoontuls of yeast;
mix with one quart of flour; mix them at night.
place in a warm place torise; in the morning roll |
ont, cut them into rolls,p'acein the pans,and fice
over a kettle
of warm w ater; let them get very light, | and bake about twenty minutes.

cases-this will be found too expensive and upon
most farms unnecessary. The site having been

with him.

ef.

(«

ici

ST.

the Deliverer.

| milk, one egg, half a teagpoonful of salt, one large

say that the whole ground which we tend Ar
the orchard stiould be, trenched two feet deep or

the

‘as

they have long sought for.

of milk;
four or

add gradually, one wineglassful-ot oil, (ur melted
butter if preferred .)two wineglassfuls of vinegar,
one teaspoonful.of common mustard, or a desertspoonful of French mustard; and salt and cayenve
pepper to-taste. Pour the mixture over the cabage, stirit well, and serve.
.

shown here, we should next attend to the preparation of the soil Some authorities on this subject

prepared

Christ

ANDT

O16 tuart of milk, enough corn

FRENCH SLAW.

easier. The site having thus been. selected with
judgment ‘should Ue
much care, for care and

the ground

represents

Will find in “ UNDER

half a pound

have three eggs boiled hard; mash

near ihe buildings gathering the fruit will be much

selected and

and

bage a few minutes; when
you go to serve it, stir
in the yolk of one" egg, a little pepper, and salt to
taste. .
s

kept up and if the orchard is near, any spare
moments which 'we have can be. improved in
destroying these pests. Then if the orchard: is

at least plowed with a subsuil plow, ‘but in

Hen

SUNDAY, HARVEST SUNDAY,
© CHRISTMAS,
EVENING,
ANNIVERSARY
DAY, AND EASTER. .

WARM SLAW. Shave your cabbage. Put some
‘vinegar on, and Whe it gets hot put in. the cab

carefn.ly we should say: Select a high and diy
position for the orchard regardless of the shelter,
Have this as near tle buildings as possible, for
there-are so many insects that clam the fruits
of our labors

ao

:

CANTATA

The music is bright, simple and lasting.

ful of lard, and oneSeatpodniul of soda.

Weighing theavhole subject

blackened and dead.

- FORTHE

meal to make a batter, two eggs, one tablespoon-

not. ‘Shelter in autumn protects the fruit, keeping
it front being blown off, while the same shelter in
winter may cause the sap: to start and kill the
trees or. injure them so that they become those
unsightly objects which we often see in orchards,
trees with tbe sides which are exposed to the sun

the

Journal in the morning were
promptly made
to the proprietors by the Hergld, Transcript,
Traveller, Globe, Post,
and Advertiser.

FLORAL
:
SUNDAY

five. Put balf
a pound of sugar in p. kettle with the
_milk of a cocoanut, let it cook a Jttle, then add the
whole cocoavut, grated nicely, let it - cook till it
| candies, then sp: ead between each layer of cake
and press 1t well.
~
=

our attention. - In

location ofit shovld first claim

F. ROOT.

Sunday-School Superintendents

each of butter, sugar and flour, one cup
mix well, and bake in layers—will make

Having made up our mind to set an &&ora the

:

Sunday-Schools, and is designed especially forthe exercises of

5

Take five egas,

"EVERYTHING

3

based upon Scripture, It is perfectly a apted to the meeds of

SELECTED RECIPES.

8
a

BY H.

GEO.

1s an ORATORIO

4-0-0

pendent fora brie) success npon puflery alone, utterly fail. As its name implies, this medicine acts
fraternity severely alone, and go or send.0.8QM0¢ directly
upon the: Liver; .but its action is by no
reliable nursery and procure whatever is needed,
means confined to that organ, the digestive appathe bowels are put in good working
or, what is better, raise your own trees. This ratus. and
1d symptoms of Dyspepsia vanish,
with the trim, the manif
might seem to those unacquainted
the
blood
is
purified, and, Piles which are the in.
originated on the second or third floor, on the "business a slow method, but we say try it; start a variable result
oi Costiveness,
are wholly eradipremises of Searle, the printer. . The flames home nursery and it will surprise you to find how catedby this standard family medicine.
tl
to
quick an drchard can be” raised from the
spread with great Topdiy up the fort: well,
and burst out into
the composing room so ‘bear fruit. In autumn save sefds from native _ CouNTL¥88 sufferers find the balm of relief, and
garden béd as you the fountain of their health and strengthin AYERS
varities of fruit, sow them in a
uickly that many of the compositors rushed
SARSAPARILLA. Itis the most potent of ail the
would vegetables, and the first year care for them
ies stairs coatless and batless. All the occuthe same. The second season plant them in the; alteratives to purify the system and cleanse the
pants of the building fortunately escaped withIt possessses invigorating qualities, so
out accident. * The loss is estimated roughly at nursery so that a horse cultivator can be used blood.
year to year
from
amongst them, bud or
about $40,000, divided ‘among
the proprieters
that it stimulates the faded Vitalities and purges
be
will
there
then
and
want
you
as
varieties
such
of the Journal, F. A. Searle, who occupied
no fruil agent to condemn and you will have trées out the cotfuptions which mingle with the blood,
‘three floors, and the Rogers heirs,who own the
promoting derangement and decay. We are as[]
building. The loss is fully covered by insur- perfectly adapted to your soil.

ance.

BY

‘side of the Atlantic, and their arrival here, as immigrants,
would be welcomed with delight.—
New

York.

SUNDAY-SCHOOLS. |

pean turbot and sole to our wuters?
These are
among the finest salt-water food fishes on the other

Rural and Domestic,

Street, New

Something New

Aman near Watertown; -Mass., clears over
ne
: Great News.
have been made.——The recent decisionof the
$3,000 a year from ten acres of dandelions.
violation of the princi uri
rn reform, ited States Supreme Court in reference to
_
Itis
great
news
indeed that there is at last a
One
of
the
later
day
economics
is
the
packing
when the result hasbeen to turn out of office a the taxing of national bunk shares under th
up of ash shaviogs cut from shovel handles; remedy (Warner's Safe Nervine) which will
mun whom they disliked, and put in his place State law of 1866 is, regarded as one of th
~ aman who was friendly to them.” ~~ vik
for fire’ kindlers.. They retail at five cents a relieve all kinds of pain and give rest and
mést important ever renderedon that! subject.
The decision is in effect that the State law pro- burch,
;
irs
‘sleep without injury to the system.
The dis-

*

PREPAREDBY

DR. J.C. AYER &CO., Lowell; Mass.
. Practical and Analytical Chenyists,

—FOR—

pole-flounder and tile-fish have been added to the
food fishes of the Atlantic; and the experiments
in hatching codfish have been 0 successful that
the Commission hopes to restock the ‘waters of the
New.Eucland coast, and also to extend the range
of the cod a long way (toward the South. Why
could not the Commission try 1ts band, usually so
successful, at the work of introducing the Kuro:

ing it an oppression,
and xd: ocated a substitute
which he proposed to offer. - Remarks' were also
made hy Messrs. Frye, Mills and Dunnell.

may be protected from the. cold winds.

Cyrus W. Field has resigned the presidency

empty mail wagons through the wilderness.
© If these undi puted facts do not constitute a
case calling for discipline, very lax notions

was not
Pp

“Professor Baird's report uponfthe year’s work
of the Fish Commission shows how much has
been accomplished by. this useful organization.
Great progress has been made in distributing the

‘met on Saturday for debate only, on the refunding
bill. The attendance, however, was very small,
and but slight interest was manifested in the subject under discussion.
Mr
Felton (Dem.),
of
Georgia, oppose the funding of the debt, derm-

esti-

the end of its funds months before tie’ close of} Six tramps huve been arrested at Elizabeth,
the fiscal year. It endangers the stoppage of J. N. J., for placing iron bolts on the Pennsylva~
the mails upon routes serving large popula- - pia railroad,
to wreck the Washington train,

remarks that the odor
storax.—Nature.

Ninth

73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

ago had left traces behind, which annouriced their
presence upon - becoming heated.
Herr,
hlem

tion bill regarding
fe e ection laws, and
the
Springer amendment was adopted, the bill final'y

vote of 111 against 104. —The

76 East

and by no.means unpleasant odor proceeding from
itr
the heated di-h. It seems, therefore, that the ingredients hurnt in the dich some fifteen centuries |

entirely to tne consideration of the ‘special dc ficiency appropriation bill, several amendments

passing by,

he noticed ast one

the cement. Shortly aiterwards

the Hot Springs (Arkansas) reservation was dis:
cussed at considerable length, but no action was.
taken.
The seseion of the House was devoted

ed Friday, 26th inst.,as a day of fasting and
being adopted, chief of which was dae appropriprayer.
.
4
ating $6,665,000 for the payment of pensions.—
. Eighty-five per eeritum of the members of The Senate, Friday, passed the Hot Springs reser.
vation bill and took up the Geneva award bill,
the Utah Legislature are polygamists.
3
but adjourned until Monday without considering
A bill has passed the New. York assembly. it. In the House, a protracted and at times ani
prohibiting female pedestrian exhibitions.
ji § ‘mated.
discussion
occurred
on the preposed
«Paris is said to have a regular organization. amendment to the" specjal deficiency appropria-

the government in any obligation to pay more

<

it by you for
4 use in sudden 5

the protection it affords by its ei
attacks,
ng
ke

BICLOW & MAIN,

_intq the volumes of public laws Which will" ‘be

a=

Brena.
a
Ad
and oven life 1s Ea fnipucss.
The prudent should not neg."

timely protection.

~ $30 per 100 Copies in-Boards.

PR

Pehaps no one ever ge."

long, 48 AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL.
known to the public about forty
yea: Jtias Yoon
contiyued jeties of marvelods
ures,
wonrforit
a confidence in its
virtues, never
.
ed by any other medicine, Itstill makes
m: ei th a] poi
effectual cures of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, thay :
EY PECTORAL
can
be niade by medical skill. Ind eed, the JHERCHERag really robbed these dangerous ° :
‘diseasesof their terrors to a great extent, and
giv. . 35
en a feeling of immunity ‘from their painful ey
thatis wel Dunded if ine femed be taken in seaV4
| son.. Ever
fam
ould
have it in their close

imported figs.. They should be pared, quartered
by i and cored, and if large should be cut in smaller
existing law. But even: if_ this objection ple of the State are much interested in watch a strict party vote of 34 to 25 The. debate on the pieces. “Iftreated in this way, and dried quickly
By Messrs. Lowry & Doane.’
.
go
TT
2
against the mixing of two subjects essentially. ‘ing the progress of: the investigation.
| star-route deficiency appropriation bill was econ: in = hot-air closet, a moder: tely heated oven, or
evaporating
apparatus,
you muy
different from each other did not apply, Continned, several Senators participating. Nearly the other-rapidly
HIS work will also contain contributions from
It is stated on the anthority of Carroll D. entire session of the House was occupied in dis- be sure the market will fake all tne dried pears
many other well-known and popular Sunday:
gress should be cautious about trying and con=
Thos prepared they
New England can furnish.
school Songwriters, andwill excelin
+
|
.
Wright,
chief
of
the
Massachusetts
bureau
of
cussing. «the special defi iency
appropriation
are simply delicious. They may be used ior cake
demning executive” officers in an irregular
or puddings, avd make a superior sweetmeat.
manner.
If the course of the Tost-offidk
de- labor statistics that * paid agents ot English: ‘hill. — The Senate, Wednesday, passéd the stir
They may be kept in any close vessel, but glass
passed,
manufacturers aré at this momentat work in route deficiency appropriation bille As
fruit- jars are best for the purpose.”
pastment’has been irregular and illegal, the
the bill appropriates $1 100,000 to meet the ex:
New England with the sole purpose of inciting
penses
of
inland
mail
transpertation
on,
star| OF GREAT VARIETY.
House of Representatives has a duty te perstrikes among our operati ves.”
.
An interesting archaolog cal obsérvation has
routes for the remainder of the current fiscal:
:
Ll
form in the impeachment of the
- guilty
perrecently been made quite accidentally. 1tis well] Sih
year. $100,000 for new service and $50,000 for the
the enprmous
rise in pa er and
A righteous work Being dove in Cleveland.
public printing, including the cost. of p:intine the known that the urns—fon
, all other materials used in manutacturing books,
Roman burial
sans, aud then only has the Senate a right 'to
ound
The city authorities are arresting men and
Congressional Record.” A bill removing the polit- grounds, and containing the bone remains of crehear the evidence and decide what shall be
iglow'& Main, will still adhere to their
boys who congregate on street corners and ieal dis» bil ties of Roger A. Pryor was also pass.
old established and popular price :
done. But the House did not even declare that. stare dt ladies who are thus compelled to pass ed. Nearly the entire session of the House was mated bodies, are often covered with clay cups or.
occupied indiscussing the speciul deficiency ap- distes. The object of these dishes was supposed
there was ground for suspecting impeachable’ the gauntlet of the eyes of these. public nui- propriation bill, the "debate at times becoming
sent forth
to have been to contain spices, which
sances.
This same nuisance needs to be abatve y animated. The general deb:te on the
bill,
irvegularity, and under the circumstances the
agreeable. odors during the progress of the cre.was closed and severaftamendnents
adopted.
ed in Dover...
|
| UI] Single Specimen Copy sent in paper covers for’
Senate should also refrain from passing judgGermar
mation. Herr Dahlem, ‘4 well-known
B-fore reaching a final vote. however; an adexuminution, as soon as published, on recept of 25
ment.
If the rejected preamble recited what
arch logist. was able “to verify this view in the
journment
was
taken.
—
A
bill
was
passed
in
thE
cents.
%
5
can be proved, the implied censufe was entire9
Miscellaneous.
Senate, Thursday. authorizing and directing the following manner: He had obtained a dish of this
ly inadequate punishment.
There is also obit.had
cementing
after
brokin,a.d
was
which
kind
introduction
of
Dunham’s
cotton
cordage
into
the
The money is on its way to ransom Col.
jection to putting indirect censute. of ‘anybody
placed it upon a stove for the purpose of drying
navy.
The bil tor the establishment of titles 10
Synge and his wife from the Greek brigands.

seems to be guite general that there—is _something beside smoke in: this affair. and the peo-

:

clired so wide.a reputation,or maintawmed it so.

mouse

Bostoiiy D. Lethrop &- Co,, Publishers.
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fidence of mankind and become household words,
among not only one dut many nations, ‘must have

-

Hill’s finest paintiiigs‘are also given.’

IN RESPONSE

Lungs,

The few compositions which have won the oo

drawings alone are worth more than the price
asked for the number, "Eng avings of two of

Thomas

the woods, which is his exclusive property. . This
path is sometimes 30 mi es lohg. On each side of
this path traps of all Sorts a. d sizes are set; wolves,
foxes,
martins, sables, badgers, hares} squirrels,
rabbit : pariridges, quail, grouse ete., i bi ht. 3
As it often bappe)s, the owner of the path
is
weeks without visiting it, numbers of these ani.
‘mals perish in the trgp without benefit to anybody.
As these traps are set all the year
round; the
destruction of animals “in breeding season is
fast ridding Russian forests of every sort of
game.
y

between the States, and proposing an amendment
to the Constitution declaring that hereafter seces‘sion shall be treason, but that all the rights now
‘possessed by-ptates in regard to their local affairs
shall be preserved. A large number of billg were

settlement

and

have been entrapped, Each peasant hase path in

cy to centralization might lead tp future: conflicts

20. cents;

of the Throat amd

Jizens
such
as

Colds, Whoopi
~ Cough, Coughs,
Bronéhitis,
Asthma, =
oa
and Consumption.’

Carry it home
to the children.
See the frontispiece.‘ On Easter Morning.” Scores of pictures’

offering the bes} terms.
te
In St. Petersburg ,and Moscow, of 100: pieces of
game sold, only one has been shot ; the 93 others

was

reached. In the House, a resolution ‘was introduced expressinga fear that the exisping tenden-

for counting the votes and the

Price

subscribed for shipment north over the road

at length, Messrs. Wallace,

Maxey, and Beck “participating.

For

‘Wide Awake for April.

their catile to Kansas,as was done
prior
the District of Colwmbia punishable with «drive
to the construction of the railroads. A‘ combinaThe star-routé deficiency appropriation | tion was formed,and
1000 carloads of stock was

“rape-i0

=| Ayer's Cherry Pestoral.-

¢

and poeinin dre models of literary

cellence. The wide Awake is em Rat oally the vest
magazing published, that is for all tastes and sizes.”
—Frovidence Sunday Dispatch,
=
i Wide Awake, when it has once-gained entrance
into the household, 3s ever
afl
a welcome
and
constant visitor.” 4
a
2
ne .

agents

and commission
‘men ‘of St. Louis and Chicago
have just held a two days’ session at, Jacksb.ro,

State

A’ bill was, also reported |

cemmittee

a day for the election of" President and

as oie]

One

]
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